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INTRODUCTORY

IMPORTANCE OF OUR SUBJECT

1. THE numerous text-books on International

Law published in these days usually deal with
the actual usages and agreements between

nations, i.e. with what is called positive law.

They do not as a rule devote much attention

to the moral law on which international law is

based. In other words, they are more concerned

with how States agree to act than with how they
ought to act towards one another.

Now it is imperatively necessary, especially
in these days when international morality has

so largely broken down, to lay stress on the

moral character of international law. Stable

peace in Europe can only be secured by bringing
international relations once more under the moral

law, that is to say, by insisting on States keeping
the law of God in their dealings with one another.

But this, in turn, can only be brought about by
the people : by the pressure of a sound public

opinion. In the formation of this sound public

opinion social students and social study-clubs
have a leading part to play.
The importance of our subject, then, cannot

be exaggerated.
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OUR APPEAL is TO HUMAN REASON

2. We are about to consider the subject of inter

national morality from the point of view of reason.

The moral law existed and could be ascertained

by human reason even before the advent of

Christ.

Revelation, of course, helps us to grasp it more

firmly, and in the historical part of this book we
shall see something of the influence of Our Lord s

teaching upon international morality. But our
science does not depend upon any dogma of

Christian revelation. Our appeal is to the
human reason.

This does not mean that in international

morality we can dispense with Christianity or

safely build up our science without reference

to revealed truth. Human reason needs guidance
and support. It is precisely because, at the
time of the Renaissance, men dechristianized

international morality and cut it adrift from
revelation, that international relations have

to-day become so unreasonable. Not that the
moral law was never broken in those days,
but at least it was recognized.

Hence, although all that we have to say in

this book is based on reason and should commend
itself to all thoughtful men, even to those who
do not accept Christian teaching, yet those who
take Christianity as their guide will find at every
step additional motives for assenting to it. For
revelation does not destroy reason but strengthens
and perfects it.
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THE USE OF THE HISTORICAL METHOD

3. In Part IV of this book we show the historical

development of the doctrine of war : we consider
how the same matter has been viewed at different
times by various peoples. This will help us
to understand how men came to think as they
now do about these subjects. We shall see how
the main truths came to be more and more
clearly possessed : how errors arose and were
in course of time shown to be errors.

For the practical purpose of promoting right
international relations we must take the truth
and leave the error : we must consider the best
that is now known to reason. This we do in

the first part of this book. Similarly a doctor,

though he study the history of medicine, will

not think of applying ancient remedies now
known to be injurious : nor will a sanitary
engineer employ primitive methods of drainage
now discarded. We take the best we can find

to-day : but history helps us to appreciate the

best.

\Editor s Note. My grateful thanks are due to the
Rev. J. Keating, S.J., the Rev. V. Moncel, S.J., and
Mr. F. F. Urquhart for contributing sections to this

Primer : also to the Literary Sub-committee of the

Catholic Social Guild and to Canon William Barry, D.D.,
for many valuable criticisms and suggestions.
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PART I

INTERNATIONAL MORALITY IN
GENERAL 1

(Bv THE EDITOR)

(A) DEFINITIONS AND DIVISIONS

4. THERE exist to-day a number of different

States. By a State we mean an independent
political community with a fixed territory and
a single government.
Each of these States is a united, organized

whole, with a civil government which represents
it, and which thinks and acts for it. It is not a
mere collection of people who happen to live in

a certain country. A State is one thing, though
it may be a very complex thing.

States as we shall see have rights and duties

one to the other. Just as the subjects of any
one State are bound to one another and to their

State as a whole by moral obligations, so the
various States are bound to one another by ties

which may be summed up under the titles of

International Law and International Morality.

1 In this Part much use has been made of Theodore Meyer s

Institutiones luris Naturalis, vol. ii.

9
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The term International Law was first employed by

Jeremy Bentham x to replace the previous term &quot; Law
of Nations,&quot; which was ambiguous, as it might mean
either those laws which are found to be common to all

nations or law between nations. Bentham s term avoids
this ambiguity, but fails to bring out the fact that

International Law regards States rather than nations

(seen. 5).

International Law, then, may be defined as

the sum of those rights and duties by which the

various States are morally bound to one another.

A narrower definition would be :

&quot;

Those rules of conduct which reason

deduces, as consonant to justice, from the

nature of the society existing among inde

pendent nations ; with such definitions and
modifications as may be established by
general consent/ 2

DIVISIONS OF INTERNATIONAL LAW

5. (a) Private and Public. Private International

Law consists in rules by which States consent to

guide their own conduct in dealing with foreign
individuals who come under their jurisdiction.
In such cases a State, instead of rigorously

subjecting a foreigner to its own law, will take
into consideration the law prevailing in the

foreigner s own country. This is done not as a
matter of strict justice but in a spirit of friendli

ness and &quot;

comity.&quot;

Thus, for instance, a woman belonging to a

country where a married woman can perform
legal acts of herself, can do this in a country
where such power is denied to married women.

1 See his Principles of Morals, xvii, 25, note.
2 Wheaton, International Law, p. 22.
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Private International Law is called private

because it affects private persons and not the

State as a whole : it is called international because
the same rules have, to a large extent, been

adopted by different civilized States.

The necessity and utility of private inter

national law are everywhere recognized, especially
in these days of easy communication between
the citizens of different States. Certain rules

of private international law were drawn up by
fifteen States at The Hague in 1896, and were
ratified in 1899.
But with this branch of the subject we have

little direct concern in the present volume.
Public International Law is the law which

regulates the conduct of one State as a whole
to another State as a whole.

It will be noticed that we speak of States,

whereas the term
&quot;

international
&quot;

suggests a
relation between nations. A nation and a State

are not the same thing though they may happen
to be co-extensive. A State is a single political

community which may embrace two or more
nations : a nation, on the other hand, may be
divided into more than one such community.
Thus France is both a State and a nation. The
Austrian State includes several nations. The
Polish nation is found in several States. But
the term

&quot;

nation
&quot;

is also sometimes used as

equivalent to &quot;State.&quot;

Nor is a nation the same thing as a race. J. S.

Mill s definition of a nation is well known.
&quot; A portion of mankind may be said to constitute a

nation if they are united among themselves by common
sympathies which do not exist between them and others.

This feeling of nationality may have been generated
by various causes. Sometimes it is the effect of identity
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of race or descent. Community of language and com
munity of religion greatly contribute to it. Geographical
limits are one of the causes. But the strongest of all

is identity of political antecedents, the possession of a
national history and consequent community of recollec

tions, collective pride and humiliation, pleasure and

regret, connected with the same incidents in the
past.&quot;

l

6. (b) Natural and Positive. We now come to

a more important division. International law

may be either natural or positive. The two
differ in origin and character.

By natural law we mean the eternal law of

God expressed by man s conscience. It consists

in practical judgments by which we recognize
that we are bound to do good and avoid evil.

It does not depend upon divine revelation, but
is manifested by the light of nature. It supplies
those general principles of right and justice (e.g.

Thou shalt not steal, Promises must be kept, etc.)
which are the basis of international law.

Positive international law is the result of agree
ment or custom. It is based on contract, implicit
or explicit.

By
&quot;

international law
&quot;

is generally meant
nowadays this positive law, this body of contracts
between States.

Positive law may, of course, simply repeat
what is already a dictate of the natural law.
Men may make a contract to do something which
they are already bound to do in conscience.
But besides this, positive law supplements the

natural law either by making it more precise
or by adding to it :

By making it more precise, for the dictates of
natural law are often too vague to serve as

1
Representative Government, chap. xvi. See also The War

and Democracy, pp. 18-22.
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a complete guide to action in a complicated
world.

Thus, the natural law prescribes that prisoners of

war are to be treated with humanity. Positive law (The
Hague regulations of 1907) prescribes that they are to
be fed, lodged, and clothed on the same footing as the

troops of their captors.

By adding to it. Positive law may command
or forbid actions which by mere natural law are

neither good nor bad in themselves.
There should, of course, be no contradiction

between natural law and positive law : in the
latter the human legislator makes more precise
the general dictates of the natural law or provides
for the general good in the spirit of that law.

There is, then, a connexion between international

law (in the sense of positive contracts made be
tween States) and international morality (the
dictates of conscience). For even when a con
tract has been made, its binding force must

ultimately be derived from the natural law which

prescribes the keeping of contracts (n. 8).
Yet there are also very important differences

between international law (as commonly under

stood) and international morality. For instance :

(1) The agreements actually made between
States do not exhaust the moral duties of States,

any more than the law of the land comprises all

the moral duties of the citizen. I may be bound
in conscience to perform certain actions which
are not enjoined by the law of the land. While
moral principles remain unchanged, their em
bodiment in agreements changes with the growth
of opinion.

(2) As Mr. Halfour pointed out in his statement
on the Allies blockade of Germany, the obligation
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of international morality is absolute, but the

obligation of international law is conditional,
one of its conditions being reciprocity.

1

. (3) The clear dictates of the moral law are

binding on conscience apart from any contract.

But for further supplementing of the moral law
and the denning of the relations between States,
there is need of positive contracts. For although
the term

&quot;

international law
&quot;

may be justified,
we must remember that such law, unlike the law
of the land, has neither human lawgiver nor human
sanction. The obligation of international agree
ment, whatever else one may say about it, is the

obligation of contract, and is morally binding as

such.

Another difference between international laws and
laws strictly so called is seen in the fact that the former,
as we have just seen, depend upon reciprocity, while the
latter do not. If another citizen violates my rights
I can have the law on him, but I am not freed from the

obligation of observing the laws myself.

Hence the great importance of actual contracts

between States as such. But with the study of

these contracts in themselves we are not chiefly
concerned in this Primer : they will be found
discussed at length in the innumerable books on
international law. Our subject is rather that
of international morality the main dictates of

conscience with regard to international dealings,
and the moral aspect of such agreements as men
may find it desirable to make. Our point of view
is that of the moral philosopher rather than of the

lawyer or the canonist. Our study is the moral

right expressed in rules 2 rather than the rules

themselves.
1 The Times, March 29, 1915 (and see n. 31).
2

Cf. the Continental terms recht, droit.
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Our first task is to show that the dictates of

morality bind States as well as individuals.

(B) THE EXISTENCE OF NATURAL RIGHTS
AND DUTIES BETWEEN STATES

That natural rights and duties exist between
States is proved as follows :

I. From the fact that States are moral persons.

7. When a number of individual men are

brought together there at once arise between
them various moral rights and duties, inde

pendently of any compact or agreement. They
have the duty of not killing one another, of not

stealing from one another, of not lying to one
another. All are bound to help one another in

difficulties, to love one another. Similarly each
has the right of not being murdered, robbed or

deceived, of being helped in grave difficulty and
treated with respect and love. There is no need
of a formal agreement in the matter. There is no
need for them to belong to the same Trade Union
or go to the same Church. They may differ in

race and customs, creed and politics. Their
mutual rights and duties spring from the fact

that they have something in common, viz. their

human nature.
&quot; The man s the gowd for a

that.&quot; There is a bond of union between them
which is not of their own making.

It is the same when States find themselves in

relation with one another. There at once arise

certain rights and duties quite apart from any
agreement or treaty. These rights and duties spring
from something held in common by all States.

They are all moral persons. Every State may be

regarded as a reasonable being, a single rational
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subject, organically made up of reasonable in

dividuals united into a moral whole. The life

and mind of a State is something more than the

life and mind of any of the individuals who com
pose it. A State may do things which a private
individual may not do on his own account, e.g.

execute criminals, make laws.

By
&quot; moral person

&quot; we do not mean a person who
is bound by the moral law, for all persons are so bound.
We mean something distinct from a physical person
(an individual man or woman). The term &quot;moral

person
&quot;

is commonly applied nowadays to a number
of people united for a common purpose (a State, a

university, etc.).
We must not suppose that the rights or duties or

mind or will of a
&quot; moral person

&quot; are distinct from the

rights, duties, mind, and will of the individuals who
compose it. They are the rights, etc., of those indi

viduals, possessed not separately but collectively.
1

As the term
&quot;

moral person
&quot;

is apt to cause

confusion, a simpler proof would be as follows.

The moral law of God is universal : man is

always bound by it in all the circumstances of

life, for it is the law which binds him as a man,
and he never ceases to be a man. Hence the
moral law, or the Ten Commandments, bind man in

his political as well as in his private life, in his

international as well as in his social or commercial

dealings. The fact that he combines with other
men for a particular purpose does not absolve him
from keeping the moral law. A man who steals

my cow breaks the moral law whether he does it

on his own account or on behalf of a company.
This point is well brought out by the American

jurist, Chancellor Kent :

1 See Vermeersch, Qucestiones de lustitia, Q. xiv, De
persona morali in universum, with bibliography. This notion
of &quot; moral personality

&quot; has sometimes been unduly pressed,
partly owing to the influence of a false philosophy.
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We ought not to separate the science of Public Law
from that of Ethics, nor encourage the dangerous sugges
tion that governments are not so strictly bound by the

obligations of truth, justice, and humanity in relation
to other Powers as they are in the management of their
own local concerns. States or bodies politic are to be
considered as moral persons having a public will, capable
and free to do right and wrong, inasmuch as they are
collections of individuals, each of whom carries with him
into the service of the community the same binding law

of morality and religion which ought to control his conduct
in private life.

1

II. From the admitted existence of positive
international law.

8. Without natural law there could be no

positive law. But the existence of positive law
between States is admitted. Hence there must
exist a natural law between States.

That positive law rests upon natural law is seen
from a very simple consideration :

When one State makes an agreement with
another it supposes the agreement to be binding.
Otherwise such agreements would be waste of

time. If treaties are mere
&quot;

scraps of paper
&quot;

to be broken at one s convenience, positive
international law may be thrown on the scrap
heap. It is only useful when it rests on the

common admission that
&quot;

agreements must be

kept
&quot;

: but to admit this is to admit the natural

law, of which this principle is an essential part.

Objection. Two States may make an agreement
and may agree to keep it, independently of the natural
law. The whole transaction is thus one of positive law
alone.

1
Commentaries, vol. i, p. 2 (italics ours). For insistence

on corporate responsibility, see Burke passim. There is a

tendency for men to divest themselves of responsibility
when acting with others.

&quot;

Corporations,&quot; it is said,
&quot; have

no conscience.&quot;
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Answer. Then what is to prevent them from breaking

their agreement to keep the agreement ?

III. From natural needs.,

9. That which is necessary as a rule for the full

development, material and spiritual, of mankind,
is clearly intended and ordained by God, the
Author of Nature, who, in His wisdom, would
not implant in us needs that could not be satisfied.

Now it is clear that States as a rule are not wholly
self-sufficient. They need to enter into relations

with other States (e.g. for commercial, scientific,
and other purposes). Hence such relations are

intended and ordained by God.
But these relations could not be firm and stable

were not every State bound by the same moral
law in its dealings with other States. The
neglect of international morality, leads, as we
see, to the breakdown of international relation

ships.

THE DENIAL OF A NATURAL LAW BETWEEN
NATIONS

10. In its extreme form this denial takes the
form of rejecting the natural law (in the sense
above explained) altogether, whether for in

dividuals or States. Others, while admitting the
law of morality to apply to individuals, deny that
it has any application to States. Others again,
while admitting that States like individuals must
be moral, deny that the natural law forms the
basis of international law, properly so called,
which they limit to positive law.

A few quotations may serve to illustrate these

various forms of a widespread modern error :
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&quot;

This law (the Christian law of love) can claim no
significance for the relations of one country to another,
since its application to politics would lead to a conflict
of duties. . . . Christian morality is personal and social
and in its nature cannot be political.&quot; Bernhardi,
Germany and the Next War, p. 29.

&quot; Law and morality do not bind the will of the State.
There is only one thing that hinders the State in its

endeavours, and that is the fear of foreign power.&quot;

Adolf Lasson, Princip und Zukunft des Volkerrechtes

(Berlin, 1871, p. 31).
&quot; Between States as sovereign Powers there is no real

place for law ; but when States are clever and at the
same time seek after what is expedient there arises,

owing to their community of interests, a state of things
which has a certain resemblance to the reign of law.
. . . The State claims to observe the law of nations or

not, according as it finds it to its interest.&quot; Ibid.,

System der Rechtsphilosophie (1882, p. 394).
&quot; Of the classes of obligations which constitute private

morals, only one, namely justice, has a place in public
morals at all. And the sort of justice which finds place
in public morals is totally different from the justice
which relates to individuals ; it consists mainly in

moderation and kindly prudence.&quot; Lord Lytton,
Installation Address, Glasgow University, November
1888. (See also Hobbes Leviathan and Machiavelli s

Prince.}

SOURCES OF THE MODERN DENIAL OF INTER
NATIONAL NATURAL LAW

I. Materialistic Theory and Practice.

II. The denial of God naturally leads to the

denial of the natural law instituted by God. One
who refuses to admit the existence of a Supreme
Being must, if consistent, deny the existence of

moral obligation.
In particular the materialist can find no basis

for international law whether public or private
He must admit the need of at least external order
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in the public and private relations of men : but
he can only ascribe this order to the forces which
rule the physical world, to the

&quot;

law of the

stronger.&quot; Might is right. This conclusion is

frankly accepted by many modern writers. It

is the necessary consequence of a materialistic

theory of human evolution. (See n. 53.)

READINGS. For proofs of the existence of God see

The Existence of God, by Mgr. Moyes (Sands & Co., 6d.) ;

Natural Theology, by Bernard Boedder, S.J. (Longmans,
6s. 6d,) ; The Existence of God, by R. Clarke, S.J.

(C.T.S., 6d.) ; God or Chaos, by R. Kane, S.J. (Wash-
bourne, 55.) ; Theism, by Dr. Flint (Blackwood, /s. 6d.).
Also the following penny pamphlets published by the
Catholic Truth Society : Agnosticism, by John Gerard,
S.J. ; Why I believe in God, by A. E. Proctor ; What
Men of Science say about God and Religion, by the same.
For the authority of the natural law see Moral Philo

sophy, by Joseph Rickaby, S.J. (Longmans, 55.) ;

Why should I be Moral? by Ernest Hull, S.J. (Sands
and Co., 6d.).

II. The Exaggerated Importance given to
&quot;

Positive

Methods
&quot;

by Modern Students of International

Law

12. Many modern writers wish to limit inter

national law to the actual usages and agreements
found between nations. They say that it is

concerned with what has been and what is, and
not with what ought to be. Their method is

historical and inductive.
This tendency to exaggerate the importance

of positive law to the exclusion or at least to the

prejudice of natural law is found in various

degrees among modern writers. Thus we have :

(i) Those who deny the existence of natural
law and hence, if they admit a real international
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law at all, confine it to positive law (e.g.

Materialists, Hobbes).
(2) Those who admit the existence of a natural

law for individuals but not for States (e.g. Bern-

hardi, Lasson, above quoted).
(3) Those who contend that the same law of

morality does not apply to individuals and States

(e.g. Lord Lytton, quoted above).

(4) Those who admit the existence and in

fluence of the natural law in international re

lationships, but deny that it enters into the
science of international law properly so called,

or unduly limit its part therein for reasons

which will be discussed presently (e.g. a large
number of modern writers on international law).
Thus it would not be fair to put in the same

class all who exaggerate the importance of positive
methods. Some of them are staunch upholders
of the moral law : some are not.

With regard to the first three groups of writers

we have seen :

(1) that without natural law there could be no

positive law (n. 8) ;

(2) that the relations between States are

regulated by natural law (nn. 7-9) ;

(3) which is the same law as that which regu
lates the relations between individuals (n. 7).

As against the fourth group we claim that the

natural law forms a constituent and important
part of international law. This is proved as

follows :

(a) From the Unscientific Character of Purely
Positive Methods.

If there is to be a genuine science of inter

national law, it must include the natural law.

A purely positive method &quot;

almost takes away
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scientific character from the subject matter to

which it is applied. ... If international law were
not made up of rules for which reasons could be

given, satisfactory to man s intellectual and moral
nature ; if it were not built on principles of right ;

it would be even less of a science than is the code
which governs the actions of polite society.&quot;

J

(b) From the Overwhelming Testimony of Man
kind.

&quot;

This (positive) philosophy of law
&quot;

writes

Theodore Meyer, S.J. &quot;is, alas ! very widespread
in Germany to-day,&quot;

2 and its advocates are found
in all countries. Yet it is contrary to the main
stream of European thought for many centuries.

It is condemned by leading authorities to-day,
and it is meeting with an increasing measure of

opposition from enlightened democracies.

Two Objections : (i) The Law of Nature is too

vague and controvertible to form any part of

international science.
&quot;

Those who believe in it

differ greatly as to the character and commands
of the so-called Law of Nature.&quot;

3

Answer. Foolish things have been said about
the Law of Nature as about everything else. But
its general character has been always recognized,
and Catholic philosophers in the course of centuries

have built up an elaborate and scientific system
of it.

As to its alleged vagueness, we admit that it

needs to be supplemented by positive law. Yet
it supplies main principles, the authority of which
cannot be questioned and the importance of

which cannot be exaggerated. The apparent

1
Woolsey, International Law, p. 13.

8 Instil. luris Naturalis, vol. ii, p. 741.
3 Lawrence, Handbook, p. 6.
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differences found in the writings of responsible
authors are mainly differences of division and

arrangement. (See n. 23.)
The universal moral law, says Sir Edward

Creasy,
1
supplies the general principles of Right

and Justice which form so important a part of the

Law of Nations :

It supplies us, moreover, with principles of interpreta
tion, by which we may decipher the meaning which
ought to be given to the numerous difficult passages of

positive law. It imbues the jurist with the spirit in

which positive law should be studied. It shows the

legislator and the statesman what ideals of excellence
should be aimed at as models when positive law is

altered or supplemented.

(2) The natural law is not a matter of practical

politics.
&quot;

States generally appeal in their con

troversies, not to innate principles and absolute

rights, but to rules which can be proved to have
been acted upon previously in similar circum
stances by all or most civilized nations.&quot;

2

Answer, States do, in important matters,

ultimately appeal to the natural law to
&quot;

innate

principles and absolute rights.&quot; This is at the

back of their appeal to custom for custom
illustrates the natural law. In defending the

neutrality of Belgium, England did not say,
&quot;

I

find that it has been the custom of civilized

nations to observe treaties, therefore I will

observe this treaty
&quot; The appeal was to the

eternal law of keeping faith.

Note that by purely positive methods we could never
arrive at the conclusion

&quot;

treaties must be kept.&quot;
We

could not even arrive at the conclusion &quot;

treaties have

always been kept
&quot;

for sometimes they have not. A
1 First Platform of International Law, pp. 30, 31.
2 Lawrence, he. cit., p. 6.
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method which can only tell us that

&quot;

treaties have some
times been kept

&quot;

will not suffice for the founding of an
international law likely to commend itself to the normal
man.
Yet we must not go to the other extreme and under

value positive methods in the study of international law.

Just as the practice of good men gives us guidance in

ethics, so the practice of good statesmen gives us guidance
in international law. Again, it is absolutely necessary
to supplement the general dictates of the natural law
by precise provisions.
For the sources of international law, see any of the

manuals on the subject.

III. A Mistaken Appeal to History

13. Others who wish to reduce all international

law to positive law argue as follows .

Highly cultivated peoples before the time of

Christ, such as the Greeks and the Romans, knew
nothing in theory or practice about international

morality. To the ancient Greek every non-Greek
or

&quot;

barbarian
&quot; was an enemy, and almost any

effective means of conquering him was admitted.

Again, the Greeks, who sought to treat every
variety of human knowledge scientifically, never
made any attempt to establish a science of inter

national law. It is only after the Christian

religion had become widespread and taken deep
root that we find Christian philosophers and

theologians laying the foundations of a science

of international morality. In doing so they
appeal chiefly to the positive law of Christ and not
to any natural law discoverable by human reason.

Hence international law is seen to be positive law
after all.

Answer. It is quite true that the obligations
of international morality were recognized and

practised more perfectly after the time of Christ
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than before. But the same is true of the obliga
tions of personal morality, which, though they
existed before the time of Christ, were more
deeply impressed upon men s minds by His

teaching. Our Lord not only revealed super
natural truth but He also reinforced the natural
law which, owing to the prevalence of sin, had
become obscured. He not only showed men
new truths which their reason could never have
discovered, but He also helped them to see more
clearly the old truths discoverable by the light
of reason.

The obscurity which had beset the natural
law was particularly marked in the case of inter

national obligations, for the practice of polytheism
(the worship of many gods) had led men to forget
the unity of the human race. Ignoring the
Fatherhood of the one true God, they ignored
the brotherhood of man. Consequently they had
no basis for a science of international law.

Hence, although international obligations were
more clearly recognized after Christ than before,
it does not follow that they rest solely on His

positive teaching. They remain what they were
before matters of natural knowledge, arrived at

by reason.

We may add that the Greeks had, as a matter
of fact, some rudimentary notions of inter

national law, at least among themselves. There
were certain recognized obligations between
Greek States such as respect for heralds and

ambassadors, truces, etc. They observed rules

with regard to the burial of the dead after a

battle. The Amphictyonic Council united

various States in common deliberation, and a

maritime code, called the Laws of the
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Rhodians, was obeyed wherever Greek commerce
extended.
As regards the Roman Empire by conquering

the world it left little room for international law
which supposes the existence of independent
States. But philosophical writers like Cicero

and the Stoics recognized the existence of

universal obligation of morality, and there are

some traces of a
&quot;

law of war
&quot;

among the

Romans. 1

It is an exaggeration and an error to assert, as some
have asserted, that there is no valid international law

beyond Christendom, or that there was no general valid
international law in existence before the times of

Christianity. These two propositions are involved one
with another and must stand or fall together. The

?uestion
of their truth is no mere speculative question,

t affects the dealings of nearly all the European States,
and of the States founded by European settlers in

America, with nearly all the nations of the rest of the
world. It is pre-eminently a practical question for

members of the British Empire.
2

(C) THE CHARACTER OF THE NATURAL
RIGHTS AND DUTIES EXISTING BE
TWEEN STATES

14. Natural rights and duties existing between
States reside in the supreme authority of each
State : in the head of each State as representing
the whole body.
They are divided into two classes :

(i) Original or innate rights and duties which
1 For international relations among the Greeks and

Romans see Kent (ed. Abdy), pp. 9-20, and Lawrence
(Principles], pp. 28-30. Also International A rbitration amongst
the Greeks, by Marcus N. Tod (Oxford Press, 1913), 85. 6d.

8 Sir E. Creasy, First Platform, pp. 27, 28.
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arise immediately from the fact that a State is a
moral person. They are also called common,
because possessed by all States in an equal
degree ; primary, because first in time and im
portance ; absolute, because not depending upon
circumstances or conditions.

(2) Acquired rights and duties which are
contracted in special circumstances. They are

also called secondary, particular, or conditional.

Distinguish from the above the division into perfect

rights and imperfect rights. A perfect right is one which
is sanctioned by positive law : an imperfect right is one
which is not sanctioned by positive law. Hence this

book is largely concerned with imperfect rights, but
the term does not mean that the rights in question are
not completely binding.

Both classes of rights and duties depend upon
actual facts but upon different kinds of facts.

Thus a man, by the fact that he is a man, has
a right to live, to acquire food, clothes and hous

ing, and to marry. But the fact that he is a man
does not give him a right to eat any food he sees or

to marry any girl he likes : these particular rights

depend on further facts, e.g. that he has bought
the food or obtained the consent of the girl.

In the same way the right to independence
comes to a State because it is a State : the right
to trade with a neighbouring State comes to it on
account of an agreement with that State.

All sovereign States are equal as regards

original rights (e.g. all are equal in independence)
but not in secondary rights (e.g. in the extent of

their power, territory or influence) ,

See Westlake, Chapters on the Principles of International

Law, chap, vii, The Equality and Independence of
States ; Lawrence. Handbook, pp. 74-76 ; Walker,
Manual of Public International Law, Part II, chap. i.
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(i) ORIGINAL RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF STATES
TOWARDS EACH OTHER

(A) Original Duties

15. The original or absolute duties of States
towards one another may be resolved into duties

of Justice and duties of Charity.

JUSTICE means respect for the strict rights of

others.

CHARITY means giving to others help to which

they have not the same sort of right. Both are

based on the community of nature of all men or of

states. Charity regards
&quot;

rather the brotherhood

of men, justice their equality.
The duties of JUSTICE are chiefly negative and

determined. They are strictly binding, always,
in every case, and towards everybody. They
confer a right on the other party : if they are
violated there is an obligation to make restitution.

Thus if I owe a man money I must pay it exactly
and at the appointed time : he has a right to it.

If a State acts unjustly to another State it must
make restitution.

The duties of CHARITY are chiefly positive and
indetermined. They prescribe some action but
do not oblige always nor in every case. They
involve no obligation to restitution. Thus alms

giving is an obligation of charity, but no amount
or time is fixed and no particular poor man
ordinarily has a strict right to any alms. Charity
enjoins that one State should help another in its

difficulties (e.g. famine or earthquake). But if

the duty is omitted there is no obligation after

ward to make restitution.

Note that there may be positive duties of justice and
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negative duties of charity. Also that justice and
charity, though distinct, are complementary. Both
may be of strict obligation, though the obligation is of
a different kind. (For Charity see Mgr. Parkinson s

Primer of Social Science, pp. 227-231.)

We may include all duties of charity and of

justice in the natural precept of loving our

neighbour, which applies to States as well as

to individuals. The precept is partly negative
(forbidding injustice, hate, etc.) and partly
positive (enjoining acts of well doing). It may
be summed up in the double rule :

Do not do to others what you would not wish them to

*$ do to you.
Do to others as you would wish them to do to you.

To observe this rule (especially in its negative
aspect) is to observe all the duties of justice. It is

of course assumed that the
&quot;

wish
&quot;

in question
is a reasonable and enlightened wish.

International law is chiefly concerned with

obligations of justice involving the strict rights
of others (the observance of treaties, agreements,

etc.)^ As we shall see there is not so much scope
for charitable action between States as between

individuals, though there is a large field for what
is called

&quot;

the comity of nations&quot; the friendly
and considerate treatment of States by one another

in matters which do not involve strict rights in

justice, and could not rightly be made a casus belli

or matter for war (i.e. apart from agreements, of

which many touch this matter) .

In practice it is not always easy to distinguish
between duties of charity and those of justice.

The term
&quot;

Justice
&quot;

has sometimes been em

ployed (as by Aristotle) to include all duties to
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our fellow men, thus making it equivalent to
&quot;

Charity
&quot;

in the wider sense indicated above.
Both charity and justice are required in inter

national relations, and we need not be at too

great pains to distinguish them. The point to
notice is that certain obligations between States
are not mere matters of seemliness or politeness,
but strict duties.

The word &quot;

Charity
&quot;

to modern ears may
suggest something optional, something which is

desirable and creditable, no doubt, but is not a
matter of duty. For this reason some have pre
ferred to base international morality upon the
law of justice rather than upon that of charity.
But (unless we are to take justice in the Aristo
telian sense of all duties towards others), this

would be to omit many of those duties which,

though the breach of them does not involve the

duty of restitution, may nevertheless be of strict

moral obligation.
A somewhat similar distinction has been made in

international law by Grotius and others between legal

rights which are held to be enforceable and are more or
less duly exacted, and merely

&quot; moral &quot;

rights or claims
which are properly urged but are not commonly felt

to be enforceable. As the public conscience develops,
mere moral claims may also become legal or jural rights,
much as, in a particular State, what was formerly a

duty of charity may become a duty of justice (e.g. an
ordinary citizen is not bound in justice to prevent a
criminal from wrongdoing ; but when he becomes a

policeman he is so bound) -
1

STATES HAVE THE DUTY OF LOVING
ONE ANOTHER

16. Proof I. The reason why individuals are

bound to love one another is because they all

1 See Westlake, Int. Law, pp. 2, 3, 13, 48-49.
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have the same human nature which, in a sense,
makes them one. Reason reveals the community
between them.

Instinct points the same way.
&quot;

Likeness is,

properly speaking, the cause of love,&quot; says St.

Thomas. 1 We find a second self in those who
resemble us and wish them well as we wish our
selves well.

Now in the same way different States resemble
one another in being moral persons. Hence
they have something in common, something
which naturally unites them. Each may see in

the other a reflection of itself Each is developed
by loving others, as the individual finds his own
development in loving others. Hatred and sus

picion prevent that knowledge of other nations
which is necessary for the understanding of our
own. To love other nations therefore is a dictate

of reason and part of the natural law.

Proof II. Again, the basis of natural love is

intellectual appreciation. When we see an object
to be worthy of our love, we naturally love it : for

by love we do not mean mere animal passion.
Now when a nation looks at other nations it

has the same reason for loving them that a man
has for loving his brother. It will say to itself,

if it is reasonable : &quot;A nation or a State is a

noble thing : it is entitled to respect. Other

States, like my own, have a high mission given
to them by God to care for the general good
Other States stand to God in the same essential

relation as does my own State. God is our

common Father and Lord. It is reasonable that

we should love one another
&quot;

Proof III The law of charity or love is uni-

i
I, II, q. 27, a. 3.
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versal. Man has reason for loving his fellow

man, always and everywhere. Hence the men
grouped in one civil society have reason for loving
the men grouped in another civil society, pre

cisely because they are men. What is essentially
true of individual men must be essentially true

of a group of men.
The truth of the

&quot;

brotherhood of man &quot;

pro
claimed by the pagan Stoics has been reinforced

by Christianity, which provides higher and

stronger motives for universal love than unaided
human reason could suggest.

SOME NOTES ON THIS DOCTRINE

17. (i) States, like individuals, are bound by
the natural law to

&quot;

love their neighbours as

themselves.&quot; But this does not mean that we
are bound to love others as intensely as we love

ourselves, or to love other nations as intensely as

we do our own. On the contrary there is a sound

proverb that
&quot;

charity begins at home,&quot; and
moreover we are bound by the natural law to

love some more intensely than others (parents
more than strangers, kinsfolk more than foreigners,

etc.). What the precept of loving others as our
selves means is that we have the same reason for

loving both (viz. our common nature) and must
love them in the same way though not to the
same degree.

Again, we must notice that though the precept
of loving others applies to States as well as to

individuals, it does not oblige us to precisely the

same duties in the two cases. Thus one indi

vidual will naturally on occasions show his love

for another by making sacrifices for him, e.g. by
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giving up some of his property for him. An
individual may do this because he is disposing of

what is his own. But the Government of the
State may not act thus freely for the benefit of

another State since the primary duty of a
Government is to look after the interests of those
it represents : it holds property in their behalf
and may not, to their prejudice, bestow it on
others. Another difference between the applica
tion of the natural law to individuals and to
States is that the State has no future life Its

existence and
activity

are limited to this world.
It aims at the material and temporal welfare of

its subjects, in due subordination, of course, to

man s ultimate destiny. The State has no

superior on earth, and thus has no scope for such
duties as those of obedience or filial piety.
Moreover the State, being incapable of evan

gelical perfection, is not amenable to the Counsels.
&quot;

Sell all that thou hast,&quot;

&quot; Turn the other

cheek,&quot; and similar Counsels of Christ are,

of their nature, less applicable to Governments.

[See n. 62.]

(2) It is important to remember that we have
the duty of loving our enemies even during the

time of war, at all events negatively. We must
on no account treat them unjustly in thought,
word or deed. This is a stringent moral precept,
but one which is too often thrown to the winds

during conflicts between States. Few things
are more deplorable than the torrent of hatred

fostered by a considerable section of the Press

in all countries on such occasions.

Note, however, that this duty of loving those

with whom we are at war

(a) Need not deter us from asserting our just
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rights and using every legitimate means of secur

ing victory. Just as the precept of charity does
not forbid the individual to appeal to the law

against one who has wronged him, so it does not

usually require a Government to
&quot;

turn the other

cheek&quot;; for this Counsel, as we have seen, is

less applicable to a Government which acts on
behalf of its subjects than to an individual

who is acting merely for himself.

(b) Nor need the precept of charity make us

hesitate to pray for the material success of our

arms in a just cause. That such prayers should
be offered by both sides need cause no perplexity,
and shows no lack of true religious feeling. On
the contrary, both parties supposing their cause

to be just, the conflict of prayer really points to a

deep-lying unity, an allegiance to what is right,
which is the best guarantee of future peace when
misunderstandings have been cleared away. But
since men are apt to be prejudiced in judging their

cause to be just, the best thing is for both sides

to pray for what God sees to be a just peace.

(c) And, finally, the precept of charity does
not forbid righteous indignation at the crimes

committed by an enemy. These must not be

exaggerated, but there is no need to shut one s

eyes to them. They should be denounced and

punished, not gloated over, nor used as fuel for

undiscriminating hatred or pharisaical self-lauda

tion. Remembering our common human nature

we should view them with shame as well as anger.

It is in this matter especially that there is urgent
need for a better understanding and practice of Christian

teaching. Hatred in all the belligerent countries,

including our own, has run to deplorable lengths. Some
thing must be allowed for ebullitions of a public senti-
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ment exasperated by tales of brutality ; and some of
those who have endeavoured to recall men s minds to
a sense of fairness have made matters worse by attempt
ing to palliate the indefensible. But when all allowance
has been made, we must recognize that there has been
in this country, to go no further (and it is more profitable
to examine our own consciences than other people s),
a flood of distinctly unchristian, speech. That hatred
of persons is unchristian, there can be no manner of
doubt. Unlike &quot;

righteous indignation,&quot; hatred blunts
the moral sense and degrades and weakens the national

spirit. Hatred differs from anger.
&quot; Hatred wishes

evil to a man as it is evil, anger as it is just. Hatred
is a chronic affection, anger an acute one. ... At a
certain point of suffering anger stops, and is appeased
when full satisfaction seems to have been made ; but
an enemy is implacable and insatiate in his desire of

your harm.&quot;
1

International hatred is naturally apt to be
most rampant when international relations are
strained or broken. But even in time of peace
economic rivalries, racial peculiarities, national
habits and ideals, and so forth, tend to produce
a mutual dislike which may easily harden into

hatred. The difficulty of loving the
&quot;

foreigner
&quot;

is a genuine one. Without the aid of super
natural considerations it is practically an in

superable one. The equalitarian ideals of Liberal

ism have to contend with the very difficulties

which lead men to declare the Sermon on the
Mount to be impracticable ;

but whereas Liberal

ism ignores the difficulties, Christianity faces

them and provides a remedy for them/. The
colour barrier is a barrier from every outlook
save that of Christianity ;

and even within the

great white family differences of temperament
or custom will sever men who are not united in

Christ.
1
Rickaby, Moral Philosophy, p. 63.
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(3) Positive Duties of Charity. These bind
States as well as individuals. True, they are

not always embodied in positive law (and so

cannot be legitimately enforced by civil authority) ,

but this is true in the case of individuals also.

A State is in general bound to wish well to other

States, though, as has been said, its duty to its

own people may prevent it in particular cases

from giving material assistance to other States.

Thus, for example, a State whose aid is invoked

by a neighbour against a powerful and aggressive
third State must (in the absence of any positive

agreement) consider not only the promptings of

charity but the interests of its own subjects.
Nevertheless in such cases account must be taken
not only of financial or material interests but of

humanity and honour. Sordid self-interest is

not the highest motive for States any more than
it is for individuals.

(4) National egoism is as contrary to the moral
law as individual egoism or self-love. No State

may live for itself alone, entirely disregarding
other States or regarding them merely as means
to its own advancement. The worship of nation

ality has been carried in these days to ridiculous

and dangerous lengths, and there has grown up
in different States a spirit of

&quot;

Jingoism
&quot;

or
&quot; Chauvinism

&quot;

or
&quot;

Spread-Eagleism,&quot; which

despises and condemns everything foreign.
1

1 The term &quot;

Jingoism,&quot; meaning aggressive patriotism,
was taken from a popular song in 1877,

&quot; We don t want to

fight, but, by Jingo, if we do,&quot; etc.
&quot;

Chauvinism,&quot; its

French equivalent, originally signified idolatry of Napoleon.
Nicolas Chauvin, a wounded veteran, was an enthusiastic

admirer of the emperor.
&quot;

Spread-Eagleism
&quot; has been

applied to ultra-patriotic oratory in the United States, the

eagle displayed or
&quot;

spread
&quot;

being a feature of the arms of

the Republic.
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(B) Original Rights.
18. A properly constituted State, as we have

seen, has certain original or absolute rights

rights which do not depend upon circumstances
but belong to a State because it is a State.

Because the State is a supreme society it has the

right so to act and to be treated : to express
itself as a distinct whole, to live its own life, to
have its

&quot;

place in the sun.&quot;

For civil society is not a mere chance collection

of men, but is a natural supreme society, sanc
tioned by God Himself. Hence God must
sanction whatever is necessary for its integrity
and proper development.

1

The original rights of a State against other
States may be summed up as follows :

i. The right of self-preservation and develop
ment.

ii. The right of ownership and jurisdiction,
iii. The right of independence.

I. The Right of Self-preservation and Develop
ment by all Legitimate Means.

19. Every person (individual or moral) has such
a right, for man has a moral claim to what nature

clearly demands. 2

(i)
The Right of Self-preservation. This includes

the right of the State to defend itself against
hostile aggression. And since the preservation
of the State is for the good of the whole body of

its members (in the promoting of which all are

bound to co-operate), the Government may
demand the assistance of any citizen in the

national defence.
1 See Political and Moral Essays, by Joseph Rickaby, S.J.,

pp. 5, 6; A Primer of Social Science, by Mgr. Parkinson,

pp. 48-58.
2 See Mgr. Parkinson s Primer of Social Science, pp. 31, 32.
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The self-preservation of civil society includes

two things :

(a) The preservation of the lives and property
of the citizens. Hence a State has the right
to demand satisfaction from other States by whom
its citizens have been ill-treated in person or

property. This right must not be unduly pressed
into the claim by a State for special treatment
on all occasions for its subjects residing in other

States. 1

Under the same heading we may include the

right to be treated with respect by other States.

Every public personality may claim and defend
this right to respect from others. Hence a State

may require that its Government and its ac

credited representatives be treated with due
external honour by other States and Govern
ments, and still more, that they be protected
from insult.

So far the natural law carries us. The precise

rights of diplomacy, the precedence and immuni
ties of diplomatic representatives, &c., are matters
to be settled by custom and positive agree
ment.

(b) The preservation of that stable moral unity
which makes the State one moral person. Were
that unity lost (even though no citizen suffered

physical damage) the State would cease to be
a State. For the life of a State is its unity, and
its vigour depends upon the peace and concord
between the Government and the citizens as well

as between the citizens themselves. Hence a
Government has the right to repress (with vigour,
but with justice and prudence) popular dissen

sions, risings and tumults which threaten civil

1 See Hobson s Imperialism, p. 317.
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unity ; and it may vindicate that right against
other States.

(ii)
The Right to Development. This undoubted

right needs very careful statement or it may be
confused with the immoral claims sometimes
made by nations to expand and develop in any
direction and by any means, irrespective of the

rights of others.

The development to which a State has a right
is the development which tends to make civil

well-being more secure, abundant, and wide

spread. A State is entitled to that development
which makes it a better State, with due regard
to the rights of its neighbours.
Thus measures must be taken to secure for the

citizens an abundance of those natural goods
which are necessary for human welfare. Not

only must the various kinds of productive labour

within the State be protected and encouraged,
but steps must be taken to facilitate international

exchange by means of treaties. 1 We may include

here the acquisition of fresh territory according to

need. But such acquisition must conform to

the laws of justice (see n. 24), and we ,uust avcid
the mistake of supposing that a State necessarily
becomes better by becoming larger.

It is of the greatest importance for international

peace that States should have right ideas as to

what constitutes true civic well-being. Men are

generally led by their interests, and if they are

to be led aright they must learn to cultivate

worthy interests and to subordinate lower interests

to higher. Many modern wars have been the

outcome of personal ambition on the part of

1 This must not be taken as a moral condemnation of

tariffs, etc.
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rulers, of pressure from an irresponsible few ;

the bulk of the people (whose welfare should have
been considered first) have been the sufferers.

Two ERRORS

20. We may here note two very widespread
and pernicious errors which receive consideration
elsewhere.

(1) It is maintained (explicitly or implicitly)
that might is right : that the power to absorb,
annex, or crush other States confers the right to

do so : and even that the exercise of such power
is the fulfilment of a special mission given to a
nation by God Himself.

Answer. (See nn. 24, 53.)

(2) Another error springs from the false assump
tion that the only basis of nationality is racial

unity, and holds that all rights acquired and
settlements made in the past must give way
before the right of political unity between those

of the same race.

Answer, (a) The mere fact that some of the

subjects of two different States happen to belong
to the same race does not warrant their with

drawing their allegiance in order to form a third

State on racial lines. Racial ties may point to

desirable State-boundaries in case of readjust
ments : but they cannot override existing rights.
As we have seen, racial unity is not the same thing
as national unity.

(b)
&quot; One rag^f^^^^State

&quot;

is an impracti
cable ideal sinc^ races. a\e so hopelessly inter

mingled. BA.fcj
II. The Ribhijo Ownership and Jurisdiction.
21. These nfKs are obviously required for the
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existence and activity of the State as a supreme
society.
There are two kinds of natural ownership

vested in the State :

(1) The possession of land, buildings, capital,
etc., for the public service. This does not differ

in nature from private ownership. The goods
in question really belong to the State.

(2) The right of civil society (represented by
the Government) to its own territory, a right
which is called dominium eminens or Paramount
Right of Property.

This is not strictly ownership nor does it

conflict with private ownership. It is a remote
and indirect right : remote because it is in nature
and origin secondary to the right of private

ownership, just as civil society is secondary to

the family. It is indirect because founded not
on any of the usual titles to property but upon
the jurisdiction of the State. Private property
does not belong to the public but is subordinate
to public needs. 1

III. The Right of External Liberty and

Independence.
22. This right, too, follows from the right of

political personality. Just as an individual,
considered in the abstract, although subject
to legitimate authority, has a right to live his

own life unhindered by the will of another, so

a State has the right not to be interfered with

arbitrarily by other States. The State is, of

course, always subject to the moral law and
to the claims of social justice ;

but no other

nation may attempt to impede or control it

without a clear right to do so a right which,
1

Cf. St. Thomas, I, II, q. 96, a. 4.
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in each case, cannot be assumed but must be

proved.
In other words, every fully constituted State

is supreme or sovereign or autocentric, and in this

respect all States are equal.
1

Intervention. At this point a difficulty will arise.

If all States claim independence in their external

as well as in their internal affairs, how can we ever

justify intervention or the action by which one
State seeks to compel, by force or threat, another

State to act in a particular way.
The answer is that the right to independence

is naturally subordinate in certain circumstances

to the right of intervention possessed by other

States. Analogously, a citizen s right to liberty
is subordinated to the State s right to put him
in prison if he commits a crime.

We must distinguish between intervention in

the internal affairs of other States and intervention

in their external action. The former is a more
serious infringement of their liberties and hence

requires more serious reasons to justify it.

The chief conditions of just intervention may
now be considered :

(i) Intervention is clearly allowed to a State

in defence of its own just rights. A State, like

an individual, may defend its just rights by
physical force if necessary. This constitutes the

normal motive for a just war and is considered

at length in Part II (nn. 41-43).

&quot;The requirements of self-defence,&quot; says Walker

( 7),
&quot;

furnish the only legally sufficient ground for

foreign intervention.&quot; To this ground, States, as a

1 See Westlake, Chapters, chap, viii, pp. 110-120
; Walker,

Manual, part II, chap, i
; Lawrence, Handbook, part II,

chap, i (A).
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matter of fact, generally appeal, disclaiming in their
State Papers all wish to interfere with the affairs of any
independent State but pointing out that their inter
vention is required in self-defence.

&quot; No Government,&quot;
said Chateaubriand, defending the French intervention
in Spain in 1823,

&quot;

has a right to interfere in the affairs
of another Government, except in the case where the
security and immediate interests of the first Government
are compromised.&quot;

F. E. Smith thinks that intervention may be defended
on two occasions only, viz. (i) when it is made necessary
by self-preservation and (2) when it is undertaken by
the general body of Powers. But he admits that

&quot;

inter
national law is at its weakest and its writers are least

convincing on the subject of intervention.&quot; 1

(2) Intervention may be justified and required
by the natural duty of love and well-doing
referred to above, especially when a neighbouring
State is in grave difficulties and asks for assistance

against unjust aggression.
This right may be illustrated from the relations

of individuals. Sound morality allows me the

right of self-defence when I am unjustly attacked :

charity prompts me to help others who are

attacked unjustly. If, having the means to do

so, I refuse to use them, I should offend against
common humanity (though not strictly against

justice, unless there were some special relation

of justice, such as kindred or guardianship,
between me and the victim). So it is with those

moral entities called Sovereign States. Each is

entitled, and, given due occasion, bound in

charity to help its neighbour in case of unjust

aggression; more especially if the country
attacked asks for intervention, though, of course,

not against that country s will.

1 International Law, pp. 49, 50.
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The fulfilment of the duties of friendship, whether

natural or supported by express treaty, may constitute

a sound justification for intervention to protect against

foreign force but not for intervention in merely internal

affairs. 1

This is so obviously a dictate of common
humanity that Pope Pius IX did not hesitate to

condemn the denial of it as wholly immoral. 2

(3) A more delicate question arises when a

State is called upon to intervene in the domestic

affairs of another State, the citizens of which are

being oppressed by a tyrannical Government or

faction that has usurped supreme power. Clearly

1 Walker, loc. cit., 6a.
2 In the Syllabus of Condemned Propositions issued in 1 864,

the 6and proposition reads :

&quot; The principle styled non
intervention is one to be proclaimed and put in practice.&quot;

The right of intervention here vindicated by the Pope in

certain circumstances is, of course, limited by various pre
supposed conditions : the need must be real, the intervention

likely to be effective, and asked for or at least not unwelcome,
the intention inspired by charity or justice. There is an
obvious mean between selfish isolation and indiscriminate

meddling.
&quot; The doctrine of absolute non-intervention resulted from

too great a reaction against the practice of indiscriminate
intervention. It is really based upon the assumption that
a State has no duties to other States and to the great family
of nations, a proposition which seems to carry with it its

own condemnation.&quot; (Lawrence, Handbook, p. 45.)
Lord Ripon pointed out that the Pope s condemnation of

non-intervention was &quot;in complete accord with public
opinion in this country. For shortly after the publication
of the Syllabus his judgment found no uncertain echo in the
House of Lords. And only quite lately the conduct of our
Government in view of the difficulties which had arisen

between Greece and Turkey confirmed the justice of his

censure.&quot; (The Month, May 1869, p. 455.)
See Creasy, First Platform, pp. 44-48, where he lays much

stress on the principles that a serious wrong done to one
State is a wrong done to all, which all should join in redressing.
He also quotes striking passages to the same effect from
Grotius and Vattel. Also Hall, International Law, 92.
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the injustice must be very real and very great,
and the motive of humanity must be beyond
suspicion to warrant an interference which so

seriously infringes the independent jurisdiction
of Sovereign States. But if the oppression or

misgovernment is carried to such lengths as to

give the subjects the right to rebel, then it cannot
be wrong to help them.

Grotius admits this (vol. ii, p. 438). Mackintosh
states broadly that

&quot;

wherever war is justifiable it is

lawful to call in auxiliaries
&quot;

(Review of the Causes of the
Revolution of 1688, chap. ix). Woolsey ( 42) denies
the right to assist rebels on the ground that if the
existence and sovereignty of a State are once acknow
ledged nothing may be done to impair them.

No less delicate is the question of the right to
intervene in favour of established Governments
threatened by revolt.

&quot; There is nothing in the law of nations,&quot; says Woolsey
(loc. cit.},

&quot; which forbids one nation to render assistance
to the established Government in such cases of revolt,
if its assistance is invoked. This aid is no interference,
and it is given to keep up the present order of things,
which international law takes under its protection.&quot;

On the other hand, as Westlake points out :

*

The international society to which we belong is not
one for the mutual insurance of established Governments,
though from time to time attemtpts have been made to

work it as such. . . . States alone are regarded in it,

not Governments or sovereigns for their own sake.

The mere invitation to assist one party (whether
Government or rebels) in a civil faction does not

confer the moral right to do so. Aid may only
be given to the party which clearly has justice

1
Pp. 122, 58.
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on its side and whose rights are being vio

lated. 1

(4) Another question is whether civilized States

may, uninvited, intervene to put down by force

crimes against the natural law (such as cannibal

ism, human sacrifices, etc.) widely practised by
other States, just as an individual citizen may
restrain another from suicide or murder.
The right of intervention in such cases needs

very careful scrutiny. Before such a step can
be justly taken, the offence must be proved to
be rank, widespread, encouraged or condoned

by rulers, practically irremediable by less violent

methods, and in some way injurious to other
States. This last condition is more likely to be
fulfilled in these days when nations are so closely
linked together by commerce and intercourse.

Most mediaeval theologians (in opposition to certain

canonists) held that crimes among barbarous peoples
against the natural law did not constitute a just cause
of war or give a title for the annexation of territory.
But they added that intervention was justified when
the Governments of barbarous nations habitually
violated the natural law in their dealings with their

subjects.
Thus Vittoria rejected the title to the conquest of the

Indians put forward by the Spaniards, viz. that the
Indians committed crimes against the natural law (see
n. us)-

2

Theologians agree that the motive of converting infidels

1 So Vattel, book I, chap. iv. Modern writers on inter

national law hold a bewildering diversity of opinions, while
the tendency of practice is to

&quot; back the winner.&quot; See Hall,
Int. Law, p. 268

; Halleck, Int. Law, chap, iii
;
F. E. Smith,

Int. Law, p. 58.
2 For the mediaeval theologians, see Vittoria, de Indis, ii

16; Suarez, de lustitia et lure, iii, disp. 13, par. 5, and the
references and quotations ,given in Vanderpol, Le Droit de

Guerre, pp. 161 ff. and L Eglise et la Guerre : de Indis, p. 7.
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to Christianity can never constitute a just cause for war
or give a title to occupation of territory.
On such cases of intervention international law again

speaks with an uncertain voice and is not seldom in
conflict with moral principles.
Lawrence * thinks that interventions to stop pro

ceedings repugnant to humanity
&quot; can hardly be brought

under ordinary rules, though they may be more than
justified in exceptional circumstances as acts above
and beyond law.&quot; This would seem a reasonable
statement of the case : modern international law, we
must remember, is mainly concerned with the relations
of sovereign States.

Woolsey ( 51) justifies intervention on the score
of humanity or religion

&quot;

only by the extreme circum
stances of the case.&quot; Wheaton

( 69) illustrates how
the principles of international law warrant such inter

ference, e.g. in the case of the intervention by France,
Great Britain, and Russia in favour of the Greeks in

1827. On the other hand, Hall (pp. 264-266) regards
all such intervention as illegal. (See also Kent, chap, ii,

and F. E. Smith s International Law, pp. 35-36.)

(5) Very different is the claim to intervene

for the purpose of imposing a higher civilization

on a
&quot; backward

&quot;

or less civilized nation. This
claim should be viewed with very considerable

suspicion. History shows us that, as a matter
of fact, conquest by an

&quot; advanced
&quot;

civilized

State does not often result in the permanent
uplifting of the backward nation. Civilization

generally proceeds not by conquest but by
peaceful permeation, by the spread of enlighten

ment, by emulation, by healthy spontaneous

development, by friendship. Where there is

already a civilization in existence another culture

imposed by armed force bodes little good for

conquerors or conquered.

History teems with instances. Had the Greek

1 Handbook, p. 43.
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communities been allowed to develop along their own
lines instead of being obsessed by Rome, European
civilization might have been saved centuries of arrested

development.
The Celtic civilization was thrown back hundreds of

years by Norman mailed fists : under the policy of

peaceful contact it bids fair to revive and to nourish
once more.
Modern history can furnish abundant examples.

(See Hobson, Imperialism.)

(6) The question of the right to interfere with
uncivilized nations to the extent of providing
an adequate Government if such be lacking is

yet another question. We suppose the natives

to have violated no right. Their only fault is

that they are incapable of furnishing such a
Government as is necessary for the essential

safety and well-being of civilized men living in

the country.
We may note first that in such cases no title

of conquest is conferred, though there may be
a title to guide and direct the natives, or to

establish such security as is above indicated.

It is to be feared that when statesmen speak of the

right to interfere with uncivilized nations they often
mean the power to interfere with defenceless nations ;

just as they have a tendency to tamper with the liberties

of the poor in the name of
&quot;

social reform.&quot;

Again, as a matter of history, the aboriginal whose

territory is conquered by a civilized State tends to dis

appear or to become degraded (e.g. the Maori). The
real uplifting of uncivilized people has mostly taken

place where the State has been little concerned, e.g.
in the Reductions of Paraguay, the work of the Bene
dictines in Australia or the Trappists in South Africa.1

23. Various Divisions of Original Rights and
Duties.

1 See Cunninghame Graham, A Vanished A rcadia.
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We have followed the division of original rights into
those of self-preservation and development, ownership
and jurisdiction, and independence. Original duties
we have summed up under the negative and positive
precept of charity.

Different authors give different divisions, but the
result is generally much the same.
The maxim which Montesquieu lays down as the

foundation of international law may be quoted :

&quot; Nations ought to do each other as much good in

peace and as little harm in war as possible, without
injury to their own true interests.&quot; *

The precepts of the jurist Ulpian are well known :

(1) Honeste vivere (to live uprightly).
(2) Alterum non laedere (to do no harm to others).
(3) Suum cuique reddere (to give others their due).
For other divisions see Encyclopedia Britanmca,

sub voce
&quot;

International Law&quot; ; Woolsey (loc. cit.}, 17 ;

F. E. Smith (loc. cit.}, p. 48.

(2) ACQUIRED NATURAL RIGHTS AND DUTIES

(a) Rights

24. Secondary natural rights may be acquired
as the result of international agreements. They
thus form the chief part of positive international

law. For instance, Belgium, by becoming neu
tralized acquired the right of assistance from
certain other States in case of invasion. That
was not an original right, since it did not exist

before the act of neutralization ; yet it was a

natural right because springing from a just
contract and thus guaranteed by the natural law.

But other secondary natural rights may be

acquired quite apart from positive law or agree
ment. They may arise from the simple exercise

of some primary right in particular circumstances.

For instance, a State has the primary right in
1 De L Esprit des Lois, I, i, chap.&quot; 3.
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certain circumstances to acquire fresh territory.
As the result of a particular exercise of that

right, new secondary rights and duties will arise,

which it did not actually possess before, e.g. a
State acquires new rights and duties with her
first colony just as a woman acquires new rights
and duties with her first baby.
As many difficulties arise in connexion with

the right to acquire territory, the question may
be treated here.

The Right to Acquire New Territory

The following titles to new territory are recog
nized by natural law and by custom :

(1) Occupation.
(2) Accretion.

(3) Cession.

(4) Conquest.
(5) Prescription.
Each of these titles is subject to important

limitations, as we have now to see.

(i) Occupation is the taking of something
which has no owner with the intention of having
it as one s own.

By
&quot;

no owner
&quot;

in this case we mean no civil

owner, no organized State. There may be un
settled inhabitants, and if so these must be
treated according to the rules of natural justice.

If a country is already occupied by a settled

community no other State has the right to

occupy it unless that community has gravely
violated the essential rights of the State in

question.
1 It is here that modern international

law and practice finds itself in conflict with the

laws of morality.
1 See n. 22, Intervention.
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*

Savages,&quot; says Mr. F. E. Smith,
&quot;

by a humorous
fiction, are considered incapable of possessing territory.&quot;

*

But such a grimly humorous fiction finds no support in
the moral law. As we shall see (n. 115), the great
moralists like Suarez and Vittoria strongly insist that
the lack of civilization in a neighbour gives no right to
rob him of his territory.

Quite another matter is the alleged right to make
provision for the protection and liberty of members of
a civilized State who are settled in large numbers
among an uncivilized people, and by uncivilized we
here mean destitute of a stable and efficient Govern
ment. (See Westlake, pp. 141-143, who, however,
assumes, like other modern writers, that the right to
ensure a sufficient Government implies the right to

occupy the natives territory.)

The act of taking possession of unoccupied
territory must be external and manifestly intended
to be permanent. Positive law and custom regu
late the actual steps to be taken. 2

The occupation of new territory in these days
frequently begins with some form of Protectorate.

A district is not formally annexed, but is brought
under some degree of control, or influenced and

impressed by a display of material or moral
forces. The Tightness of such a course will

depend upon the circumstances of each case.

If the step is merely annexation of territory
under another name, it requires to be justified

by those circumstances which alone give a true

moral title to annexation. If it is merely a

necessary step for the provision of an adequate
Government, it must conform to the conditions

laid down when we spoke of Intervention.

1 Int. Law, p. 5 9.
2 See Lawrence, Principles of International Law, pp. 146-

149 ; Hall, International Law, p. 100. For the question as

to whether Discovery and Occupation are distinct titles, see

Westlake, pp. 155-166.
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For Protectorates, see Westlake, pp. 177-187 ; Hobson,

Imperialism, Part II, chap, iv,
&quot;

Imperialism and the
Lower Races.&quot;

For Spheres of Influence, Westlake, pp. 187-189.

In all cases of
&quot;

protection
&quot;

it must be re

membered that the inhabitants of a territory
however degraded, are still men with the rights
of men. They have a claim to all the natural

and supernatural goods proper to human nature.

They may not be treated as chattels : their

human dignity must be respected. Their terri

tory belongs to them and may not be taken
from them so long as they have violated no
essential right of others. The unjust and despotic

oppression of the weak is to be reprobated.
&quot;

Protection&quot; which is a mere pretext for selfish

gain and has no care for the interests of the
&quot;

protected/ is unjustifiable.
1

A Protecting State is bound both by a quasi-

treaty and by what may be called a providential
mission (the term is open to abuse) to give to
those whose political freedom of action it may
find it necessary for just causes to restrain, some
return of a higher order, viz. true Christian

liberty and the benefits of Christian civilization.

It is to be feared that in some native minds
&quot;

Christian civilization
&quot;

has come to mean
chiefly gunpowder and rum.

(2) Accretion, such as the increase of land by
the action of water (e.g. the sixteen miles of land
between Norwich and the sea) or volcanic

eruption.

(3) Cession, or formal transfer of territory
1 For a powerful vindication of the rights of natives, see

La Question Congolaise, by Pere Vermeersch, S.J. (Brussels,
De Wit, 1906, 3.50 fr.)
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from one State to another by sale, gift, or

exchange (e.g. Heligoland ceded to Germany
by Great Britain).

(4) Conquest (see nn. 49, 119). There can be
no valid title unless a right has been violated.

(5) Prescription, a title to ownership . resulting
from long-continued possession in good faith.

There is some dispute as to how far this title is sanc
tioned by the natural law. But by reason of the
conflicts which would arise between States were it not

recognized, it is said that the natural law favours it at
least on the ground of equity.

See Castelein, Droit Naturel, p. 278 ; F. E. Smith
(loc. cit.), p. 62. For the alleged international title by
&quot;

Civilizing Influences
&quot;

see Westlake (loc. cit.), pp.
174-177, and the previous section on Intervention.

Territorial Rights over Waters. Natural law suggests
that the open sea cannot become the exclusive possession
of any one State, since

(1) it is incapable of being
&quot;

occupied
&quot;

;

(2) it is a natural medium of international commu
nication.

But for many centuries the ocean was held to be a

possible subject of national appropriation. (See F. E.
Smith, International Law, pp. 65-67.)

Inland lakes, enclosed seas, rivers, canals, and coast-
sea naturally belong to the adjacent land. Particular

questions must be determined by custom or positive
agreement, e.g. as to the width of the sea-line of territory.

(See Woolsey, loc. cit., pp. 69-86 ; F. E. Smith, loc. cit.,

pp. 68-69.)

(b) Duties

25. Secondary natural duties arise as the
result of agreements or other exercise of primary
rights. They also press upon a State in con

sequence of its own violation of commutative

justice. The law of justice is universal and
cannot be set aside by public opinion.
A State which has unjustly done harm to
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another State is bound to make restitution to that

State, save in those cases which would excuse
restitution as between private individuals (e.g.

when the claim to restitution is waived by the

other party or when restitution becomes morally
impossible).

(D) TREATIES AND THE NATURAL LAW

(i) DEFINITION AND DIVISIONS

26. A treaty is a contract made between States.

By a contract we mean a mutual agreement of

two or more parties giving rise to a duty binding
in justice.
We are not here concerned with personal

treaties made between sovereigns in their private

capacity : nor with transitory conventions which
bind the parties to perform a certain act and
which come to an end when the act has been

performed. We are rather concerned with con
tracts between States as such, made for the

public good of the contracting parties and per
manent in their effects.

States have an original or innate right to make
such treaties because

(1) Such treaties are necessary for the general

well-being, and are therefore sanctioned by the

law of nature and approved by God.

(2) The precepts of the natural law need to
be made more precise by positive agreements.
Hence treaties may be divided into :

i. Those which declare and confirm the natural

law.

(e.g. the Protocol signed at the Conference of London
in 1871, by which the representatives of Russia, Austria,

...
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France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, and Turkey
stated that they recognized it to be an essential principle
of the law of nations that no Power can be released
from the engagements of treaties, or modify their stipu
lations, except with the consent of the contracting parties
amicably obtained.)

2. Those which make the natural law more
definite by applying it to particular circum
stances.

(e.g. natural law permits the seizure of contraband
of war. Treaty determines what exactly is to be
included under the term contraband. Natural law pre
scribes that ambassadors are to be treated with respect.

Treaty determines what particular signs of respect are
to be accorded to them.)

3. Those which do not immediately involve
the natural law (i.e. questions of right and wrong),
but merely make necessary or convenient arrange
ments according to circumstances.

(e.g. commercial treaties, etc. Natural law, of course,

gives the State the right to make and enforce such

treaties.)
See Grotius, De iure belli ac pads, I, ii, chap. 15,

par. 5 ; Castelein, loc. cii., pp. 921-923.

(ii) CONDITIONS OF A VALID TREATY

27. These conditions concern :

(1) The contracting parties.

(2) The matter of the treaty.

(3) The consent given.

(1) The contracting parties must be Sovereign
States. Some States are debarred from making
treaties without consent of some suzerain, though
in other respects they may be independent.

(2) The matter of the treaty must be physically
and morally possible. An agreement to do
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something impossible or something morally wrong
is not binding.

(3) The consent of the parties must be given
truly, freely, and mutually, and must be clearly

expressed.
What of a treaty made under compulsion or

extorted by threat ? If the compulsion is just
the treaty is valid and must be kept.

Thus if a man has wronged me I may threaten him
with a lawsuit unless he makes a certain fair agreement.
He may not back out of the agreement when made,
on the plea that he was forced to make it.

If the compulsion is unjust, i.e. if a nation is

compelled to sign a treaty by the unjust aggres
sion of another nation, the contract is still valid.

But can it be rescinded ? This question is more
difficult.

A private citizen, unjustly bullied into making
a contract, may have that contract declared null

and void or rescinded (cancelled) in a court of

law. But there is no international court of law,
and so Grotius and most writers think that an
international treaty, even when unjustly forced

upon a State, binds that State. This would seem
to be demanded by the public welfare. For
otherwise States would always be looking about
for pretexts to slip out from their obligations, to

the great prejudice of human society.
Hence a State, unjustly forced by another

State to sign a treaty,
1 is bound to observe that

treaty not because that other State has a right
to exact that observance (injustice confers no

right), but because public welfare demands it.

1 We are speaking, not of engagements to do something
wrong, but of engagements unfairly extorted.
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Hence we must repudiate Mommsen s statement
that

A great nation does not surrender what it possesses

except under the pressure of extreme necessity ; all

treaties which make concessions are acknowledgments
of such a necessity, not moral obligations. Every people
justly reckons it a point of honour to tear in pieces by
force of arms treaties that are disgraceful.

1

The welfare of society, wrote Senior, requires that
the engagements entered into by a nation under duress
should be binding ; for if they were not so, wars would
terminate only by the utter subjugation and ruin of the
weaker party.

2

There would be an end of all faith among nations if

treaties were held not to be binding because the wars
out of which they arose were unjust.

3

As to the Tightness or otherwise of
&quot;

nationalist
&quot;

movements (e.g. the Irish, the Poles, the Austrian Serbs,
the Philanders), each case must be decided on its merits.

Where just engagements have been given there is an
immediate obligation to observe them. But the forcible

suppression of a nation is not infrequently found to bring
its own revenge. Even though the injured party does
not repudiate its word, a greater law comes into play
and the injustice is righted at last. Persistent unfairness
creates a new situation ; the unnatural tension is

relieved from unexpected quarters (cf. n. 128).
On the general question of resistance to civil authority,

see n. 36, and also Rickaby, Moral Philosophy, pp. 338-
343-

(iii) TERMINATION OF TREATIES

28. According to natural law a treaty ceases

to bind for any of the following reasons :

(1) Express mutual consent of the parties.

(2) By lapse of time, when the treaty is made
for a definite time.

(3) Breach of the treaty by the other party.
1
History of Rome, vol. i, p. 403 (Eng. tr.).

2
Edinburgh Rev., vol. Ixxvii, p. 307.

3 Sir Samuel Romilly, quoted by Creasy, p. 42.
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This only refers to special treaties between two States

in which the natural law is not directly involved. In
the case of universal treaties between all or a number of

civilized nations for the purpose of determining inter

national law, e.g. forbidding the use of dum-dum bullets,

the fact that one party breaks the agreement does not

justify the rest in doing so. On the contrary, they should
take a united stand and compel the delinquent to mend
his ways. (But see n. 31, Reprisals.)

(4) When circumstances arise, not foreseen by
the contracting parties, which change the very
essence of the treaty.

This rule, it is clear, must not be extended to cover
mere pretexts of bad faith. Treaties are not made
invalid or doubtful by any unfortunate turn of affairs,

such as is always liable to occur, and to falsify rash

expectations of great profits. In such cases the State
in question must ask the consent of the other party to
a dissolution of the treaty. . . .

Ever since the general clause rebus sic stantibus
(&quot;

while

things remain as they are
&quot;)

has been supposed to be
inserted expressly or tacitly in international agreements,
those who are versed in the political arts of Machiavelli
have seldom lacked a welcome pretext for ridding
themselves of the troublesome obligations of treaties. 1

It is not always easy to say what new circum
stances change the essence of a treaty and what
do not. But the conscience of the civilized

world speaks clearly enough with regard to a
number of historical cases.

When a State is convinced that circumstances
have substantially changed and that the keeping
of a treaty involves grave and unexpected diffi

culties, it should give notice of its desire to seek
a readjustment and should not suddenly violate

the treaty. International conscience and tradi

tion attaches much importance to such giving
of notice. It is only comparatively lately that

1
Meyer, Instil., p. 772.
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statesmen have broken away from the immemorial

agreement that the making of war should be

preceded by a formal declaration of war.

(iv) OBLIGATION OF TREATIES

The binding force of just treaties is
&quot;

admitted by
such a universal, constant, uniform, and overwhelming
consent of mankind that even the most depraved are
forced to acknowledge it.&quot;

*

29. Christian philosophy has through the ages
unhesitatingly declared that this binding force

arises from the natural law which prescribes the
inviolable and divinely sanctioned precepts of

justice.
Mere positive law has no binding force apart

from natural law. A contract made contrary to

the natural law is invalid. A contract made in

accordance with it binds those who make it ;

and its binding force comes immediately from
the natural law. If this is denied, every treaty
becomes waste paper.
A treaty, then, derives its binding force from

the duty of keeping faith prescribed by the

natural law.

Yet it has been customary to give it an added
force by means of oaths, pledges, guarantees,
and even hostages.

2

30. Hostages. The offering of hostages has

practically ceased to be a practice. One of the

last examples was after the peace of Aix-la-

Chapelle in 1748, when two British peers (Lord
Sussex and Lord Cathcart) remained on parole
in Paris until Cape Breton should be restored to

France.
1
Meyer, loc. cit., p. 773.

2 See Woolsey, 109, no.
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It was held that, by natural law, only the

external personal liberty of the hostage might
be interfered with. He might not be put to

death. Moreover he had to be treated with

humanity and respect and released as soon as

the engagement was fulfilled. We must not

suppose that this was always done : but it was
regarded as the right thing to do.

Though the custom of offering hostages has
fallen into disuse, the custom of taking hostages
has not. There is much difference between the

two, especially when the hostage taken is a non-
combatant.

Hostages are sometimes seized by way of precaution
in order to guarantee the maintenance of order in

occupied territory. The usage which forbids that the
life of any hostage shall be taken, for whatever purpose
he has been seized or accepted, and which requires that
he shall be treated as a prisoner of war, renders the
measure unobjectionable ; but in proportion as it is

unobjectionable it fails to be deterrent. 1

More often the seizure of hostages is used as

a protection against special dangers which it is

supposed cannot otherwise be met. In 1870
the Germans ordered that

&quot;

railways having
been frequently damaged, the trains shall be

accompanied by well-known and respected persons
inhabiting the towns or other localities in the

neighbourhood of the lines. These persons shall

be placed upon the engine, so that it may be
understood that in every accident caused by the

hostility of the inhabitants, their compatriots
will be the first to suffer.&quot; On this measure
Hall remarks :

The order was universally and justly reprobated on
the ground that it violated the principle which denies

1
Hall, 156.
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to a belligerent any further power than that of keeping
his hostage in confinement ; and it is for Governments
to consider whether it is worth while to retain a right
which can only be made effective by means of an illegal

brutality which existing opinion refuses to condone.1

The civilized conscience was still more grossly
outraged by the murder of the Archbishop of

Paris taken as hostage by the Commune.
31. Reprisals. The term

&quot;

reprisals
&quot;

is used
in a variety of senses, especially of violent
measures taken by one State against another
which fall short of actual war. But we may
here consider reprisals as an incident of warfare

itself, a resort to the lex talionis, or what children
call

&quot;

tit for tat.&quot;

As we have seen (n. 28), a particular treaty
or agreement when violated by one party ceases

by that very fact to bind the other party. But
what is to be said of a breach of international
law by one State ? Does it justify all other
States in following suit ? If one combatant has
violated the customs of war, may another
retaliate by doing the same ?

We must distinguish between two kinds of

retaliation according as they involve a breach
of international morality or a breach of mere

positive international law. The letter of such
law may, on occasion, be violated in retaliation

while the spirit is kept.
The inhumanity or cruelty of their enemies do

not warrant men in reprisals of the same kind.

Humanity declares that certain things may not
be done under even provocation. Such deeds
involve moral degradation. It is simply not
true to say that

&quot;

all s fair in war.&quot;

1 Loc. cit.
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This point was well brought out by Mr. Balfour

in his answer to the objections raised against the

Allies blockade of Germany in 1915 :

International law has no sanctions
; no penalties are

inflicted on those who violate its rules
; and if a State

makes use of forbidden weapons, the neutrals who
blame its policy do nothing to protect its victims. Nor
is this surprising. In the present unorganized con
dition of international relations it could not well be
otherwise. But let them remember that impotence,
like power, has duties as well as privileges ; and if they
cannot enforce the law on those who violate both its

spirit and its letter, let them not make haste to criticize

belligerents who may thereby be compelled in self-

defence to violate its letter while carefully safeguarding
its spirit. For otherwise the injury to the future develop
ment of international law may be serious indeed. If

the rules of warfare are to bind one belligerent and
leave the other free, they cease to mitigate suffering ;

they only load the dice in favour of the unscrupulous ;

and those countries will most readily agree to changes in

the law of nations who do not mean to be bound by
them.
But though, as I think, international law can hardly

be literally obeyed unless both sides are prepared to

obey it, we must not conclude that the absence of reci

procity justifies the injured party in acting as if inter

national law and international morality had thereby
been abrogated. This would be a monstrous doctrine. 1

The obligation of international morality, he

says, is absolute : that of international law is

conditional, and one of its conditions is reciprocity.
It might be added that a State should en

deavour to observe even the letter of international

law unless the breach of that law by its enemies
is such as to make retaliation necessary in self-

defence. Thus much is due to the common
cause of internationalism. Moreover retaliation

adopted merely as a protest is seldom effective :

1 The Times, March 29, 1915.
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it generally leads to a further breach of inter

national law, and the whole level of conduct in

war is dragged down to the standard of the most

degraded combatant.

Note. In modern text-books of International Law
considerable space is usually allotted to the question of

Neutrality. But since the dictates of the NaturalLaw on
this matter appear to be particularly vague, we have
considered it better to omit the whole subject. Its

absence from our historical part (IV) is explained by the
fact that this subject received no special treatment in the

great Catholic treatises, and has, in fact, only recently
been developed;
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PART II

MORALITY AND WAR
(By THE REV. J. KEATING, S. J.)

(i) THE CATHOLIC DOCTRINE OF WAR
32. THE Catholic doctrine of war, which is an

application of the principles of justice to a certain

phase of inter-state relations, has not of course

changed in essence since it was first formulated.

But the change in ideals and forms of government,
the advance in national civilization, the growth
of humanitarian feeling and the usual effects

of the teaching of experience have somewhat
modified the expression and application of that

doctrine. Many motives for warfare which were

formerly tolerated or even approved are now
seen to be unsound ; many old customs in

prosecuting war are now rejected (in theory at

least) as uncivilized ;
human rights are more

clearly expressed and more generally recognized

by belligerents.
In this section a brief and definite survey of

the whole Catholic doctrine on warfare as it is

found to-day in authorized treatises and text

books will be set forth.

What is War P War is essentially a conflict

between two or more groups of human wills

67
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carried on in the physical plane. Of the manner
in which discarnate spirits contend we know
nothing, but, as a general rule, one human will

cannot overcome the continued resistance of

another except by a resort to physical force.

Leaving out the abnormal case of hypnotism,
wherein self-control is temporarily suspended,
there is no other way of compelling assent.

All other methods of influence appeals to reason,
to conscience, to self-interest, to affection

depend for their success on the free consent of

the person influenced. Failing these means
of promoting harmony, there remains only
material constraint.

Can Free-will be forced P Strictly speaking,
free-will cannot be constrained ; it can be sus

pended or destroyed by the action of its Creator,
or by the appeal (or repulsion) of what is seen
to be good (or bad) under every aspect : for in

these circumstances the will has not the pre
requisites for exercising free choice. But external

compliance and an actual, if unwilling, acquies
cence can be brought about by force, i.e. by dint
of making the stubborn will physically more
uncomfortable and thus in a worse state than it

would arrive at if it gave in. Thus it is offered

the choice of two evils and may reasonably
choose submission as the less.

In this case submission is really voluntary,
although the only thing desirable about the thing,
chosen is the fact that it is not so bad as the
alternative. Yet the will retains its aversion

from this course, which therefore is called volun

tary, not absolutely but secundum quid (i.e*

under one special aspect). This is the utmost

that external force can do&amp;gt; to procure harmony
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of wills. But if there are any higher claims on
the weaker party in the strife than immediate
self-interest, such as duty towards God (as in

the case of the martyrs), or proper self-respect

(when submission would be degrading), then

physical force is often powerless to influence

free-will. The moral consequences of yielding
are seen to outbalance the inconvenience of

resisting further.

This, then, is what war is in its last analysis.
When two Sovereign States disagree on some
matter of vital import, and cannot settle their

differences by process of reasoning, by arbitration,

by compromise, or in any other fashion, they
generally appeal to force or the threat of it.

Equivalently one says to the other :

&quot; You are

depriving me of something of mine to which I

attach great importance. You will not give it

to me peaceably, therefore I proceed to compel
you by inflicting upon your country and your
armed forces such injury that you may find sub
mission to my demands preferable to rejection
of them/ And the other replies :

&quot; You have
no rights in this matter ;

and as for your claims,
I shall resist them by doing your subjects in

arms and your property such damage that you
will find it more advantageous to withdraw than
to prosecute them.&quot; Then the issue is joined
and the process of mutual destruction begins
and is continued, until one or the other side finds

that acknowledgment of defeat is a wiser and
better course than prolonged resistance. This

is the whole essence of war the assertion of

moral right by armed might.
33. The Morality of War. As far as its motive

is concerned, warfare so conceived cannot be
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condemned. The word

&quot;

right
&quot;

indicates the
existence of a moral claim to act or to possess,
which cannot be justly violated. Every real

right carries with it the obligation on others to

respect it.
1

Speaking generally, therefore, rights
which are perfect or absolute may always be
asserted or defended without blame, and, if

sufficiently important to the community, may
be supported by the whole power of the State,

assuming that they cannot be as effectively
secured in any less violent way. To uphold
justice is, in itself, always praiseworthy.
But however good the motive, may not the

means be essentially bad and therefore un
justifiable ? A fuller answer will be given
presently (see nn. 44-48) ;

here it may be pointed
out that, if a State has a real right to a thing
of great relative importance and war is the only
method by which that right can be preserved,
then the vindication of justice by force, the

securing, that is, of a moral good by the in

fliction of physical evil, is not only just but may
even be binding on conscience. To fight for the
furtherance of just claims is essentially an act

of self-defence,
2

presupposing an interference

with those claims, and self-defence, the repulsion
of an unjust aggressor, if permissible to the

individual, is, with all the more reason, per
missible to the State.

Only physical, not moral, evil is properly intended

by the act of war itself, although, as a matter of fact,

warfare, if unjust, originates in moral evil, and in any

1 See Parkinson, Primer of Social Science, n. 17.
2 See Rickaby, Moral Philosophy, p. 350. In the text

war is spoken of absolutely, but it is clear that only righteous
war is intended.
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case it gives occasion to a whole host of immoral actions
of the grossest kind an accidental circumstance which,
although it does not affect the intrinsic character of
war, must always be taken into account when weighing
its cost.

So far we have justified war, as a means
of enforcing just claims, by appeal to reason.
For Christians there remains a further proof
in

34. God s Revelation about War. God has
revealed Himself to man imperfectly in the
Old Testament ; much more perfectly in the
New Testament, which records the teaching of

Christ
;

and finally in the Church which was
instituted by Christ to perpetuate and apply His

teaching. By all these means He has declared
His mind on the subject of war.

In the Old Testament records war is a very
familiar feature. This alone would not show
that it was justifiable, for the Bible narrates

the crimes of men as well as their virtues. But

many of the wars which the Jews waged from the

times of Abraham to the age of the Maccabees
were directly enjoined by Almighty God. This
would show that war cannot be intrinsically
evil. However, it may be urged that in certain

cases God used the Israelites as an instrument
to punish races guilty of abominable idolatry,

and, indeed, the utter extermination of adult

males which He sometimes commanded is a proof
of this. On the other hand, not all the Jewish
wars were of this character. In Deuteronomy
(chap, xx) we find general directions given for

the prosecution of war, which shows that the

possibility, at least, of justifiable fighting was

contemplated. However, as the Chosen People
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were in origin and spirit a Theocracy, even the

wars they undertook in self-defence might fairly
be considered as directly authorized by God,
who is Lord of life and death and can justly
sanction the use of such a method for the further

ance of His ends, just as He sanctioned the

spoiling of the Egyptians. Thus, from the Old
Testament we gather little more than the fact

that warfare, commanded directly or indirectly

by God for His own divine purposes, is

lawful.

In the New Testament, which narrates the

inauguration of the reign of the Messias, the
Prince of Peace, it would seem at first glance that
there was even less to justify the continuance
of this feature of a low and imperfect civilization.

The whole spirit of the new revelation was one
of meekness, forgiveness and charity : and
whilst Our Lord constantly extolled these virtues,

nothing can be quoted from Him to warrant
the lawfulness of armed conflict between nations.

The fact of war He recognizes, and it forms a

prominent feature of the troubles preceding the

end of the world as He describes them
;
but He

says nothing explicitly about the justice of war.
On the other hand it may be urged that He
praises the Roman centurion, that He enjoins
obedience to the Roman authorities who main
tained their hold on Judaea by force, and that

He does not condemn war as an abuse, as He
does social evils like divorce, tolerated under the

old dispensation. We must in fact recognize
that in no case does He legislate for the conduct
of States, but only for that of the individual.

The force and application of the texts commonly
cited as being equivalently a condemnation of
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war will be examined later when we discuss
various Pacifist 1 errors (n. 98).

35. The Teaching of the Church. For those
who accept the teaching of the Catholic Church,
neither Old nor New Testament is sufficient to
determine the matter of itself. For that Church
has been established to guarantee the inspiration
of the Sacred Record, to interpret its meaning
with certainty, and to supplement by her authentic
traditions and living inspiration the revelation
therein contained. To that teaching we may
now turn, after making the ground more clear

by some definitions.

36. Definitions.
War in its strictest sense is conflict between

the armed forces of two or more Sovereign States.

It is thus distinguished from (i) Civil strife, or

conflict between various factions in the same
State for the supreme power ;

(2) Rebellion, or the armed uprising of a party
in the State against the constituted authority ;

(3) Guerilla warfare, or unorganized resistance to

an invader, conducted by armed individuals or

small groups ;

(4) Pimitive expeditions, or armed forces sent,

generally into an uncivilized or semi-civilized

country, to avenge some insult or injury ;

(5) Private fetids conducted with lethal weapons
by individuals. Catholic teaching regarding these

various forms of active hostilities may be briefly
stated.

(i) Civil strife as distinguished from rebellion

presupposes some colourable pretensions to justice

1 As the barbarous words &quot;

Pacifist
&quot; and &quot; Pacifism &quot;

appear
to have gained a foothold in the language*we are compelled to

adopt them.
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in each of the parties engaged. In the past, such
wars have been waged to support the cause of

different dynasties, or to establish a particular
form of government. The justice of dynastic
struggles depends in each case, as well on the
nature of the claims advanced by the several

parties, as on the question whether the assertion

of these claims was worth the cost of war. As we
have seen, force can be appealed to in support of

right when all other means fail : only the right
must be genuine and important. It is for this

that Catholic morality stands.

The possibility of dynastic civil war has practi

cally passed away in communities where the
monarch rules by right of Parliament. And
actual fighting between fellow-citizens to secure
one form of Government in preference to another
would seem to involve the use of an instru

ment disproportionate to the end sought, except
in the circumstances which would justify re

bellion.

(ii) Rebellion, the armed assault by subjects on
their de facto Government, is justifiable when
three conditions are present :

(1) a Government which habitually and
seriously fails in securing what alone it exists

for, viz. the general well-being ;

(2) the ascertained failure of constitutional

methods of redress ;

(3) the presence of reasonable prospects of

success.

(iii)
Guerilla warfare is justified on general

grounds of self-defence. But if there is a recog
nized Government in the invaded country,
rightly representing the community and free from
external control, and if it has come to terms with
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the invader, then the unauthorized continuance of
resistance becomes unlawful.

(iv) Punitive expeditions may be necessary when
dealing with a barbarous and loosely organized
State which does not recognize international law
or custom, and from which, therefore, it is im
possible to obtain redress through ordinary
diplomatic dealings. The lex talionis or law of

reprisals may then be invoked as the only argu
ment available, but always with the moderation
that humanity suggests. (See n. 31.)

(v) Private feuds, fought out with lethal

weapons, are wholly unlawful in any organized
community. No adjuncts of skill or valour, no

Eleas

of honour or custom, can excuse the duel
om being a breach of the Commandment &quot; Thou

shalt not kill,&quot; all the graver because more de
liberate. It is a relic of barbarism.

In this treatise these imperfect forms of war
are not dealt with.

37. The Catholic Doctrine on War properly so

called.

Divisions, according to (i) Origin, (2) Motive,
(3) Method.

Taking war in its strictest sense as a struggle
between the organized armed forces of two or
more Sovereign States, we may now examine its

nature more clearly, and determine, from the

teaching of the Church, the conditions which must
be present to make it lawful.

War, in reference (i) to its origin may be either

offensive or defensive ; in reference (2) to its

motives, it may be just or unjust ; in reference

(3) to its methods, it may be civilized or barbarous.

38. Origin. Offensive and Defensive Warfare.
By force of the terms it would seem that the State
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which first declares war is the aggressor, but that
is by no means always the case. As war is

theoretically an assertion of right, it may concern

rights already infringed or rights now being
attacked. As a vindication of past injustice,
war is sometimes called offensive ; as a means of

repelling actual attack it is called defensive.
However, since, as we have seen (n. 33) all

righteous war is an act of self-defence, it is perhaps
better to keep to the ordinary meaning of the

terms, and to look upon the State which first

gives the cause for war as the real aggressor,
whether it took up arms first or not. In that case
offensive war would always connote absence of

provocation or justification.
It is of course possible to imagine a simul

taneous attack upon each other by two States,
each of which considers itself injured by the other.

In such a case there may actually be a measure
of right on each side, and an investigation into the
relative weight of their claims would be needed to

determine on which side lay the greater right and
which side was really acting on the defensive.

So ill-defined sometimes are national rights, and
so obscure are national motives, that such an
examination must often be fruitless. On the
other hand, history records many instances of

clearly unprovoked wars, in which the aggressor
had as little to cloak his pretensions as the wolf
when he picked a quarrel with the lamb. 1

39. Motive. Just and Unjust Warfare. The
1 Most great nations have offences of this kind to their

discredit, but some are more unblushing than others.
Frederick the Great is said to have given as his reasons for

attacking Silesia in time of entire peace, the following :

41 The vivacity of my temperament, my well-filled war-chest,
a favourable opportunity and an ambition for

glory.&quot;
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distinction between the two opens up the whole
question of the morality of war, which must now
be fully dealt with.

Morality is determined by three things :

(1) what is actually done ;

(2) the reason for doing it ;

(3) the circumstances which affect (morally)
its doing.

If an action is to be justified, these three con
stituents of it must each be good, or at least not
bad, and that simultaneously.

(1) The work done 1 must be good or capable
of being made so. There are some things bad in

themselves, such as idolatry or impurity, which
no motive or circumstance can redeem : and
there are other actions which in themselves have
no moral bearing, but which take their colour
from circumstances or intention, e.g. eating meat,
which becomes sinful on abstinence days in the
case of those obliged to abstain.

(2) The reason for action, commonly called the
end or motive or final cause. A bad motive is

enough to vitiate any action, however good.

Almsgiving, for instance, for purposes of ostenta

tion is a sinful and not a virtuous act. On the
other hand a good motive, required to justify even
a good action, may also make an indifferent action

good. But of course it cannot make a bad action

good.

(3) The circumstances. Not all circumstances
affect morality. Thus, a man murders another :

the circumstance that he uses a pistol, not a knife,

does not alter the moral aspect of the deed :

but the circumstance that the victim is the

1 The same reasoning applies, with due qualifications, to

omissions which are also a species of acts.
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murderer s father does, changing simple murder
into parricide.

The Determinants of Morality applied to War.
These notions premised, we can better discuss

the morality of the act of war. In their physical
aspects all wars are the same, involving the violent
destruction of human life and health and integrity,
and of property both public and private. Hence
the work done is a real evil, though only a physical
evil, viz. the destruction of physical good.

1 As
physical good is inferior to moral good, the former

may reasonably be sacrificed to the latter when
they cannot be possessed together. Moreover one

physical good may reasonably be sacrificed to gain
a greater good of the same kind.
So the act of war, morally indifferent in its

physical aspect, becomes capable of being made
morally good or bad, according to the nature
of the moral elements that enter into it : its origin
and its motives may make it good or bad, and its

methods may affect its moral bearing, according as

they are right or wrong. And all these three must
be in accord with justice at the same time in

order to make a war just. We must now examine
them in detail.

40. Origin of a Just War. The origin of a just
war must be the violation of some right, of some
lawful claim or possession, and one of sufficient

importance to warrant the desperate means em
ployed to vindicate it. Moreover the lawfulness
of the claim or possession must be a matter of

practical certainty. A doubtful claim cannot
form a sufficient basis for invoking the certain

1 Of course such physical evils require a very grave reason
ibefore their use may be justified. See below (n. 41), and
Rickaby, Moral Philosophy, p. 36,
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evils of war (n. 116). And finally this means
must be taken as a last resort, when all other
methods of vindicating justice are inapplicable or

have failed. War, therefore, has been called

the ultima ratio regum (the final argument of kings) .

Chief among the moral goods, the denial of

which gives reasonable occasion for war, are

liberty of conscience, of person and of govern
ment, national honour, the restoration of national

territory, the rehabilitation of justice, violated

on a large scale.

For the community, as for the individual, there

are certain goods which may rightly be reckoned
more precious than life. Consequently, national
life may be risked to preserve them. But as war
is so desperate a remedy it must be avoided if

its object can be otherwise secured. If its object
can be attained by diplomacy, by mediation or

arbitration, or by a reasonable compromise, or

even if there is a fair chance of these means being
successful, then appeal to the sword is unwar
ranted. War should not be, although it has often

been made, a mere instrument of policy amongst
civilized States, constantly invoked in diplomacy,
paraded as the chief national activity.

Lastly, as it is the Government which is trustee

for the rights of the nation, upon it in the first

instance falls the duty of resisting their violation,
so long as there is sound reason, even though
not amounting to absolute certainty, for their

validity. It follows that, if the State cannot

justly engage in war on its own account except
to repel the invasion of some moral right, still

less is it justified in stirring up or encouraging
a war between other States, so that they may
become weaker or less formidable. The foreign
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policy of Europe during the past century (to go
no further back) that of Bismarck, Cavour, the
two Napoleons and others has been deeply
stained by this latter immoral practice.

41. Motive for Just War. Again, the motive
for war must be either (I) the vindication of some
real right or possession, certainly owned and

certainly violated, and of proportionate im

portance, oy (II) just intervention to defend the

rights of others. (See n. 42.)

(I) As we have seen, an unjust motive vitiates

even good actions : how much more will it vitiate

an act so steeped in physical evil and fraught
with such terrible consequences as is war ! The
voice of outraged justice must be very loud and
clear before we can venture to take up such a

weapon for her rescue. For although war in

itself is merely a physical evil, it gives practical
occasion to a host of moral evils as well, by
multiplying opportunities of indulging various

passions and at the same time removing the

ordinary checks established by civilized life.

Accordingly the moral evil which war is intended
to cure must be very real and very great to

warrant the permission of the moral evil it

occasions.

42. The fact that the motive must be just
excludes a whole host of reasons which have been
acted on in the past as justifying war. The
standard by which they are to be tested is pro
vided by the ordinary moral law, i.e. by such of

the Commandments as concern the observance of

justice, which, of course, binds States as well as

individuals. It is unjust, therefore, to wage war :

(i) For mere acquisition of territory which

already belongs to another. This is simply
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brigandage on a large scale ; and yet history is

full of examples of it.

(2) For the spread of commerce, unless national

prosperity as a whole is gravely injured by un
fair exclusion l from markets open to others.

The forces of the State cannot lawfully be em
ployed to promote the material interests of

individuals.

(3) For personal or dynastic ambition, again, a

frequent motive before democracy destroyed
arbitrary rule, yet one from which democracy
itself (or oligarchy disguised as democracy) is not

quite free.

(4) To avert political disaster at home, a cynical

perversion of justice noticeable in adventurers
like Napoleon III, and made a political maxim
by Prussian statesmen. 2

(5) Merely as a means ofmaintaining the relative

position of the State in the hierarchy of nations.

This is not quite the same as maintaining the Balance
of Power, a doctrine which has been the chief feature
of international relations in Europe for more than two
centuries. It is based on the assumption that no one
nation can be trusted to acquire an overwhelming
superiority over the others without abusing that pre
dominance to their detriment. On this assumption
of the inadequacy of law and morality to restrain the

predatory tendencies of States, those others are doubtless

justified in striving to prevent such aggrandisement,
because it is presumed to be an actual menace to them.
On that supposition the European nations have acted
for many generations ; it is a policy begotten of fear

and productive of hostility, but until they have reason
to consider it unsound, or until Federation is substituted
for hostile competition, on it they will presumably

1 See Hall, International Law, 13. Grotius, Vittoria and
others hold that a State has a right to intercourse with its

neighbours.
.

2 See Bernhardi, Germany and the Next War, p. 38.
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continue to act. But no State is justified in attacking
another just because that other, by superior productive
ness or enterprise or other fair means is passing it in
the race for pre-eminence. The maintenance of the
Balance of Power is not in itself a sufficient justification
for war.

See Westlake, pp. 120- 122 : &quot;A State has no right
to security against mere fear. . . . The law may be
taken to be that the natural growth of a State in power,
and even the increase of its armaments in a fair propor
tion to its population and wealth and to the interests

which it has to defend, gives no special rights of self-

preservation to its neighbours so long as an intention
to misuse its power cannot be imputed to it on sufficient

evidence.&quot;

For the Balance of Power as a method of securing
peace, see n. 81.

(II) Intervention. Over and above the justi
fication of war arising from the violation of

national rights which are genuine and important,
there are yet other just motives for making war on
another State, namely, the wish to help a nation

unjustly attacked by that State, or to uphold
the common rights of humanity. For the condi
tions which justify such intervention see n. 22.

43. It may finally be asked whether war can

justly be entered upon when there is no prospect
of a successful issue. The issue of war is generally
uncertain, but the forces opposed to a nation

battling for its rights may be so overwhelming
as to make resistance clearly of no avail. The

question is not easily answered except in the most

general way, viz. by pointing out that a protest

against injustice is always valuable even if not

actually successful, and no protest is more em
phatic than that made by preferring death to

submission. Moreover, even if the unjust

aggressor is ultimately to succeed, there is some

thing gained for the cause of right by making him
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pay a heavy price for success. If the way of

transgressors is made easy, they will be the more

tempted to transgress. Finally, the example of

heroism presented by the fearless facing of fearful

odds becomes an undying moral possession of

mankind at large.
1 But it will be for the nation

so assailed to decide whether its object self-

preservation may not be better secured by
temporary submission under protest, with the
chance of future recovery. Still, liberty, in

dependence, the possession of certain territories,

etc., though they are all natural goods, the loss

of which does not necessarily interfere with man s

true end, are the highest goods of the State, and
the State may prefer destruction to the loss of

them.
It follows from what has been said that, when

once the just occasion or motive for war has

ceased, war, too, must be abandoned. Being no

longer necessary, it is now no longer lawful.

When the end is gained, the means should be
discarded. So, if in the middle of a campaign,
fair terms of peace are offered by either party,
the other is bound to accept them. War is only
made that a sure and satisfactory peace may be
achieved.

44. The Method of Just Warfare. A war may
be just in origin and motive but unjust in method.
The requirements for rectitude of method are

many, and it is they which mark the distinction

1 See Cardinal Mercier s Pastoral on Patriotism and
Endurance : &quot;Is there a patriot among us who does not
know that Belgium has grown great ? Nay, which of us
would have the heart to cancel this last page of our national

history ? Which of us does not exult in the brightness of

the glory of this shattered nation ? . . . Mere utilitarianism

is no sufficient rule of Christian citizenship.&quot; (Pp. 16, 21.)
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already made between civilized and barbarian
warfare.

(i) The first requisite is that war should be
declared and waged by the supreme authority in
the State. It is the business of this authority to

safeguard the general welfare : individual citizens

are debarred from avenging themselves by force

of arms against private and public foes alike,

precisely by the fact that the State has under
taken their defence. If the supreme authority
is indifferent to the general interests unjustly
assailed, or incompetent to protect them, the
State has practically ceased to be an organized
community, and its citizens are free to look after

themselves. Being an act of vindicative x
justice,

war can be undertaken only in the name of the

supreme judge, whose authority resides in the
final power of the State.

Hence all wars undertaken by a particular
class or family or trade interest in the community
are unjust, unless these private concerns are of

sufficient importance as to become practically
national in character. 2 In the old conception of

kingship, which was embodied in the Feudal

system and long survived its extinction, the
monarch stood for the State in epitome, and the
interests of the dynasty were held to be co-

1 &quot; Vindicative &quot; rather than &quot;

vindictive,&quot; which latter

word, generally connotes revenge, whereas the meaning
required should suggest the restoration or &quot;

vindication
&quot;

of

the moral order by the infliction on the offender of the

penalty which is
&quot; the other half of crime.&quot; (See n. 31,

Reprisals.)
2 Circumstances may make an injury even to a single

individual a matter of national concern to the State of which
he is a member. England declared war against Spain in 1739
because some Spaniards had cut off the ear of a certain Captain
Jenkins.
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extensive with those of the nation. Nowadays,
the growth of the democratic principle, though
attended by dangers of its own, especially when
foreign relations are left too exclusively in the
hands of a few individuals, has swept away family
ambition or pride or passion as motives for war.

45. (2) Secondly, the declaration of war should
be formal, preceded by definite demands, the
concession of which has been refused by the

adversary. Otherwise, war is not the last resort,
and therefore lacks justification, since opportunity
of making reparation has not been offered and
therefore not refused. Whether there should be
a verbal ultimatum, what precise interval of time
and other steps should precede actual hostilities,

etc., seem to be matters (provided the principle
above stated is secured) of convention and positive
law. But if there is an ultimatum, clearly its

actual phraseology should not add to the diffi

culties of accepting it.

46. (3) A more important requirement con
cerns the actual method of fighting. As the object
of war is to force the adversary to yield, by
inflicting physical loss or suffering, it would seem
that the greater and speedier and more widely
extended that loss and suffering, the more
secure and speedy will be the result. But several

considerations qualify this judgment. The savage
at war recognizes no limits to the horrors he

perpetrates, except such as are promoted by
self-interest. Fear of reprisals in kind, of stimulat

ing resistance, the desire to enslave rather than
to kill, to confiscate rather than destroy, will

mitigate the ferocity of the barbarian. But apart
from these considerations, he will give full rein to

his ruthlessness, and burning, massacre, looting,
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crimes against women, torture of prisoners, will

all form part of his normal programme. If we
have only the object of war in view, and are

independent of the influence of public opinion,
this is probably the most effective, because the

most terrible, way of conducting it.

But those who are not savages but civilized

beings and Christians are debarred by their

knowledge of moral obligations and particularly

by the virtue of charity from the use of such
methods. Civilization, inspired by the Church,
has done very much to mitigate the horrors of

war. (See nn. 123 ff.) Its influence is seen in

its insistence on the continued obligation of the

moral law during the state of war, and in the

positive enactments which more or less perfectly

embody moral principles and tend to humanize
warfare. Thus civilized war is conditioned both

by Christianity and the law of nations. The

great precept of charity and the Ten Command
ments

&quot; Thou shalt not steal,&quot;

&quot; Thou shalt

not lie/
&quot; Thou shalt not kill

&quot;

even these

retain their full force on the battlefield. It is

wrong, as some do, to look upon a just war as

simply legalized robbery and murder. The
soldier is essentially the minister of justice, and he
has the State s authority, which is ultimately
God s, for doing the necessary duties of his calling.
If he destroys life or property it is because, under
war conditions and within bounds to be men
tioned presently, such matters are no longer

protected by Divine prohibitions. He is repelling

unjust aggression ; he is acting for the State in

self-defence. But, although the lives and property
of his opponents are for the occasion rightly open
to his attack, the obligations of morality still
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bind his conscience. Thus he is not free to hate
his adversary or to wish him irreparable evil.

Moreover, the moral law inspired by Christian

sentiment forbids all forms of cruelty exercised

upon wounded soldiers or prisoners. They cannot

lawfully be made to act treacherously towards
their own side, to forswear their allegiance and
take part in operations against their country.

47. These are the dispositions of heart and the
rules of conduct which Christianity prescribes
for the soldier, if he is to perform his terrible task

blamelessly. In course of time, with fluctuations

corresponding to the fortunes of the Faith itself,

and to an extent varying with the grasp of

Christian principle in the world at large, they
have been embodied in rules which are supposed
to regulate the warfare of civilized nations.

History is full of the records of savage deeds, of

treachery and cruelty perpetrated by Christian

peoples at war. But it is due to Christianity that
these rules are recognized, and that impartial

history stigmatizes and condemns their violators.

It is still possible to progress towards the ideal.

A summary of the rules of civilized warfare
must now be given. The chief one undoubtedly
is that only the authorized armed forces of either

side should be treated as belligerents, the rights
of all non-combatants in an invaded country to

life and, as far as real military exigencies allow,
to liberty and property, being fully recognized.

Military occupation must, of course, impose
many restrictions on freedom and many incon
venient requisitions. Travelling and trade,
manufacture and agriculture are grievously

hampered. The actual contest cannot but result

in damage to crops and factories and dwelling-
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houses. But the inhabitants, who do not fight
or resist the invader in other ways, retain their

fundamental rights ; e.g. they may resist unjust

aggression of their persons, if they prudently
can

; they are entitled to compensation for

commandeered property ; they may not be im

prisoned or made to serve against their country
in any way ;

their family life and their religious

rights must be respected. On their part they
must recognize de facto occupation by the enemy
and give at least external obedience to his regula
tions. 1

As a logical consequence of this recognition of

the rights of non-combatants, undefended towns

may not be bombarded or given over to assault,

and even fortified towns may not be shelled before

notice has been given, allowing non-combatants

opportunity to depart.
48. Hague Regulations. These and other rules

are embodied in a series of prohibitions sanctioned
at the last Hague Convention (1907) as binding
on all the signatory Powers,2 wrhich may be

quoted here as putting the chief rules of civilized

warfare in convenient form.

By articles 23, 24, 26 and following, it is for

bidden in war :

(a) To use poison or poisoned weapons.
(b) To kill or wound by treachery.
(c) To kill or wound an enemy who has surrendered

unconditionally.
(d) To proclaim

&quot; no quarter !

&quot;

(e) To use weapons, projectiles, or other materials
calculated to cause unnecessary harm.

1
Cf. Cardinal Mercier s Pastoral, quoted above, p. 24.

2 The refusal of any considerable Power to approve of

any given rule has the unfortunate effect of releasing the
others from observance of that rule (supposing it to be merely
positive) if they are at war with that Power. (Cf. n. 28.)
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(/) To abuse the flag of truce, the Red Cross badge,
the enemy uniform.

(g) To seize or destroy enemy possessions except under
strict military necessity.

(h) To attack or bombard undefended towns, villages,
etc.

(i) To proceed to bombard a place, except in the case
of actual assault, without warning the authorities.

(_; )
To destroy sacred buildings or those devoted to

the arts, such as historic monuments, or to good works
such as hospitals.

(k) To plunder or destroy a place, even after taking
it by assault.

(I) To force non-combatants to give information about

plans, etc., of their army.

The more elementary rights of security for life

and private property, for family honour, for

religious conviction and practice, receive explicit

recognition in other articles.

The same definite character does not attach to

the rules for warfare at sea, which are to some
extent undetermined. However, there, as on

land, the lives of non-combatants are sacred.

There are no non-combatants on warships, which
are therefore the legitimate prey of their ad
versaries. Neutral vessels are liable to have
contraband stopped and seized, but cannot other

wise be justly interfered with. Enemy merchant-

ships can be destroyed provided their crews and

passengers are placed in safety. To destroy
neutral property other than contraband is

brigandage ; to destroy non-combatant lives is

murder
; no military exigencies, no doctrine of

reprisals can justify either course.

Christianity, as inspiring the Hague Conven

tions, not only does much to secure the welfare of

non-combatants in a war area, but also labours

to improve the lot of the belligerents themselves,
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once they have become non-combatants. The
elaboration of the Red Cross department and the

relatively humane treatment of prisoners are
instances in point. By the Hague rules these
latter should be allowed to retain whatever they
possess except their weapons, and if required to
work should not be employed against their

country and should be paid for their labour.

They should also be fed, clothed, and housed with
due regard to their well-being.

49. Rights of the Victor in a Just War. Having
now seen what makes a war just, viz. a genuine
occasion, a good motive or intention, a proper
authority and a humane method, we may turn
to consider the rights of the conqueror. We
assume that the conqueror was justified in fight

ing. An unjust belligerent has no rights what
ever, even if victorious ; on the contrary, having
in that case the power, he is under the deeper
obligation to make restitution for the wrongs he
has committed.
The rights, then, consequent on victory, are :

(1) To make good the claim for which the victor

undertook war. This is the first and most
obvious of his rights. The violation of that
claim was his justification for fighting, and its

recovery, therefore, is only a recovery of his own
property.

(2) To take compensation for the losses incurred
in fighting for his just claims. These are losses

unjustly forced upon him by those who attacked
his rights, and who consequently are his debtors
to that extent.

(3) To take measures to prevent unjust attack
in the future, by holding or destroying threatening
positions, etc. War is a means to re-establish
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peace ; consequently the victor should do what
is really necessary to accomplish this. But for

the same reason he will not inflict upon his

adversary real cause for resentment, such as the

perpetual alienation of territory inhabited by a

nationality foreign to his own, the exaction of a

permanent tribute, etc. measures which only
serve to keep alive feelings of hostility and
revenge.

50. (4) How far a victor in a just war may
proceed to punish the unjust aggressor is a

question which would require more space for its

adequate discussion than can be spared here
; but

we may refer the reader to the opinion of mediaeval
moralists referred to in Part IV (n. 119).

Catholic moralists enter into more details on
the subject of war than we have space for here,
and discuss at length objections to the doctrines

they lay down. For these more subtle questions
(e.g. in what sense war can be just on both sides,

the degree of certainty required to make war

just, the moral status of hired alien soldiers, etc.)
we must refer our readers to more detailed works
on the subject.

51. Military Obedience. But there is one out

standing point which claims some attention here,
and that is the character and limits of military
obedience. Concerning this the following prin

ciples should be noted (see also nn. 107, 118).

(i) Nobody in any circumstances is justified
in acting against his conscience, i.e. in doing
something which he judges here and now to be

wrong, or omitting some action which he is sure

is his
duty. Conscience, in the language of the

moralist, is the supreme subjective standard of

morality. .
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(2) Corresponding to this obligation is the

duty of getting one s conscience properly in

structed in points of morality which are likely
to enter into one s daily conduct.

(3) Hence the soldier should know that,
obedience prompt and unquestioning being of

the essence of military efficiency and therefore

part of his profession or contract, it is his duty
to obey the clear orders of his superiors, unless

they are clearly against the moral law, which,

being God s will, has of course the first claims

upon his obedience.

(4) Where the morality of a command is

really doubtful he should, in the interests of

discipline, give his superiors the benefit of the

doubt. He is justified in assuming that they
have a more deep and extensive knowledge than

he, and therefore have good reasons for what

they command.

(5) If the command is clearly against the
moral law, he has no option but to refuse obedience
and face the consequences a martyr to his

conscience. In a Christian country under civilized

superiors such cases will be extremely rare. 1

The soldier in the ranks or lower commands,
at any rate, can hardly have all the knowledge
requisite to form a correct judgment about such

complex matters as the justice of a war. But

any healthy conscience will revolt at an order,

e.g. to shoot women and children.

By English law the soldier (like all other

officials) is as responsible as any private and
unofficial person for any act which the law does,

1
During the proceedings of the French Government

against the religious Orders, Catholic officers were from time
to time exposed to this alternative. See The Month, 1902,
October (493), Blind Obedience in the French Army..
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not authorize. It is no defence in law for the
soldier to plead that he acted under military
orders. Hence the law itself recognizes the
limitations of military obedience.

Conclusion. Hence the main position of the
Church with regard to war is abundantly clear

and is thoroughly in accord with common sense
and Christian morality. So long as war may have
to be invoked for the vindication of justice, i.e. so

long as sovereign States continue to regard each
other as rivals and to appeal to force rather

than to law and to conscience in support of

their rights, so long can war be justified. But
meanwhile Christianity endeavours to remove
the injustice which gives occasion to war, the

greed, pride, ambition, and other ill-regulated

passions that prompt the injustice, and the

terrible moral evils which accompany warfare, for

the ideal of Christ is a perfect and permanent
peace between man and man and between man
and God.

(2) FALSE DOCTRINES EXAMINED
52. The Two Extremes. In this matter of

warfare, as ever, the Catholic Church shows the

perfect accord of her teaching with that dictum
of experience and common sense

&quot;

virtue abides

in the mean.&quot; She does not praise or condemn
war absolutely, but indicates in what circum
stances and to what extent it may be practised,

rejecting alike the two immoral extremes, viz,

that of Militarism, which glorifies warfare as a
lawful end in itself, and that of Pacifism, which
denies to it even the character of a lawful means.
The virtue which is called meekness or active

love of peace has over against it on the side of
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defect that disposition whereby peace is only
tolerated as a time for war preparation, and on
the other side of excess the toleration, from
motives of pusillanimity, of injustice of any sort

which could be effectually remedied by armed
resistance. We shall examine either extreme

separately.

To examine a thing profitably we must regard the
full expression of the thing, the perfect type. Between
the virtue of peacefulness and its two extremes there
are any number of more or less faulty positions occupied
by people who would resent the label of the extremist.
But only by studying the vice in its fullest development
can we clearly understand to what it leads and how its

beginnings may best be resisted.

53. (a) The Militarist Extreme. Militarism is

the expression in international politics of that

materialistic philosophy which goes in this

country by the name of Darwinism. 1

Its main characteristic is its denial or ignoring
. of Creation and Providence, and its explanation
of the Universe as the result of the interaction of

material forces working mechanically according
to fixed

&quot;

laws,&quot; which are merely the tabulated

records of the uniformity of these forces. The
process to which is due the production of the

Universe is summarized in the well-known
1 There are varieties, too, of Darwinism, and that philo

sopher, who knew his limitations and the weak points of his

own theories, must not be saddled with the more or less

logical deductions and assumptions of his rationalistic
&quot;

popularizers.&quot; Darwin was by no means a &quot;

Darwinian.&quot;

Amongst the qualities which make for
&quot;

fitness
&quot; he reckoned

the
&quot;

social instinct,&quot; leading not to conflict but to co

operation. See Mutual Aid (Kropotkin), The Ascent of Man
(Drummond). See also Evolution and the War (P. Chalmers
Mitchell, D.Sc., F.R.S.), where it is pointed out that the
evolution theory does not recognize the necessity in nature
for the kind of struggle which Bernhardi has in mind.
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phrases
&quot;

the struggle for existence
&quot;

and &quot;

the
survival of the fittest.&quot; Since all progress
hitherto, from the primal nebula to man, is

assumed to have been due to these
&quot;

laws,&quot; it

is inferred that future advance must also depend
on their operation. Hence, the militarist holds,

expressly or implicitly, that between the separate
nations of mankind there is necessarily a struggle
for existence, which, as their populations increase,
will become more bitter and more desperate.
Consequently only those nations will survive
which make themselves more powerful than
their neighbours. The normal relation, then,
between nations is one of war, open or covert ;

war with armed forces occasionally, war with

diplomatic and commercial weapons always.
Spurred by this permanent necessity the various
nations develop those qualities which best make
for superiority and which find their highest

expression in the military virtues. By direct

cultivation, therefore, of these virtues, by sub

ordinating all other forms of energy to the making
of itself a fighting machine, perfect in morale
and equipment, a nation will best consult its

true interests and provide for its future.

The exponents of this atheistic philosophy are

to be found amongst every people. It is the

only philosophy logically possible when God,
His purpose in creation, and the after-life are

denied, and man is made to be his own end. It

flourishes wherever practical Christianity decays,
and is held by many professing Christians who
have not thought out or grasped the implica
tions of their creed. Amongst no people has it

been so thoroughly embodied in national policy
as it has in the German Empire. We need not
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multiply quotations from authorized exponents
of German national ideals, but may simply refer

to Bernhardi s well-known book, Germany and
the Next War, where, in a chapter entitled

&quot; The
Right to Make War,&quot; that writer has culled

from the philosophers of his nation many en
dorsements of such propositions as the following,
which embody the militarist gospel :

&quot; War is

a biological necessity of the first importance,
a regulative element in the life of mankind
which cannot be dispensed with

&quot;

;

&quot;

Might is

at once the supreme right, and the dispute as to

what is right is decided by the arbitrament of

war
&quot;

;

&quot; War gives a biologically just decision

since its decision rests upon the very nature of

things
&quot;

;
and so forth.

Let us own once more that this devilish philo

sophy, the very negation and antithesis of

Christianity, the solvent of all morality, the
destruction of all justice, is to be found amongst
modern non-Christian teachers in every nation ;

for every one who claims for his own State, on
account of its supposed superior excellence, the

right to impose its will and ideals, by force

if necessary, on other independent States, is

practically extending the theory of mechanical
evolution to the facts of human progress.

1

But this theory, which possibly explains
some of the facts observable in the development
of the animal creation, is out of place in the

1 This theory, though not explicitly owned, dominates the
late Professor Cramb s lectures, England and Germany
(Murray, 1914), and is traceable in the writings of several
British publicists of the ultra-Imperialistic school. See

Imperialism (Hobson), chap, ii,
&quot; The Scientific Defence of

Imperialism.&quot; The Times for May 7, 1915, reports that
Professor Ridgeway, speaking at a meeting of the Eugenic
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sphere of morals and free volition. Man, whether
singly or in community, is a free being, deter

mining his conduct according to his ideals, and
made noble or base according to the character
of those ideals. A State, therefore, may be
Christian just as the individual may, and may
find that, by observing the laws of the Kingdom
of God, even its material welfare is the better
secured. Wherever the current philosophy of

any State does not recognize Christian principles
as the only sound basis of civilization, and
substitutes belief in Fate for belief in Providence,
Darwinism, expressed in international relations
as militarism, is certain to inspire its political
ideals.

Germany at the present time (1914-1915) has
reduced the materialist philosophy to action in

the most thorough fashion. But England has
her Jingoes, France her Chauvinists, Russia her
Pan-Slavists

;
in every nation that is conscious

of power there are influences prompting to the

setting of might above right, and making force

rather than law the criterion of justice. Not all

these influences are consciously unchristian, and

many attempts have been made to harmonize
the militarist spirit with Christianity and to
reconcile mankind to war because of the alleged

singular benefits it confers on mankind. A
refutation of this disastrous philosophy must
concern itself also with these attempts.

Society, said that &quot;... far from this being the last war, the
hard facts pointed rather to its being the first of a vast
series of struggles different from those yet known. The
earth s waste spaces were now getting filled up, and the

struggle for existence, not merely kingly ambitions, was the

great stake for which Germans and British were now fighting.
Henceforward each new struggle would be more desperate.&quot;
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54. War not the Result of Over-population.

First on the general question, the whole con

ception of a multiplicity of nations with neces

sarily hostile interests, struggling for life and
welfare in the midst of strictly limited resources,
is a mere speculation, partly untrue and partly
unverified. Not only is the earth as a whole
not over-peopled, but no country exists, how
ever densely populated, which is incapable of

sustaining or procuring sustenance for its in

habitants. Belgium before the war supported
with ease 652 persons to the square mile, yet
Belgium is not naturally a fertile country.

1

Methods of agriculture are capable of improve
ment, and no visible limits can be assigned to

the productive capacity of the earth as a whole.
The dread of an over-peopled world is a bugbear
invented by theorists, and an equivalent denial

of the action of Providence. 2

It is in this second aspect that the necessity
of a struggle between the nations for survival

must be condemned by the Christian as a

radically false hypothesis. All human beings
owe their origin to Almighty God

;
in their

essential equipment they are all equal and have
all the same duties and the same destiny ; they

1 At the same ratio, comparing area with area, the United
States, which now supports 100,000,000 inhabitants, could

support about 1,850,000,000, and the 50 odd million square
miles comprising the cultivatable surface of the globe,

32,500,000,000.
2 See Devas, Political Economy, book I, chap, i,

&quot; Produc
tive Capacities of the Earth,&quot; and chap, ix,

&quot; Growth and
Decay of Nations,&quot; especially the section on Malthusianism.
Theorists who speak of German aggressiveness as the result

of the pressure on her resources of her surplus population
forget that emigration is discouraged there, and that of all

her millions, increasing by about 900,000 annually, only
about 25,000 leave the country every year.
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were created in order to save their immortal
souls by glorifying the Creator. Thus they are
all members of the same family, with the same
eternal interests. This is a source of union
more fundamental and earlier than any grounds
of difference due to distinct races or parentage
or political grouping. Thus those less important
variations, which exemplify the fecundity of the
divine ideas and are meant to stimulate a healthy
rivalry, are really wrested from their true purpose
when made the occasion of ill-will and hostile

action. It is a self-contradictory idea to suppose
that the God of love could have created rational

beings with the duty of serving Him on earth,
and the prospect hereafter of a peaceful and
blissful eternity with Him, and yet placed them
under a natural necessity to hate and destroy
each other. And what reason itself dictates,
God s revelation in Christianity abundantly
confirms. Christianity stands for the Brother
hood of Man.

55. The State as Might. As a result of leaving
out of sight the Divine purpose in creation, a
false theory of the State has been concocted
which is intended to justify war as the highest

expression of human virtue. Again it is in

German militarist thought that we find the

clearest statement of this conception. Bernhardi
drew his social philosophy from Treitschke, the

historian, whose primary maxim was that the

State is power and war is its most elementary
function. On the strength of that persuasion
Bernhardi naturally condemns peace ideals as

profoundly unethical. Christian philosophy, on
the other hand, teaches that the State is the

community organized for the promotion of justice
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and the securing of peace ; justice between
citizen and citizen, and between the State and
its neighbours ; peace due to mutual recog
nition of rights. The power of the State is

subordinate and instrumental to that end : it

is essentially a means : to regard it as an end
is to make an idol of a creature. The individual

and the family are prior to the State and have

rights with which the State cannot interfere.

The word citizen does not exhaust the whole

concept
&quot;

man,&quot; and although there is a true

sense in which the common good transcends
that of the individual, and in which the State

may lawfully call for the subordination of his

interests to those of the public, that claim is

concerned only with what is temporal. The
spiritual well-being of a single soul may not be
sacrificed for any material advantage however

widespread.
1

The theory of an omnipotent State, knowing
no check of natural right or international law,

inevitably results in despotism at home and

aggressiveness abroad. It destroys liberty of

conscience amongst the citizens and that basis

of good faith which alone makes civilized inter

course possible among nations. It is a return

to that soul-enslaving Csesarism from which

Christianity set mankind free. It makes the

interests of the State the sole standard of right
and wrong. It justifies every form of force or

fraud which results in the gaining of political
ends. Once more, we may reflect that Frederick

the Great, Napoleon I, Napoleon III, Bismarck,

1 See for the character and functions of the State, Christian

Citizenship by Rev. Thos. Wright (C.S.G., 6d. net.) especially

chap, ii,
&quot; The Christian State.&quot;
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Cavour, and nearly the whole tribe of nineteenth
and twentieth century diplomatists have filled

history with pernicious examples of this inter

national immorality.
56. War not necessary for Human Progress.

War, therefore, is not a God-ordained necessity
to secure earth from over-population, but a

desperate remedy for evils worse than itself, evils

brought on by man s perversity. Nor is it, as

its apologists pretend, in any way necessary for

human progress, although moral good can un

doubtedly be drawn from it, as from other great

physical calamities. A great step will be taken
towards its abolition, if once the idea that it is

in all circumstances inevitable can be banished
from men s minds. For what is inevitable we
do not hope or try to prevent. But that idea

will not be banished so long as a practically
anti-Christian philosophy holds sway, teaching
that the different members of the family of

nations have necessarily opposed and irrecon

cilable interests only to be settled by conflict.

However, those who think that struggle is essential

to progress are wrong, only if they contemplate
a struggle that knows no check either of justice
or humanity. The materialist seems unable to

conceive of a competition which should be real

but moderate. Competition is perhaps as neces

sary for advance in most spheres of human
activity as friction is for physical progression.

1

An international struggle for supremacy,
whether in art or science or commerce or politics,

is undoubtedly calculated to call forth the highest

1 For the good effects of competition and the evils resulting
from its abuse, see Parkinson, Primer of Social Science,

pp. 123 ff.
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endeavour of each State, but the desire for

success does not absolve the rivals from the

obseryance of those conditions of the conflict

which bind all equally, the checks and pro
hibitions of the moral law.

However, if the goods aimed at are looked upon
as absolute and sought for themselves alone,
then such rivalry is apt to degenerate into a
selfish and lawless struggle. It is Christianity,
with its ideal of brotherhood and its right
estimate of temporal goods, that prevents human
competition from being inspired and ruled by
the law of the jungle.

57. Unchecked Competition (i.e. War) really

opposed to Progress. Moreover, it is clear that
such conditions of remorseless struggle amongst
men would defeat their own end. The jungle
law undoubtedly secures that within the limits

of each species the strongest and fiercest animals
have the best chance of preserving and trans

mitting life. At the same time, that law operates
to develop the opposite qualities in other species.
The most timid and fleetest animals are also the
best calculated to survive. Cowardice and

courage alike make -for persistence. On the
other hand, amongst human beings at war, who
are themselves drawn from the most manly of

their respective nations, it is the bravest that,
in modern conditions, run the most risk of

wounds and death ; those morally and physically
fittest are the least likely to survive. 1

1 &quot;

If nations sent their trash, instead of their treasure, to

fight their battles, then indeed war might be defended as a
dreadful purgative of nations.&quot; Dr. C. W. Saleeby, in

Contemporary Review, April 1915, article &quot;The Dysgenics of

War.&quot; A detailed refutation of the contention that war
benefits the species may be found in Biology and War, by
G. A. Thompson, LL.D. (Milford 1915.)
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And if it be urged that their example, at any
rate, keeps alive an ideal of heroism that elevates
the public mind, and that thus they beget a

spiritual progeny, if not a physical, it must be
admitted also that warfare tends to lower public
morality by the example of vice on a large scale

and degrades human nature by evoking and
strengthening its worst qualities. Hatred, greed,

envy, fraud, falsehood, pride, lust, cruelty,

hypocrisy how those deadly evils spread and
thrive in the atmosphere of war, not merely
amongst the actual belligerents but in the
nations they represent ! But the argument that
war is necessary for the development of manly
character, or is even the best way to assure such

development, is perhaps best refuted by con

sidering the character of nations
or^. classes

which rarely or never have engaged in it, and
are therefore deprived of its advantages.
To vindicate for warfare the character of an

indispensable school for virtue, we should have
to prove that the soldier commonly exhibits a

higher moral standard than the civilian of the

same class a very difficult proposition to estab

lish. In time of war, no doubt, the man who
volunteers to risk his life for his country is far

more worthy of esteem than he who, other

things being equal, elects to stay at home, and
a state of active warfare may serve to bring out

whatever is of heroism in a man s character.

Still, it is by no means self-evident that the

military as a class are more religious and law-

abiding, better Christians and citizens, than
civilians are.

Again, can we say that the millions in the

United States who have not seen war for two or
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more generations are noticeably behind, in point
of view of moral excellence, the inhabitants of,

for instance, Germany, where the warlike spirit
has so long been cultivated with the utmost
care ? Are women, again, who are never exposed
to the discipline of the barrack-square or the

hardships of the stricken field, less conspicuous
for fortitude, unselfishness, and patriotism than
men ?

If it be argued, however, that not so much in

war itself as in the preparation for war and in

the readiness to expose life unselfishly are the

precious qualities of courage, strength, discipline,

obedience, altruism so necessary for human
progress developed, the obvious answer is that

physical perfection is as surely obtained by
outdoor sports and gymnastics, that no parti
cular moral heroism is involved in joining the

army during peace time, and that the habits of

obedience, regularity, attention to duty, etc.,

which the soldier acquires are not necessarily
moral at all, but may be merely mechanical and
external. They are good things as far as they
go, but they may to a large extent be attained
in the ranks of organized labour. 1 Moreover the

discipline exacted by barrack-life is often com
pensated for by license abroad, and garrison
towns are not conspicuously more moral than
those which never see a soldier. 2

1 The formation at Liverpool (April 1915) of a Dockers
Battalion, for employment during the war, may result in the
introduction amongst all classes of workers of a salutary

spirit of social service. Their labour is, after all, just as

necessary for the national well-being as the profession of

arms, and just as deserving of national recognition.
* At this time (1915) when all the noblest elements of the

nation have enlisted or are enlisting in order to save their

country and to further the reign of justice on earth, men are
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The truth is that self-sacrifice sums up all

that is best in the military spirit. Now oppor
tunities for self-sacrifice abound in every career :

in many occupations seafaring, mining, engineer
ing, railway work the risk to life and limb is

far greater, because more continuous, than the
soldier has to face : no one need go far to seek
the means of developing character, which ever

depends more upon will than circumstance
;

in fact, the exclusive attribution by apologists
for war l to the military career of the means and
occasion for acquiring and displaying

&quot;

military
&quot;

virtues is but a relic of ancient tradition, dating
from the ages of violence, when every man wore
weapons and had to be ready to use them. War,
then, is in no sense necessary for the preservation
of noble and strenuous qualities in the race.

God has provided many other means for their

development. Man s battle with the forces of

nature, whether for purposes of science or com
merce or sport, the periodical calamities in the

physical order earthquakes, fire, shipwreck,
pestilence with which God s providence chastens

us, the toil by which sustenance must be

commonly won, and daily trials of life in com
munity form ample occasion for their exercise,

inclined to fix their minds exclusively on the undoubted
advantages of the military profession in developing the

rpbuster qualities of mind and body. Hence we have con
sidered it well to emphasize here (somewhat unduly as some
may think) the other side of the picture. But even were
the profession of arms all that is claimed for it in this respect
we should still have to ask whether its benefits were not

bought at too high a price. It must be remembered, too,
that we are referring primarily to those who make arms
their profession and not to those who nobly spring to their

country s aid in the hour of peril.
1 &quot; There are certain manly and adventurous qualities

which war alone can develop.&quot; Theodore Roosevelt.
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and God s revelation in Christianity gives them
their inner inspiration. Those who work amongst
the poor bear witness to the frequent heroism of

their daily lives. But in deprecating war as a
school for virtue we suppose amongst men a

practical Christianity. Because Christianity puts
in the forefront of its ideal, love, humility, and

patience, it does not follow that these virtues

can be acquired without others. Rather they
call for the practice of discipline, fortitude, self-

sacrifice in a much higher degree than does the

facing of external hardships and dangers. They
are the crown of a strenuous and lengthy cam
paign.

&quot;

Better is he that mastereth his spirit
than the stormer of cities.&quot;

1

58. Other Alleged Benefits of War. There are

other benefits claimed for war which can be more

shortly discussed. It is said to have promoted
the material welfare of mankind by stimulating
invention and scientific research. What a

triumph of mechanical ingenuity is a modern

battleship ! Yet there are equally wonderful
exhibitions of human genius in many more

productive achievements, power-looms, printing

presses, engineering works. The advantage
gained by defensive armour of great strength
has no doubt brought about improvement in the

production of steel. Yet these and a few other

similar benefits are dearly purchased by the

waste of resources caused by war. The conquest
of nature, the spirit of curiosity and enterprise,
and mere commercial competition, as we see in

the case of the United States, give ample incentive

to the perfection of mechanical arts.

More tenable perhaps is the assertion that art

1 Prov. xvi, 32.
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and literature owe much to war. Ruskin goes so
far as to say that

&quot;

All the pure and noble arts

of peace are founded on war,&quot;
1

although he does
not satisfactorily make good that claim. It is an
induction formed from his reading of history
history which never for long together has had to
record the effects of peace ;

he thought that

nothing but war could bring, as war seemed to have

brought, the faculties of man to their fullness, and
thus produce great art. But because artists of

great merit have flourished in ages when warfare
was rife, that coincidence in period is not sufficient

evidence : one must first exclude the possibility
of other causes at work. We may grant that

war has stimulated art in various ways. Artists

have found inspiration in battle-scenes, craftsmen
have wonderfully ornamented martial weapons,
the poignant contrasts of the battlefield and the

lofty aspirations of patriotism have been the

themes of many great poems ; but it is quite

arbitrary to say that because men of genius
have so utilized this particular aspect of human
history, art and literature would not have reached
such perfection had war never occurred. The

powers of mind that seize upon and express the

spiritual aspects of warfare and these alone

make great literature could equally have tran

scended and idealized all other varieties of human
experience. And even were it not so, can we

say that battle-pictures and battle-poems are

worth their cost ?

59. War Benefits Industry. The militarist

school further plead that war is good for

industry, relying upon such facts as the enormous
increase of Germany s commercial activity after

1 Crown of Wild Olive : On War.
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1871, and the benefit the United States drew from
the war with Spain. But these facts are probably
due to a large combination of causes. The a

priori argument, that a process which involves

much unproductive expenditure and much destruc

tion of existing goods cannot be for the industrial

welfare of the country as a whole, is not easily to

be overthrown. Particular industries may and
do thrive, as the building trade thrives after an

earthquake, or a provision dealer s at the be

ginning of a famine, but it stands to reason that

the colossal waste of national resources caused by
war the withdrawal from production of hosts of

the able-bodied, whom the country has to pay
and support, the conversion of various substances

into engines of destruction,
1 the consumption of

war material itself, the actual devastation suffered

from hostile invasion, the widespread interruption
to trade represents a colossal loss of material

resources which years of peaceful industry will

be needed to replace. The National Debt re

minds us that we are still paying for the Napo
leonic wars, and who can say how far into the

future the crippling effects of the present world
wide conflict will extend ? A few trades in each

country, and perhaps one or two small neutral

countries, may profit somewhat in the long run,
but the prosperity of the world in general is

permanently diminished by the waste of war.

60. War Expenditure an Insurance. Still there

are risks in every business which must be insured

against, and which form a permanent tax upon
profits ; may not war preparations and occasional

1 The expenditure on the Assouan dam which has multi

plied the resources of Egypt tenfold represents the cost of a

Dreadnought, which, however useful, is not productive at

all, although in present circumstances it preserves wealth.
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war be regarded as the price each nation pays for
its security ? The analogy is not really correct,
for the purpose of insurance is not to prevent,
but to compensate for possible loss, whereas
armaments are intended either to prevent war
or to bring it quickly to an end when it has begun.
But granting that war expenditure is a tax paid
to ensure peace, it is notorious that it generally
fails in this its proper object. The utmost com
petitive armaments can do is to postpone through
a period of tension and alarm the struggle which

they have rendered finally inevitable . Once again ,

that no nation dare to put a stop to this com
petition, so foolish when considered as a whole,
so prudent in the case of each, is due to the fact

that Christian principles have not yet ousted the
Darwinian in international relations. The war

expenditure of the world in peace time (between
400,000,000 and 500,000,000) is part of the

price it pays for its rejection of practical Chris

tianity. Once public opinion ceases to be en
slaved by the old militarist tradition, it may
perhaps realize that happiness, peace and pros

perity, wherever they exist, are not to be found
in armed, but in friendly rivalry. Competitive
arming is provocative of war. Armaments are

made to be used and ultimately are used. To be

powerful enough to protect one s possessions is the

duty of every State : to aim at being so powerful
that one s power is a menace to every other State

is to sin against the common interest. But the

misery is that, as things are, any one single State

by openly aiming at domination can force all the

rest to keep pace with it in self-defence. Ex
cessive power is rightly taken as the expression
of unlawful ambition. It is clear that the one
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remedy for the ruinous expenditure caused by such
national individualism is federation. If the

Triple Entente and the Triple Alliance had merged
into the Sextuple Confederation, bound together
by community of interests and thriving in each
other s prosperity, war in Europe would very
possibly have come to an end. Anyhow it seems
certain that war will not be ended nor prevented
by militarism.

61. (b) The Pacifist Extreme. It is plain that the
militarist doctrine that war is an end in itself,

the highest expression of national life, the cause
of material prosperity and moral advance, a

necessary factor in human development, and so

forth, is both false in theory and belied by ex

perience. The logical outcome of militarism,
when man s intellect and will have been perverted
to its service, is the apotheosis of unscrupulous
strength. What are the results of the opposite
extreme of pacifism, the heresy that denies to war
any lawful function at all in human affairs ?

Militarismmasquerades aspure patriotism, whereas
it is but nationalism grown rank. The false

pacifism more subtly clothes itself in super
natural virtue and claims to be the quintessence
of Christianity. It is all the more pernicious
on that account. Historically it is connected in

England with the Society of Friends, and in

modern times an eminent Russian, Count Leo
Tolstoy, has given the doctrine prominence in his

writings. Many non-Catholic sects are tinged
with it, so that in many cases the occurrence of

the present war has produced a sense of divided

allegiance, unintelligible to the Catholic, between

duty to God and duty to the State.

The doctrine of the uniform unlawfulness of war
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finds no support in reason, for there is no right
so fundamental as that of self-defence ; and none
in tradition, although attempts have been made to
show that it was characteristic of early Chris

tianity. (See Part IV.) It is based solely upon a

misunderstanding of the Christian spirit produced
by a misinterpretation of the Christian Scriptures.
It thus illustrates the inevitable result of drawing
rules for conduct entirely from written documents,
which are not and cannot be self-interpreting.
If there is no authority to expound and guarantee
the meaning of the law, the legislator s work is

only half accomplished. God Himself is the only
competent interpreter of His own laws, but, as the
event proves, He does not interpret them privately
for each individual, but publicly by means of the
institution to which He has confided the guardian
ship of their written expression. Not Tolstoy,
who did not even believe in Christ s Divinity, nor

George Fox nor his followers nor any other self-

accredited prophet can produce any solid reasons

why men should trust in their particular exegesis
of the New Testament, whereas the certain and
logical issue of their doctrines in anarchy and
the triumph of evil stamps them a priori as

erroneous. It is therefore under the double

guidance of reason and Catholic tradition that we
arrive at the true meaning of the various passages
of Holy Writ which are held to forbid warfare.

62. Pacifism refuted. In the first place (as we
have already seen, n. 34) reason tells us that what
is essentially evil can never be positively enjoined

by Almighty God as a means to any end. Yet
God in His dealings with the Israelites sanctioned

and approved of their fighting with their enemies,
and although they might sometimes be said to be
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thus acting as God s agents in overthrowing and
punishing idolatry, yet this interpretation does
not apply to the warfare of different sections of the

Jews amongst themselves. Those, then, who say
that war is always and intrinsically evil must ex

plain how God could have countenanced the

frequent employment of this wicked practice in a
race which He especially wished to keep from

corruption.

Turning now to the New Dispensation, we are
met by the assertion that, however God may have
condescended in permitting war (as He permitted
divorce) to a people of low ethical development,
at any rate this practice was forbidden in the law
of perfection promulgated by our Lord. And
texts in abundance are quoted to prove that the
Christian ideal is wholly averse to the prosecution
of even just claims by physical force or even to the

warding off of unjust aggression. The Sermon on
the Mount 1 contains the summary of Christ s

ethical teaching and therein nothing is more

prominently taught than love for enemies, pardon
for offences, submission to injury, the abandon
ment of rights whether of persons or property.
A special series of benedictions is invoked on
those who embrace this course of conduct. But

1 Taken together and apart from their circumstances these
utterances of our Lord certainly point to a spirit which
possessed in its fullness would make war impossible. &quot;But

I say to you not to resist evil : but if one strike thee on thy
right cheek turn to him also the other &quot;

;

&quot; Love your
enemies, do good to them that hate you

&quot;

;

&quot; Blessed are the
meek&quot; And, certainly, if all acted in accord with these
counsels there could be no war. His example in His Passion,

especially His express repudiation of physical force, points
in the same direction. But our Lord s doctrine as to the
conduct of Christian States is not meant to be inferred from
isolated sayings, but from the aim of His whole life as in

terpreted by His Spirit in the Church.
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war is essentially insistence on rights, exaction of

reparation, resentment against ill-treatment. War
is therefore unchristian.

To this the general reply, sufficient for the
Catholic who knows that the Church is his ap
pointed infallible guide in morals as well as in

faith, is that war cannot be unchristian because,
if it were, the Church would have grievously and
permanently erred in a capital point of morality.
This would mean, in other words, that after all

there is no Church, that Christ s promises have
failed, that He is not Divine nor trustworthy, and
that therefore we must fall back for knowledge
of the true character of war on the gropings
of the unaided conscience. Consequently, a con
sistent Catholic must hold that the Church s

interpretation of the Christian spirit is the true

one, and for this interpretation he turns both
to her practice and her teaching. Both are set

forth in detail in other parts of this Primer,

especially, as regards the past, in Part IV, but
here attention may be called to the Crusades,

officially preached and encouraged, which, in

original aim at least, were wars in the strict sense,

and to the fact that she has canonized, i.e. declared

heroic in virtue, men and even women whose lives

were largely occupied in warfare. The example
in recent years of the beatification of Joan of Arc
is much to the purpose.

So much for a priori considerations. The solu

tion to the seeming contradiction between Our
Lord s injunctions (repeated as they are in several

cases by the Apostles) and Christian practice is to

be sought partly in the fact that His teaching

primarily regarded the individual, and only in

directly the organized community, partly in the
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fact that it pointed not merely to the necessary
avoidance of evil, but to the voluntary aspirations
towards a higher good. These two distinctions

between the duties of the individual and of the

State, and between what is more and less perfect
enable us to reconcile what might otherwise seem

impracticable paradoxes. Although the same

principles of morality bind both State and in

dividual these two entities are not called to the
same perfection nor have they the same destiny.

Consequently, they stand in different relations

towards the rights they actually possess, and the
duties severally incumbent on them. The in

dividual, having a destiny beyond this earth, may
be called upon, as the martyrs were, to abandon
even the right to existence in view of eternal bliss.

And in the same way and for the same object
he may forego many lesser temporal rights, the

right to marry, to hold property, to defend him
self or his goods, to control his own career, and so

forth, always provided the rights of those de

pendent on him or otherwise connected with him
are not infringed thereby. This is actually done
with the sanction and approval of the Church, by
those who enter Religious Orders. But no one is

bound to aim at the highest. It is left to our
choice

&quot;

If thou wilt be
perfect.&quot;

*

On the other hand, the State, having no future
life to look to, must secure its own well-being here ;

1 We are not concerned here with vindicating for the
individual the freedom, which God has allowed him, to

distinguish between counsels and commands, and to choose,
if he wishes, the lower good rather than the higher within
the limits of God s law. We need only note that a freedom

given to the individual who has only himself to look to does
not necessarily extend to the State, the guardian of so many
interests.
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existing, moreover, not for its own sake but for
the sake of its members, it cannot arbitrarily lay
aside its trust

;
it is bound to labour for the

interests of those members and to insist upon
their rights being respected. There is no room
in the scheme of things for a martyr-nation
yielding to violence without any attempt at self-

defence. 1 It would be wrong, therefore, for a
State to condone grave injuries affecting its

subjects or its territory ;
it cannot lawfully turn

the other cheek to the unjust aggressor : its duty
is to secure the rights of the community which
have been entrusted to its keeping, by every
means in its power consistent with justice.

Consequently the Quakers, the Tolstoyans
and those infected with the errors of extreme

pacifism are, as a matter of fact, preaching a
doctrine which would certainly produce anarchy
in this fallen world and which, if pursued to its

logical consequences,
2 would disintegrate human

society. For if a man or a commonwealth may
not resist a foreign aggressor, they may not
resist a domestic assailant. And if it is un
lawful to defend oneself it is unlawful to

defend others. And so criminals, collective or

individual, would have a free hand, impunity
would only give rise to more lawlessness, and

although such anarchists would not succeed in

making the world happier, even for themselves,
1 The great merit of Belgium is that having done enough

for honour and more than enough for justice, she still pursues
resistance to iniquity even to the death. She is a martyr-
nation in another sense.

2 Of course it is not so pursued : and though we regard
this doctrine of the Society of Friends as indefensible, we
readily render our tribute of admiration for their staunch
adhesion to convictions which are unpopular, and for their

untiring and generous spirit of charity.
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they would not find this out till they had des

troyed civilization.

63. Conclusion. It must now be plain that
the doctrine of the Catholic Church on war,

rejecting alike the extremes of Militarism and
Pacifism, is the only one which can stand
the test of reason, revelation and experience.

Pending the perfect establishment of God s

Kingdom on earth, that is, the universal ac

ceptance of God s Justice as the rule for all

international, as well as national, dealings (an
ideal which may never be wholly realized) ,

there

must occur from time to time instances of unjust
and obstinate invasions of genuine rights. Pend
ing the institution of an international tribunal

on a stronger basis than that of the Hague,
whose awards shall be backed by the combined
forces of the civilized powers, there is no guaran
teed peaceful way to settle such international

disputes as may occur, in which each of the

contending parties may be so convinced of the

justice of its claims that it refuses to give way.
In the one case and the other, things being what

they are, war will tend always to recur. Evil

as it is in many of its aspects and a deplorable

necessity at its best, it remains the final means
of preventing earth from becoming a pande
monium and humanity from lapsing into the

brute.

Almighty God does not want war ; on the

contrary He has set up on earth a means of

perpetuating with clearness, certainty and force

amongst the changing generations, the principles
of Christianity, the perfect observance of which
would render war impossible and unthinkable.
But He permits this terrible scourge, as He
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permits other consequences of sin and of the

rejection of revealed truth, to bring home to
His erring children the folly of abandoning His

plans and disobeying Him. Men have the power,
denied to brutes, of living by reason and law ;

if they choose to live by passion and instinct

they cannot wonder that they fall into brute
conditions. International relations have to be
lifted into the region of reason and justice if

civilization is to be preserved. How they have
fallen away from the Christian ideal is traced in

Part IV.

(3) MODERN OBSTACLES TO RIGHT VIEWS
ABOUT PEACE AND WAR
(a) Mental and Moral Obstacles

64. False Philosophy. The chief mental ob
stacle to the acceptance of the Catholic teaching
about war is obviously that non-Catholic material
istic philosophy which looks upon human life

and human civilization as the outcome of age
long evolution of matter and force (see n. 53).
A philosophy which denies the self-sacrificing
virtues emphasized by Christianity, is more or
less influenced by disbelief in human liberty,
and knows nothing of human destiny, cannot
admit that war is sometimes, at least, the choice

of free will and is nearly always preventable by
the education of public opinion. This philosophy
of force is the less easily refuted because it has
allied itself and endeavoured to identify itself

with patriotism, and can summon therefore to its

support that natural instinct which, rightly used,
is so provocative of noble virtues. It was the

fervent patriotism of that inspirer of modern
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Prussian militarism that made von Treitschke s

glorification

of war so plausible and so pernicious,
nee one s country is conceived as an isolated

body in a world of enemies dependent only on
its own right arm for security and prosperity
and unable to transmit the treasures of civilization

except by making itself dominant in a military

capacity, then one is naturally prone to think
that actual fighting or preparations to fight form
the chief duty of a patriot. So in that view,

patriotism does become identified with militarism.

The evil of this identification does not lie in

recognizing the fact that, in the world as we find it,

force is the last resort in international dealings
and that no State is secure of its rights, which
has not the means and the will to defend them.
The evil consists in thinking that this unfortunate
condition of things is inevitable and, in a sense,
desirable

;
that so and only so, the highest

qualities of the race can be developed : whereas
it is merely due to the fact that Christianity,
which has more or less succeeded in civilizing
social relations within each several State, has
not yet succeeded (precisely because of the spread
in modern times of the false philosophy aforesaid) ,

in civilizing international dealings. Common
sense teaches us that no real rights can ever be
in conflict (for a real right carries with it a moral

obligation to respect it) but rival claims may
very well be opposed. The adjustment, therefore,
of rival claims is not an impossible task in itself,

and given goodwill and a genuine desire for justice,
it should never be beyond the reach of friendly

compromise. The least certain and the most

expensive way of settling divergent claims, as

we have seen, is that of war : that particular
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physical process can never determine a moral

question, any more than duels can be trusted
to settle just disputes between individuals. The
Jingo mind, with its prejudices concerning
inevitable and insoluble rivalries between nations,
is on the same moral level in the matter of

international harmony as is the spirit of the duel
list in social life.

65.
&quot;

Jingoism.&quot; This spirit, then, and its

expression in speech and writing as well as in

action, is one of the chief obstacles to inter

national peace. A conviction of the supreme
excellence of a nation, often based on no stronger
ground than that it is one s own, is a compara
tively harmless sentiment : it is the offspring
of national prejudice and may be discounted.

But when this feeling translates itself into a
desire to compel other States to recognize one s

national supremacy : when it is associated with

expressions of contempt for other nations :

when especially it claims a particular divine

mission and sanction for its arrogance, then it is

an insuperable barrier to international harmony,
because it necessarily provokes feelings of resent

ment and irritation in other countries. National

Eride

and zeal for national interests, which are

Lwful expressions of patriotism, become in the

Jingo a mere extension of personal arrogance
and selfishness. There is no virtue, unless it be

religion itself, which so readily lends itself as a

cloak to cover envy and meanness and hypocrisy
and hate and covetousness as the noble virtue

of patriotism. The true patriot is one who
allows for the patriotism of others. His own love

of country makes him capable of sympathizing
with the like emotion in the foreigner and, though
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he may be persuaded that the supremacy of his

own State would make for the benefit of humanity
at large, he will not work for that supremacy
by unfair means nor resent similar convictions

and aims in others. Human perfection is not
exhausted in any one type, whether of individual

or race, and each nation brings its contribution
to the general sum. A man must, of course, love

his own country the best : patriotism, just like

well-ordered charity, begins at home : he may
accordingly dwell upon its lovable qualities and
its titles to fame, but his affection should not be
blind

;
he should not overlook its faults.

&quot;

My
country, right or wrong/ is the cry of one who
does not understand the higher allegiance he
owes to justice and truth.

It is unfortunate that, owing to the way poets
have of selecting as their themes what makes for

national glorification, and to the emphasis which
orators naturally place on the same points, much
patriotic literature, in every country is couched
in a vein of boastfulness. Much of it, too, dates

from days when men openly talked of
&quot;

hereditary
foes,&quot; and when national enmities were taken
for granted. More frequent and easier inter

course, and closer intermingling of interests of

various sorts have done much to banish this spirit
of mutual contempt, at least in word, but so long
as the inner intellectual cause remains, the evil

is always ready to break out.

66. Pessimism. Another moral obstacle to

the spread of peace is the attitude of mind
and disposition called pessimism. The pessimist
asserts that man has always fought, and that

therefore he will always fight. History records

a constant succession of wars, therefore wars
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will mark it to the end. That wars will mark
it before the end we have divine testimony.

1

The epoch of the world preceding the coming
of anti-christ will be one of universal conflict.

But there is nothing in Holy Writ, or in the
nature of things, to prevent us from believing
that the earth long before that time may possibly
be lapt in universal peace. We have enough
warrant in the history of civilization, even of
civilization divorced from the formal guidance
of the Church yet still influenced by her Spirit,
to feel confident, not that war will cease altogether
but that it will become a rare and transient

phenomenon, just as serious crime is in a

throughly well-policed community. If federation
took the place of organized hostility, and arbitra
tion were substituted for force as an instrument
of justice, then the only fighting that would be

necessary would take the form of a punitive or

coercive expedition on the part of the Federated
States against disturbers of public order or

violators of the common law.
&quot;

It needs must
be that scandal cometh

&quot;

in international affairs

as well as in the more limited society of States.

There will always be obstinate injustice in the

world, necessitating repression by force, whether

by the civil or the international police. But to

decide positively on present data that Christianity
which has done so much for peace within the State

will never extend its influence to inter-State

relations would seem to set limits to the power
of its divine influence.

The pessimist, then, should reflect how many
seemingly inveterate evils have disappeared with
the growth of civilization. He should bear

1 Matt, xxiv, 6.
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in mind how Christianity elevated the earthly
and formal morality of Judaism; how the age

long institutions of paganism State absolutism,

slavery, the worship of vice, cruelty were
undermined and shaken from the day of Pente
cost ; how the barbarians were tamed by the

Church, gradually indeed and imperfectly, so

that barbarism still lingered in such things as

the practice of war, belief in witchcraft, in judicial

torture, public drunkenness, religious persecution,
and violation of conscience. He should think

how these things, too, maimed though Chris

tianity has been by the shattering of its unity
at the Reformation, continue to yield to its

lessened influence, where that influence has room
to act.

These are grounds enough on which to base a

reasonable hope that the process will continue

and that war will follow the vendetta and the

duel into the category of past horrors and follies.

War will not cease, urges the pessimist, until

human nature has undergone a radical change.
Human nature does not change, and the three

concupiscences are always there, at least in germ ;

but reason, too, is always there in order to control

them. Human nature means the whole man,
and man is not only animal but also spiritual.
The libertine can become a saint by developing
the spiritual and checking the animal part of him.
Man is not only spiritual, but is, or may be,

supernatural. No change in human nature,
unless in the sense of its being thus elevated, is

required to abolish war, but merely the spread
of the higher ideals and more enlightened opinions
contained in the profession and practice of

Christianity.
&quot;

All these things shall be added
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unto
you,&quot;

if you subordinate your pursuit of

material goods to your pursuit of righteousness.
The pessimist is not only an imperfect Christian

but a bad citizen. His croaking that war,
whatever Christian influence may do, is in

evitable, only helps to bring about the calamity
he predicts.

1

67. (b) Material Obstacles

(i) The War Traders. These two moral
obstacles to the realization of international

harmony, national individualism and pessimism
against which no profession of faith or unbelief

appears to be proof, for they are found amongst
all creeds are supported by obstacles of a more
material kind, i.e. by the presence in our civiliza

tion of interests which find financial or other

profit in war. Self-interest has much power in

determining moral views, in those at least whom
Christianity has not thoroughly purged of selfish

ness, and whenever there is prospect of great
financial gain from any practice or transaction,
we find a strong bias already set up in the moral

judgment. For this reason, and not from any
cynical mistrust of human nature, it is now
considered indecent that those who have the

shaping of the public policy of the country should

be financially interested in public contracts,
still less should act as directors of companies
which can be benefited by Government favour.

It is felt not to be in the public interest that any
man s impartiality of judgment should be sub

jected to so severe a test. But, whatever safe-

1 De Quincey on this matter is suggestive, but somewhat

pessimistic. See his Essay on War (Collected Writings, 1897,
vol. viii, p. 369).
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guards are adopted, unfortunately it happens
in one way or another that in every country
there are numerous and influential classes whose

pecuniary interests are bound up with the con
tinuance of war or rather of the preparations
for war.

68. There is nothing, of course, in itself blame

worthy in being a director or shareholder or an

employee in an armament firm. Given the

necessity of war preparation, those who are

labouring by the contribution either of funds or

of labour to make their country strong are
entitled to find their living by so doing. The
inventor who hits upon a still more terrible

engine of destruction than any actually existing

gives his country an advantage over others, even

though his discovery necessitates the
&quot;

scrapping
&quot;

of much of the armament already in use. But
all the same it is much to be regretted from the

point of view of morality and international peace,
that the material interests of any considerable
section of the country should be directly de

pendent on the perpetuation of this barbarous
and inefficient system of settling international

differences, because this fact at once creates a
situation in which private interest and public
duty may be in conflict. So long as war-pre
paration brings profit to any considerable class,

public opinion to that extent will be slow to
realize the advantages of getting rid of war,
and civilization will be handicapped in its

progress by a continuance of international

friction and by an ever increasing burden of

unproductive expenditure. Everyone knows that

temperance reform is beset with many difficulties,

owing to the number of people who are interested
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in keeping the liquor-traffic as it is. So it happens
with regard to this greater object of establishing

harmony between nations. The extent to which
the immediate temporal welfare of thousands
of people in each country is thus at variance with
the good of humanity at large is hardly realized,

yet there is no doubt that it forms one of the chief

obstacles to the Christianization of international

relations.

69. On the other hand, there are a number
of trades which are now, though only indirectly,
concerned with war those, for instance, em
ployed in feeding, housing and clothing the
soldier which trades would not be affected if

the number of soldiers were reduced, because

presumably the discharged men would still need

food, clothing, and shelter. Similarly, although
other civil businesses horse-breeding, coal

mining, locomotive engineering, leather curing,
boat building, etc. receive very large orders

from the
&quot;

Services,&quot; there is no reason to think,
if the energy now devoted to war-preparations
were diverted into more productive channels,
these trades would ultimately suffer any loss

of custom. But loss, immediate and severe,
would fall upon those many firms whose capital
and machinery are wholly devoted to making
munitions of war ships, guns, powder, shells,

cartridges, armour-plate, transport requisites,
and a host of offensive and defensive weapons
needed for actual fighting. It is in the existence

of these private firms and especially in their

combination into large trusts that the permanent
danger lies. They would be ruined if war were
to cease

; hundreds of factories and shipyards
with costly machinery would be closed down
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and millions of capital wasted, were universal

peace to reign. If these enterprises are to pay
their workmen, shareholders, directors, war must

go on ; the more the dread of war increases the

greater their prosperity. The growth of inter

national friendship, the spread of arbitration,
the settling of differences, the harmonizing of

interests, the combination of energies, between
the great States of the world these Christian

and wholly desirable things would at once lower

profits and dividends. Short of the actual

cataclysm (or even, for those on the conquering
side, in the very heart and completion of it),

the more that race-hatred and national hostility,
and points of friction, and actual injustice are

multiplied, the better financially for the traders

in war-materials. As such, the ideal of Christian

brotherhood must be abhorrent to them ; as

such, nothing is more to their interest than the

spread of that false materialistic philosophy of

which we have spoken ;
as such, they are all

disciples of Bernhardi and would subscribe to

the atheistic declaration of von Biilow, that

it is a law of life and development in history
that when two civilizations meet, they fight for

ascendancy.
1

70. Note that the evil of this state of things
does not precisely consist in the fact that such

war-preparations exist. Their existence is justi
fied by the present state of the world ; they will

continue to be justified, like war itself, so long
as they are necessary. The evil lies in the fact

that this manufacture is mainly in private hands,
that the defence of the nation is not wholly a

public and national business but a matter of

1
Imperial Germany, English trans., ist ed., p 256.
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private profit-mongering, that thus expenditure
may be easily fostered irrespective of need,
and that generally the public interest is almost

necessarily subordinated to personal gain. The
system militates directly against both national

economy and security. On the one hand, the
more changes in equipment, style of dress, form
of weapons, etc., that can be devised in time of

peace, the better for those who have to effect

them. On the other, the more the international
waters are troubled, the better is the fishing.
As is natural, their common interests tend to

make all these armament firms unite in order
to avoid the waste caused by competition and to

secure the advantages of monopoly. As a matter
of fact, some dozen large firms have contrived
to gain such a preponderance that all the smaller

ones are harnessed to their requirements and are

practically their servants. And these larger
firms, though nominally distinct, have a practical

understanding with each other, even sharing
sometimes the services of the same directors,

so that they really form one gigantic trust, able

to dictate prices without any danger of cheaper
tenders. 1 In face of this combination the

Government is powerless ; only about one-fifth

of our
&quot;

Service
&quot;

expenditure goes to State

manufacturers 2
;
these latter, in fact, have not

1 These facts, which are notorious and are not denied, are

set forth in a recent book called The War Traders, by G. H.
Ferris (National Peace Council). See also The International

Industry of War (a pamphlet published by the U.D.C.);
The War Trust Exposed, by J. T. W. Newbold, and Dread

noughts and Dividends, a speech by Philip Snowden, M.P.
One may take advantage of the information compiled by
these writers without approving of all the deductions they
make or the remedies they propose.

* In the present (1915) crisis, as is natural when the need
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the means of providing all that is needed in the

preparation for war ; the State must either take

the terms offered by the private firms or be
destitute of powers of defence. It is not suggested
that the profits are always exorbitant ;

it is

enough that the Government has not access to a
free market and cannot consult economy in its

dealings.
71. Moreover, this unfortunate system has

led to the practice of allowing ex-Government

officials, with the very special knowledge acquired

by long service in the Government departments,
to act as directors and advisers of these armament
firms. In this way, their monopoly is confirmed,
contracts are facilitated through the experience
and exclusive information possessed by these

ex-officials. Again, the official secrets of the

State being in a measure confided to these un
official bodies, another hindrance to freedom
of action is created. The drawbacks to this in

many respects convenient arrangement become
much more apparent when we reflect that many
of these firms are cosmopolitan in their dealings
and even in their constitutions ! Consequently,
British capital and labour are constantly em
ployed in arming those with whom one day the

country may have to fight ! One may look upon
this as an instance of what has been called the

commercial solidarity of mankind, a modern

phenomenon on which in some quarters great

hopes of international peace are founded, but in

effect it only increases the danger of war through
out the world. For reduction of armaments

is so abnormally great, the Government has taken the right
of commandeering all available factories for the production
of war material.
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in any nation would affect the war-trade adversely,
whilst on the other hand, it stands to gain in
whatever quarters of the globe troubles break
out. The United States and Canada have four
thousand miles of common undefended frontier.

From the commercial war-traders point of view
this is a terrible waste of possibilities ; they
would be much better served if -the two nations
were at daggers drawn, if warships swarmed in
the great lakes and fortresses bristled among
the prairies. Many people would reap colossal

fortunes if Old World conditions were reproduced
in the New and hostility took the place of friend

ship amongst the States of North America.
72. Let us add that the war-trade, actuated

as it must be solely by commercial considerations,
not only sells to every buyer amongst the civilized

nations but has no scruple at arming barbarians
with modern weapons of precision. Thousands

upon thousands of English, German, and French
rifles with ammunition to match have found their

way, although the trade is illicit and governments
maintain gunboats to prevent it, into the hands
of Africans and Asiatics. One need not be
astonished at this crime against civilization,
which the civilized nations have to labour con

stantly to check, for the sacred thirst for divi

dends has notvstopped at even worse breaches
of patriotic instinct. The history of every great
war reveals the appalling callousness with which
contractors have jeopardized the health and

safety of their own soldiers in the campaign by
supplying defective weapons and equipment.
The fact is that it requires strong virtue and a

rare sense of honesty to resist temptation to

amass money rapidly by more or less crooked
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means which is presented by a great military
crisis.

73. The trade, indeed, is enormous. In this

country the normal peace expenditure for both
Services has risen to about 100,000,000 a year.
All over the earth the money directly absorbed
in war-industries is reckoned at between 400 to

500 million pounds annually. Hence the tremen
dous interests involved and the vast number of

shareholders concerned. The modern company-
system allows the most pacific to profit by war ;

the widow and the orphan derive their little all

from a fortunate investment in this business

which rarely suffers depression. Worse still,

those highly placed in the land, those who, like

peers
and Members of Parliament, have a voice

in shaping the policy of the country, are deeply
interested in the prosperity of armament firms,

which perhaps explains to some extent why,
whilst all sensible men recognize the folly and

futility of the
&quot; Race for Armaments

&quot;

(so terribly
demonstrated by the present war) and many
constantly proclaim their recognition of it, no
effective steps have been taken in any country
to put a check upon it.

74. It is easier, in this case as generally else

where, to point out the abuse than to devise a

remedy. The ideal thing would be for each
nation to take the monopoly of its own war

preparations and to forbid any export of muni
tions. Then whatever advantage there was in

the business would go directly as wages or salaries

to the officials employed, and the tax-payer
would not have to pay the profits of the middle
man. But, as things are, this would mean a very
great outlay in taking over the existing factories
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and plant with just compensation, and the State
would be further exposed to the dangers of loss

through the fluctuations of business. Private
firms can compensate for occasional slackness
in war orders by development on other lines,

e.g. Armstrongs, Vickers, and the B.S.A. do very
large general engineering business

; this is not

easy or perhaps possible for the State without

great disturbance of ordinary business. Here,
however, we are engaged upon pointing out the
influences that make for the permanence of the
war idea, and we can state the remedies only in

general terms. It is obvious that, if peace is to

dawn at last upon this distracted earth, some
measures must be taken to prevent the continu
ance of a system by which the financial prosperity
of a large and influential group of people in every
great country is intimately connected with the

perpetuation of international hostility. So stated

the idea is a truism the merest common sense.

Yet it will need powerful and persistent efforts

to convert it to a reality.
75. (2) The Military Caste. Second to

&quot;

Krupp-
ism,&quot; as it has been called, as an obstacle to

peace may be reckoned the influence of certain

elements amongst the combatant caste. In

discussing this, we must first disclaim any hostility
to the soldier or sailor as such. They are men

engaged in a noble task ;
their ideal is a high

one
; they stand between the citizens and all

that would disturb their peace and hamper their

prosperity ; they are prepared to sacrifice life

and health and liberty to achieve this end. There
is no higher service a man can render his country
than to give his life in her defence in a just war.

The soldier by his profession lives and dies in
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the service of justice and morality. When,
therefore, we call the fighting man whether by
land or sea an obstacle to peace, we must not be
taken to deny that under another aspect he is

a means to peace, an agent preventing peace
from being violated and re-establishing it when
it is overthrown. As Tennyson aptly says of

man in general :

He needs must fight
To make true peace his own ;

He needs must combat might with might
Or might would rule alone. 1

Moreover, we may grant that the majority
of professional combatants practically all the

rank and file, and most of the subordinate officers

are as little likely to be provocative of war as

any civilian. Though they are familiarized with
the thought of war, and have become experts
in the art of destruction and have therefore the

less horror of its essential barbarism, they have

generally so little to gain from the actual expe
rience of it, and indeed, so little to say to bringing
it about, that they cannot be considered as

dangers to peace. The influences at work in

the Army and Navy to make the idea of war
not unwelcome the desire for promotion and

distinction, the wish to
&quot;

see service,&quot; to test

theories, to display courage and ability are

mainly operative among junior officers who are

young and ardent, or in the high commands who
can give effect to their views. It is natural and
in no wise blameworthy that it should be so.

A keen professional man is rightly alive to

chances of exercising his profession, and the

keen combatant need not be a militarist

1
Epilogue to Charge of the Heavy Brigade.
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Who loves war for war s own sake
Is fool or crazed or worse :

But let the patriot soldier take
His meed of fame in verse. 1

It is a wise mistrust of the soldier s impartiality
in this matter that has prevented under British

rule what is so common outside the Empire,
viz. the employment of professional combatants
in supreme national command of Army and

Navy. What results from a contrary system
may be seen in Germany of to-day where civil

rights are always subordinated to military, and
where the soldier, instead of being the servant

of the State, has become its master. 2 The toler

ance of such a system amongst powerful nations

must always be an obstacle to peace.

The lesson which we may derive is that the best hope
for the further mitigation of war lies in a high standard
of character being maintained among soldiers. In peace
considerations of law and justice may be acted on by
nations, and the action taken on such grounds will in

its turn help to mould the character. In war the stress

is such that no considerations can be relied on for deter

mining action but those which are already incorporated
in the character. The determination of action in war
lies practically with two classes, commaaders by land
and sea, and statesmen : the people, once excited enough
for war to have broken out, will approve of any measures

1
Tennyson, Epilogue to Charge of the Heavy Brigade.

2 Even Bismarck, in later days, saw the danger to peace
of the military caste. He writes in his &quot;Memoirs&quot;:

&quot;

It is

natural that in the staff of the army not only young active

officers, but experienced strategists also, should feel the need
of turning to account the efficiency of their troops and their

own capacity to lead, and should wish to make themselves
renowned in history. It would be a matter of regret if that

feeling did not exist in the army. However, the task of

keeping that feeling within such limits as the nation s need
of peace can justly claim is the duty of the political, not the

military, heads of the State.&quot; (Quoted in the Nineteenth

Century for April 1915.)
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which their commanders and statesmen recommend
for carrying it on. And of those two classes the com
manders are much the more important for our present
purpose, because their opinion of what necessity requires
will influence the statesmen. . . . And those are mis
taken friends of humanity who, b}^ decrying the military
and naval professions, do their best to keep good men
out of them, and thereby to lower the standard of their

character. 1

76. (3) The Yellow Press. We now turn to a

third material obstacle, which again is the

organized expression of something moral the

attitude of a certain section of the Press towards
war and peace. This, as we implied, is mainly
the Jingo spirit asserting itself through this

particular medium. But it is something more
besides. It is also a display of commercialism
versus peace in another form. In both cases it

makes for the perpetuation of war. The Press is

the chief means by which public opinion becomes

articulate, for even the spoken word relies for

its power on the wider audience it reaches through
print.

If then any section of public opinion is imbued
with the principles of militarism, this will appear
in its party journals ;

in them the advantages,
the nobility, the inevitability of war will con

stantly be harped upon ;
in them will appear

a truculent tone towards other nations, an exag
gerated assertion of national rights, a contemp
tuous assumption of superiority over others all

the vices already dwelt on of an overblown

patriotism. And if they are numerous and
influential they may succeed in making war.

The Spanish-American War wras undoubtedly
1 Professor Westlake, Chapters on the Principles of Inter

national Law, pp. 270, 271.
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made by the violent
&quot;

Yellow Press
&quot;

of the-

States, led by one unscrupulous politician, which
took the reins from the hands of the diplomats
and precipitated the conflict.

Periodically in the years before the present war
a Press campaign in Germany against Russia or
France or England precluded some aggressive
move of Prussian statecraft, and had its reflection,
feebler but no less militarist, in the Press of the
countries assailed. A journalist with no sense
of the responsibilities of his calling, or, worse
still, content to sell his pen to some commercial
venture or some political clique, may do much
harm to his country by utterances provocative
of hostility. And we cannot say that the Jingo
journal has ceased to exist, any more than the

Jingo politician.
77. But the Press need not be militarist by

conviction in order to prove an obstacle to peace.
It is enough that the Press must be sensational.

In this organism, as in the physical frame, life

depends on circulation, and circulation is best

promoted by sensation. Now there is no sensa

tion so stimulating as that caused by war, or

rumours of war. War, no doubt, causes much
expense to newspapers on account of the neces

sity of providing and equipping correspondents
and buying news

;
and it may be that, in actual

war itself, a particular journal may not clear

a very large profit. But in all the preliminaries
of war, before the need of special services has

arisen, there is much to arouse and excite the

public mind, and there the paper has its chance.

Hence, the spreading of unfounded reports, the

exaggeration of slight incidents, the retailing of

insults, the surmising of motives, the garbled
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record of diplomatic action, the general

&quot;

scare-

mongering,&quot; the whole unchecked publicity given
to whatever disturbs and inflames.

All this doubtless increases the paper s circula

tion, but it may also grievously injure the nation
;

and one unscrupulous journal, so keen is the

competition, has the power of setting the tone

to all the rest. Consequently, whatever unrest

there may be in international affairs is immensely
enhanced through the sounding-boards and mega
phones of the Press.

78. It may be urged that peace and good-
fellowship stand equally to benefit by the same
means. No doubt they would, if only the

influences which tend to international harmony
were as sensational as those which disturb it,

and if only the public mind which the newspapers
reflect were cleared of the illusions which we have
been considering the inevitability of war, for

instance, the inutility of arbitration, the
&quot;

un-

changeableness
&quot;

of human nature, the
&quot;

failure
&quot;

of Christianity that general hotch-potch of

pessimism and materialism that so dominates
modern political philosophy. On this account,
the influence of the contemporary Press, even

apart from the
&quot;

yellow
&quot;

variety, is more mili

tarist than pacifist. And the remedy is not
Government control, which is impracticable even
were it prudent, but a return of the public mind
to the Christian outlook

;
which educative reform

will doubtless be helped by the multiplication
of sane utterances by responsible people on the

subject, and especially by the persistent putting
forward of the traditional Catholic teaching about
war and peace.

ire-
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PART III

EFFORTS TOWARDS PEACE
(By THE EDITOR)

(i) WRONG AIMS AND METHODS
79. We have seen that not every effort towards

peace is to be commended. There is such a thing
as a false Pacifism. Its upholders are doing a
disservice to the cause of peace : for the demon
strable wrongness of their aims or methods (or

both) only brings Pacifism into disrepute and
leads to a reaction in favour of the other ex
treme, Militarism.

We have now to consider some of these wrong
aims and methods. Of the doctrine of non-
resistance enough has been said, so we may turn
to some of the other roads which are erroneously
thought to lead to universal peace.

(a) A WORLD STATE

80. To secure universal peace by world con

quest is an idea that has presented itself from
time to time to national leaders. There is an
attractive simplicity about it. \Var results from

quarrels between States. If there were but one
well-controlled State there would be no wars.

139
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The dream of a single empire with authority

over the civilized world, or at least over Europe
or the greater part of Europe, survived the fall

of Rome. It inspired in various degrees Charle

magne, Rudolph of Habsburg, Charles V, Peter
the Great, Catherine, Napoleon. It has floated

before the pan-Germanists and our own super-

Imperialists, whose ideal is expressed by the
words of the popular song :

Wider still and wider shall thy bounds be set.

It would be too much to assert that all these,
in their lust for world-conquest, have been
actuated by a disinterested desire for world-

peace. Yet political philosophers have un
doubtedly commended such world empire pre
cisely because they thought that it would ensure
universal peace.
Now the ideal of a World-State is a mischievous

ideal. It is not because it can never be wholly
realized that it is a mischievous ideal. Many
sound and useful ideals may never be wholly
realized, yet they show us what to aim at, and

every step towards their realization is an advan

tage gained (e.g. the ideal of international

morality). But the World-State ideal takes us
in a wrong direction. This may be shown in

two ways :

(i) In the first place, States like other organ
isms have a certain definite size beyond which

they cannot healthily grow. That &quot;

natural
&quot;

size may vary : it is increased by improved
methods of communication. But it can certainly
never include the greater part of the globe.
There is a limit to the amount of material which
can be bound together in true political unity.
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To attempt to exceed it will lead to what may
be called political indigestion. In this matter
we are apt to be misled by the imagination to
call abnormally strong that which is merely
abnormally fat.

There are scarcely any limits to the extent to
which a powerful State may extend its conquest
of others. But conquest is not government.
Government should be for the advantage of the

governed ; and such government, involving as
it does sympathy, understanding, leisure, etc.,

must, if unduly increased in scope, overtax the

governors and hinder the development of the

governed. As Professor Seeley has said :

When a nation extends itself into other territories the
chances are that it cannot destroy or completely drive
out, even if it succeeds in conquering them. When this

happens it has a great and permanent difficulty to
contend with, for the subject or rival nationalities cannot
be properly assimilated, and remain as a permanent
cause of weaknes and danger.

1

Even in the limited empires of to-day we find

numerous instances of the imperfect assimilation
of subject races. In a World-Empire the difficulty
would be enormously increased.

(2) Again, the ideal of world-empire is in

conflict with such natural facts as nationality
and such invaluable moral forces as patriotism.

Just as national spirit would suffer were the
State to wreaken the family spirit, so international

ism and civilization in general would suffer were
the national spirit to be obsessed by the domi
nation of a World-State. Family rights must be

protected or the nation will suffer : national

rights must be safeguarded or humanity will

1
Expansion of England, lect. iii.
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suffer. Patriotism, like family affection, will

not stand being diluted. Plato made the mis
take of wishing to substitute love of the State
for love of one s parents : Aristotle pointed out
that patriotism would become thin and watery
unless intensified in the family. In the same
way, love of humanity must be learned in the
school of Patriotism.

(b) AGGRESSIVE IMPERIALISM

81. Realizing that the idea of World-Empire
is nowadays impracticable, some seek world-

stability in the establishment of several competing
empires, dividing between them the whole surface
of the globe. They hold that every step towards
the breaking down of nationalism is a step towards
internationalism and peace.
But again, such political evolution follows a false

path. No doubt, as we shall see, there is need
of more cohesion among the nations, and stability
must be sought in federation rather than in

national isolation. But aggressive or parasitic

imperialism blocking domestic reform and sub

ordinating the welfare of conquered races to the
interests of investors and traders, does not make
for peace.

Internationalism can never be subserved by the

suppression or forcible absorption of nations ; for these

practices react disastrously upon the springs of inter

nationalism, on the one hand setting nations on their
armed defence and stifling the amicable approaches
between them, on the other debilitating the larger
nations through excessive corpulence and indigestion.
The hope of a coming internationalism enjoins above
all else the maintenance and natural growth of indepen
dent nationalities, for without such there could be no
gradual evolution of internationalism, but only a series
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of unsuccessful attempts at a chaotic and unstable

cosmopolitanism.
1

The need of a healthy nationalism as a first

step towards internationalism has lately been
insisted upon by British statesmen. Thus Mr.
Winston Churchill has said :

Let us, whatever we do, fight for and work towards
great and sound principles for the European system.
The first of these principles which we should keep before
us is the principle of nationality that is to say, not the

conquest or subjugation of any great community, or
of any strong race of men, but the setting free of those
races which have been subjugated and conquered. And
if doubt arises about disputed areas of country, we
should try and settle their ultimate destination in the
reconstruction of Europe which must follow from this

war, with a fair regard to the wishes and feelings of the

people who live in them.2

Similarly Mr. Asquith at Dublin :

Room must be found and kept for the independent
existence and free development of the smaller nation
alities each with a corporate consciousness of its own. 3

In the same speech Mr. Asquith pointed out

that what was needed was &quot;

a real European
partnership, based on the recognition of equal

right and established and enforced by the common
will,&quot; in place of the present competing ambitions,

groupings and alliances and a precarious equi

poise.
4

Of the Balance of Power (see n. 41) as a method of

securing international peace, Lord Ripon wrote in 1 869 :

1
J. A. Hobson, Imperialism, pp. 319, 320.

2
Speech at the London Opera House, September n, 1914.

3 Times, September 26, 1914.
4 See also The War and Democracy, chap, ix

;
The Anglo-

German Problem, by Charles Sarolea (Nelson, is.) ; The Value

of Small States, by H. A. L. Fisher (Oxford Pamphlets, 2d.).
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&quot;

It is no longer necessary to discuss it. This weak and
unsuccessful palliative . . . has been all but utterly
destroyed by the stern progress of political action.
It has vanished out of sight altogether with the Congress
of Vienna which witnessed to its last will and testa

ment.&quot;
1

(c) EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL STATES

82. The perils of World-Empire and of

aggressive Imperialism have led some to advocate
the opposite extreme of exclusive national States.

Each nation should form a separate State, en

closed, as it were, in a water-tight compartment.
But this, again, would be contrary to the

natural evolution of world politics. It would
involve an impracticable breaking up of societies

which have proved beneficial.

The great States or Powers of to-day are not Nation-
States but composite States States compacted of many
nationalities united together by a common citizenship
and a common law . . . and where the wisdom of the
central government has not &quot; broken the bruised reed
or quenched the smoking flax

&quot;

of national life, the
nations have been not only willing but anxious to join
in the work of their State. Nations, like men, were
made not to compete but to work together. ... It

takes all sorts of nations to make a modern State.2

The combination of different nations in one State is

as necessary a condition of civilized life as the combina
tion of men in Society. . . . The co-existence of several

nations under the same State is a test as well as the best

security of its freedom. It is also one of the chief

instruments of civilization ; and, as such, it is in the
natural and providential order, and indicates a state

of greater advancement than the national unity which
is the ideal of modern liberalism.3

1 The Month, vol. x, p. 447.
a The War and Democracy, pp. 369, 370.
3 Lord Acton, The History of Freedom and other Essays,

pp. 290, 298.
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(d) COSMOPOLITANISM

83. Many are of opinion that universal peace
is to be secured, not by political groupings, but

by the growth of common interests among all the
members of the civilized world. If the ties which
bind all civilized people to one another are

sufficiently strengthened and realized, war, it is

thought, will become an impossibility.
It may be said at once that there is a great deal

in this contention. The method put forward is

inadequate rather than wrong. Its weakness
lies in the fact that its advocates usually isolate

one particular class of interests and think that

they will act as a sufficient barrier against war.

Thus, for instance, some writers urge that
economic considerations are conclusive against
war. Get the people to see that war does not

pay and they will refrain from making war. In
this view the one and only lever of pacifism is a

calculating love of money.
But in the first place history shows us that it

is not only love of money that leads to war.

Even could it be shown that war always involved
even the victors in material loss, the seeds of war
would not be destroyed.

Moreover, though war may involve the nation

as a whole in economic loss it may happen to be

profitable to those very individuals who are in

a position to foment it.

For economic pacifism see Norman Angell s Great

Illusion. For a criticism of his contentions see The

Passing of War, by W. L. Gra.nge (Macmillan, 1912).
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(e) INTERNATIONAL SOCIALISM

84. The immediate and complete collapse of

the Socialist International at the first shock of

war is another object lesson in the futility of any
doctrine that fails to take into account all the

facts of the position. Socialists have always
given great credit to themselves for being the foes

of war and the friends of peace. They called

themselves
&quot;

Internationalists,&quot; and they claimed
that their movement would make war impossible

by uniting the workers of the world on the basis

of their common class interests. We now know
that Socialists could not prevent Europe being
plunged into war. The Socialists plead that their

failure was due to the fact that their movement
was not sufficiently grown, that given more time

they would have educated the workers of the
world in international principles and then the
workers would never have allowed the war. But
this plea is invalid. What the war has proved is,

not merely the weakness of the International, but
its utter unreality. On the eve of war Socialists

of all countries poured forth manifestos in pious
denunciation of war

;
nevertheless the Socialists

of each particular country supported almost

unanimously their particular Governments in

entering upon the war. All the pre-war threats

of a
&quot;

general strike
&quot;

in the event of war were

forgotten. German Socialists voted the war
credits in the Reichstag and marched to ravage
Belgium, afterwards repeating the official German
plea that the attack on that unoffending country
was justified by

&quot;

military necessity.&quot; French
and Belgian Socialists rallied to the defence
of their respective countries. The International
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was no more. In spite of the demands of

Socialists in neutral countries, the International

Socialist Bureau, which is the executive of the

International, held no meetings after the declara

tion of war.

Attempts to organize an International Socialist

Congress were equally fruitless so far as the bel

ligerents were concerned, although the American
Socialists offered to bear all the expenses of the

Congress. Two Socialist conferences have been

held, one at Copenhagen and the other at London ;

but the first was confined to neutrals, and the
second was confined to Socialists from the allied

countries. There is now no pretence of amity
between the Socialists of hostile countries.

Why has International Socialism proved such a
failure when brought to the test ? The reason is

that its doctrine was false. It refused to recognize
the facts of different national interests, and it

persuaded itself that wars are only waged for the
economic benefit of the capitalist class. The
events of August 1914 forced Socialists to recog
nize the reality of nationalism : they were forced

to recognize also the inadequacy and inapplic

ability of their international shibboleths, and

they accordingly dropped them. National feeling

triumphed everywhere over party difference and
class difference.

International Socialism, and the War, by A. W. Hum
phrey (P. S. King & Son), contends that the Inter
national did not really abandon its principles during
the war. It was defeated but not disgraced or disbanded.
But

cf-.
H. Somerville s article on &quot;Socialism and the

War&quot; in Studies, December 1914.
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(ii)
RIGHT AIMS AND METHODS

85. We have examined some of the efforts by
which men have sought to abolish war. We have
seen those efforts to be either defective in aim or

inadequate in method. Not one of them could
attain its object, though some of them might
contribute something towards it. They are
useful in so far as they keep prominently before
men s eyes the ideal of peace as the normal and
desirable state of the world.

It now remains to consider some methods of

working towards peace which are free from the
errors just considered and which are more likely
to be effective. But let it be said at once that
there is no short cut to international stability : it

can only be secured by laborious work upon un
certain material.

(a) EDUCATION OF PUBLIC OPINION

86. The first method, which, though remote,
is of the greatest importance, is the education of

public opinion with a view to securing :

(1) The subordination of international rela

tions to the moral law.

(2) The right subordination of national
interests.

(3) The cultivation of true as opposed to

false nationalism.
. (4) Increased popular control over foreign

policy.
How precisely this education of public opinion

may be secured will be considered presently.
Let us first realize its importance.

Nothing can resist steady, united, and enlightened
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public demand. It is now recognized in every
country that the formation of public opinion is of

more importance than appeals to princes or

politicians. Legislation is of little avail unless

supported by public opinion. It might be

thought that although public opinion is omnipo
tent within the nation, its influence does not
extend to international relations. This is not
the case. 1 Given a healthy development of public

opinion in all the great Powers, it will affect their

mutual dealings. It will insist upon controlling

foreign policy in accordance with justice and

charity.

Professor Westlake has pointed out that the very
vagueness of international law gives more scope for

the influence of public opinion :

&quot;

If a branch of law is still free to develop itself under
the influence of public opinion, the student has the

power, and with it the responsibility and the privilege,
of assisting in its evolution. . . .

International law being the science of what a State
and its subjects ought to do or may do with reference

to other States and their subjects, every one should
reflect on its principles who, in however limited a sphere
of influence, helps to determine the action of his country
by swelling the volume of its opinion.&quot;

2

87. There are, then, four directions in which

public opinion needs to be educated :

(i) It must learn the need of subordinating
international relations and politics generally to

the moral law. The people must be convinced
that the moral law binds States as well as indi-

1 For the influence, actual or possible, of public opinion
upon international relations, see The War and Democracy,
pp. 224-232 ;

H. G. Wells, The Peace of the World (London,
Daily Chronicle, 6d. net.)

2
Chapters on the Principles of International Law, p.

274, v.
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viduals, and that its observance is the only way
to secure international peace. Not only must

public opinion regard a treaty as being as in

violable as a commercial contract, but it must
be impressed with the truth, taught by reason
and reinforced by Christianity, of the brotherhood
of man. 1

(2) Secondly the peoples of the world must be

impressed with the fact that various national

interests are to be subordinated to one another

according to their true value.

It is sometimes said that the interests of different

nations are bound to conflict. But this is only
true when nations put lower interests in the

place of higher. If every nation aimed at its

highest interests there would be no occasion for

war
; just as, if employers and workers aimed at

their highest interests there would be no occasion

for strikes and lock-outs.

There is a deplorable tendency, among indi

viduals and States alike, to lay the entire stress

on those interests which are capable of exact

measurement. They do not realize that even

temporal welfare consists not in having many
things but in having the right things. Just as the

health of a man does not depend on his size or his

money, so the welfare of a nation is not to be
estimated by the extent of its territory or the

amount of its wealth. The highest interests of a

country cannot be reckoned in figures. Among
them is peace, which is, moreover, a condition of

the rest.

In this matter we have something to learn from the
Stoic philosophers, whose fundamental principle was

1
Cf. W. S. Lilly, On Right and Wrong, chap, vi, The Ethics

of Politics.
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that man ought to live comformably to his reasonable
nature. They equivalently reached the Utilitarian

maxim,
&quot;

the greatest happiness of the greatest number.&quot;

If happiness is not judged simply as quantity of pleasur
able feeling or sentiment but as satisfaction in the

good conscience which always seeks the right thing,
then their principle is highly to be approved. English
society owes many reforms to our Utilitarian school
in spite of its defects.

(3) Thirdly, public opinion must be exerted in

favour of a true as opposed to a false patriotism.

It is no necessary part of patriotism to desire or
to strive that our particular country should be at
the head of the human race. We may rightly desire

that our national virtues should win recognition
and that our country should occupy that place in

the assemblage of peoples to which her degree of

civilization entitles her. But our estimate of that

place must not be prejudiced, nor oblivious of the claims
of other nations : still less must we seek to occupy it

otherwise than by fair means. Patriotism is one of the
natural virtues, correcting to some extent the inborn
selfishness of the individual but capable itself of minister

ing to that selfishness, unless in its turn spiritualized
and otherwise conditioned by Christianity. Christianity
reveals the true motive of patriotism the love of our
fellow-citizens precisely as such, people, i.e. associated
with us by God s Providence either in racial origin or
in the same social polity or in both ways. Catholic

Theology clearly states that patriotism, the love of the

fatherland, consists essentially in the
&quot;

love of our fellow-

citizens and of all the friends of our country.&quot;
* God

has brought us into close relations with them for our
mutual benefit and therefore has obliged us to show them
a special regard.

But, at the same time, Christianity, whilst spiritualiz

ing this natural instinct, is also careful to mark its

1 See St. Thomas, Sum. TheoL, i-xi, q. 101, a. i. Love, so
far as it is rational and not merely emotional and instinctive,
can exist only between rational personalities.

&quot; Our
country

&quot;

in the patriotic sense is not so many square miles
of earth but the community of our fellow-citizens organized
for temporal well-being.
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proper bounds. It emphasizes the fact of the common
origin of mankind and still more of its common destiny.
The Sovereign States which now divide the allegiance
of human beings on earth have no counterpart in the
one eternal Heavenly Kingdom, where the essential

Brotherhood of men will find its full development in the

light of the unclouded Fatherhood of God. Earthly
patriotism, therefore, must take account of the fact that
the whole human race are, in God s design, potential
citizens of the same abiding city : their present divisions

are but temporary and superficial, serving a useful end
in providing the competition necessary for progress, but
never intended to produce estrangement, much less

hatred and hostility. In regard to the Christian, the
fact that Christ so loved and loves each individual soul

that He gave His life for its salvation makes it impossible
for him to regard members of alien nations with dislike

or contempt, simply because they are foreigners. There
is a bond between him and them far stronger and more
permanent than anything that separates them. He
loves his own nation best, as in duty bound, but he
can sympathize too with other nationalities, God s

children like himself. The agnostic knowrs nothing of

this motive or its basis. For him the nations are neces

sarily rivals, organized for mutual combat to secure the
best share of a limited earth. If there is comity between
them, it arises from self-interest, from the fact that, in

some particular, combination is more useful than com
petition, but there is no lasting basis of agreement.
Godless patriotism is merely the natural instinct binding
men together on the merely natural grounds of mutual

help and defence, and completely devoid of any super
natural check. Hence it easily degenerates into national

pride, the fruits of which are militarism or jingoism.
1

(4) Fourthly, public opinion must be exerted

in favour of increased popular control over foreign

policy.
There is a widespread feeling that the Foreign

Offices of Europe do not sufficiently represent
1 See Cardinal Mercier s Pastoral, Patriotism and Endurance

(Burns and Gates, 2d.} ; Patriotism, by Percy Dearmer, D.D.

(Papers for War Time, No. 13).
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the better mind of the people, and that the

public should control foreign policy as they
control (or are supposed to control) domestic

policy. This is all the more important since

foreign and domestic affairs in these days react

so powerfully upon one another.

Thirty years ago a resolution was moved in the
House of Commons to the effect that :

In the opinion of this House it is not just or expedient
to embark in war, contract engagements involving grave
responsibilities for the nation, and add territories to the

Empire, without the knowledge and consent of Parlia
ment. 1

The motion was only lost by four votes. At
the time of the Agadir crisis in 1911 and still more

emphatically on August 3, 1914, a demand was
made in the House of Commons for greater
democratic control in the sphere of foreign policy.
Of late years, indeed, the demand has been ex

pressed very widely. A leader in The Times for

November 23, 1912, contained the following much
quoted passage :

.Who, then, makes war ?

The answer is to be found in the Chancelleries of

Europe, among the men who have too long played with
human lives as pawns in a game of chess, who have
become so enmeshed in formulas and the jargon of

diplomacy, that they have ceased to be conscious of the

poignant realities with which they trifle. And thus will

war continue to be made, until the great masses, who
are the sport of professional schemers and dreamers,
say the word which shall bring, not eternal peace, for
that is impossible, but a determination that wars shall

be fought only in a just and righteous and vital cause.2

1 March 19, 1886.
2 See also the quotations from Lord Bryce, Lord Rosebery

and Mr. Austen Chamberlain given in a pamphlet entitled
Parliament and Foreign Policy, by Mr. Arthur Ponsonby, M.P.
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The plea for democratic control is always

popular, but it needs close scrutiny for it may
cover mere personal animosity against particular
ministers or become the party cry of a political

clique.
In the first place we meet the difficulty of

securing a control which really *s popular, and
not that of a caucus. It would not mend matters
to take foreign affairs out of the hands of pro
fessional wire-pullers and entrust them to amateur

wire-pullers.

The Union of Democratic Control advocates &quot;

the
creation of adequate machinery for ensuring democratic
control of foreign policy.&quot; But such machinery tends
to be inadequate by ceasing to reflect popular feeling.

Secondly we have to ask how far democratic

control, even if genuine, is a guarantee of peace.
Lord Cromer1 is of opinion that

&quot;

all the lessons

of history go to show that the rule of Demos is no
surer guarantee against war than that of olig
archs or despots,&quot;

2
though he acknowledges

that the present trend of democratic opinion is

distinctly towards peace.
We may perhaps rest satisfied with this latter

admission. Democracy in the past may have
been bellicose (it was in the name of the people
that Mazzini appealed to the English middle
classes to join in the revolutionary movement, 3

but the modern progressive democracy, though
ready to fight with stubborn courage in a cause

1 The Times, April 19, 1915.
2 Lord Cromer s historical instances are not, perhaps, very

convincing. Greek and Roman &quot;

democracy
&quot;

rested on a
slave-basis, which makes all the difference.

8 See War and Democracy, pp. 223, 224.
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which it sees to be just, is peace-loving by senti

ment and interest.

Yet there still remains a difficulty. Demo
cratic controllers though aiming at peace, might
actually have less patience in bearing diplomatic

pin-pricks than has been shown by British diplo
matists. Such at least is Lord Cromer s view in

the letter already quoted. He describes himself

as having
&quot;

skated over very thin ice
&quot;

for twenty
years in Egypt and conjectures that had he been,

during that critical period under the orders of
&quot;

a Committee of the House of Commons composed
of very well-intentioned but not very well-informed
or experienced Parliamentarians,&quot; instead of

having to deal with such statesmen as Lord

Salisbury, Lord Rosebery, or Lord Lansdowne,
we should either have evacuated Egypt and been
landed in serious embarrassments or we should
have adopted some heroic measure which would
have excited the French to fury.

This leads us to ask what sort of Parliamentary
control of foreign policy is possible and desirable,

As regards this country we have, as a matter of

fact, as much democratic control over the Foreign
Office as over other Government departments.
The Minister for Foreign Affairs is a member of

Parliament elected by the people, and Parliament
can reject his policy or criticize it.

But, it is urged, they cannot criticize it for

they are kept in the dark about it. On this

matter Lord Cromer * writes :

An incalculable amount of harm has in late years
been unquestionably done by some individual non-
British diplomatists, and Continental diplomacy has
not in some cases altogether shaken itself free from the

1 Loc. cit.
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detestable traditions of the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries, of which Frederick the Great was the principal

apostle and the whole tribe of Treitschkes and Bern-
hardis the main latter-day representatives.

but he emphatically denies that such secrecy
is to be found in British diplomacy :

My experience is that there have never been any
important

&quot;

secrets
&quot;

in British diplomacy which, from
the point of view of public morality or policy, could not

unobjectionably have been proclaimed on the house

tops, and, moreover, that the efforts of that diplomacy
have been steadfastly, and often very successfully,
directed in order to ensure the maintenance of peace.

However this may be, it would seem to be im

practicable and undesirable to entrust the details

of foreign diplomacy either to Parliament as a

whole or to a Parliamentary Committee. Execu
tive and legislative functions should not be con
fused. But what can and should be done is to

entrust the people, not with the details, but with
the principles of our foreign policy, and to en

courage popular interest in foreign affairs.

One practical suggestion deserves serious con
sideration : namely that we should separate the
control of domestic affairs from that of foreign
affairs, committing the former to the existing
Parliament and Cabinet, and the latter to an

Imperial Parliament and Cabinet.

See The War and Democracy, pp. 221-236, for an
admirable discussion of this subject.

METHODS OF EDUCATING PUBLIC OPINION

88. (i) Study Circles and Classes. The great im

petus which has been given to popular education

by means of study circles during recent years,

points to the most effective method of forming
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a sound public opinion. Experience shows that a

group of men who have formed their convictions

by serious study may leaven the mass of public

opinion in their district and even counteract the

immoral influence of a corrupt press.
Such bodies as the Workers Educational Asso

ciation, the Brotherhoods, the National Home
Reading Union, the National Adult School Union
are all promoting this effective method of educa

tion, and to them must be added the Catholic

Social Guild and the other guilds and unions of

the various denominations. A Council for the

Study of International Relations (i, Central

Buildings, Westminster) has been formed, the aim
of which is :

to assist people to understand something of the issues

raised by the war, the master ideas which lie at the
foundation of our national life, the history of Europe,
the philosophies behind policies, and the economic and
ethical problems which the war will bequeath to the
world. Beyond this is the larger task of education
in true feeling and insight, and the reconstruction not

merely of the material fabric of civilization, but also

of its moral and spiritual basis.

The Council lays special stress upon the singular
effectiveness of study groups.

1

(2) Popular Literature, such as is being produced
in increasing quantities by various Christian

bodies. It is a duty of enlightened citizenship
to give the widest possible circulation to such
literature. Those who are competent should

write judicious articles for the papers, and take

every opportunity of protesting against the
&quot;

Jingoism
&quot;

of a corrupt Press. We are here up
1 See How to Organize a Study Circle, C.S.G., i Victoria

Street, S.W. (id., post free).
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against a power which is as unscrupulous as it is

powerful. But we must remember that a people
gets the Press it deserves. As Lord Courtney
said at a public meeting :

The Press is a social secretion. It comes into exist

ence and is maintained because in some way it too nearly
suggests that suspicion which you and I share.

Improve the tone of public conscience, train the

people to think for themselves, and the sting will

be taken out of the
&quot;

yellow press.&quot;

(3) Instruction in Schools. Christian school

teachers and educational authorities have a

unique opportunity for forming the minds of

the coming generation to right notions of patriot
ism and international relations. Merely to cheer
the Union Jack and to contemplate the red-

splashed surface of the map of the British Empire
will not exorcise the savage that lurks in the child.

&quot;Empire day
&quot;

celebrations may become a mere

orgy of self-righteousness. True patriotism should
foster humility and a sense of responsibility of

justice and of kindliness.

(4) Peace Societies working on sound lines may
do much to form local, national, and international

public opinion. Until lately peace societies have
been regarded by public men as harmless or even
mischievous collections of cranks. Their ex

aggerations have in some cases merited such a

reproach. But during the past fifteen years their

value, when soberly conducted, has been more
and more appreciated. Undoubtedly their in

fluence will extend unless they bring discredit on a

good cause and provoke a reaction. They must
refrain from urging measures which find no

justification in the facts of human nature (e.g. the
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denial of the right to self-defence) ,
which are in

consistent with enlightened patriotism, and which
would only have the effect of weakening national

defences without any corresponding benefit.

(5) Other International Societies. We may here
refer to the various international societies which,

though not primarily aiming at the securing of

peace, have nevertheless an enormous effect in

promoting a sympathetic understanding between
men of different nationalities united by a common
interest. Religion, science, art, education, com
merce and industry bring men together in in

numerable congresses and impress upon them the

inter-dependence of modern nations in the pursuit
of human welfare. We may also mention the
recent interchanges of visits between munici

palities, working men, journalists, etc., of different

countries.

It may be objected that all these things were

powerless to avert a general European war. That
is true. Yet they have not been without result

The snapped threads may be rejoined and the pity
of the breakage will come home to all who have
felt the value of international converse.

(b) INTERNATIONAL CHRISTIAN ACTION

89. It cannot be too often or too emphatically
repeated that Christianity must take the leading

part in the work of bringing international relations

once more under the moral law.

The moral law, it is true, is based on reason

(see n. 5) but Christianity alone can make it pre
vail. Apart from Christianity, international law
will degenerate into a barren code of ineffectual

provisions ; Christians must inspire the develop-
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ment of Positive International Law and shape
the public opinion which will give it effect.

It is to be feared that Christians themselves
do not always realize the bearing of Christianity

upon international relations. They are apt to

think that international affairs are outside the

sphere of religious influence. It was the same a

couple of generations ago with Social Reform.
Christians and even Catholics (misled by modern

individualism) were accustomed to say that

religion prescribed our duties to our neighbours
as individuals, but not our duties to the social

organism. Few Christians would say so to-day.
Such movements as the Interdenominational Con
ference of Social Service Unions testify to a general

recognition of the social bearings of religion.
But Christians need to take another step in the

recovery of obscured traditions. They must re

mind themselves that Christianity has something
very definite to say about the relations, not only
between one individual and another, but also

between the different States.

We may encourage ourselves for the great task which
awaits Christianity by recalling the fact that in ages
past the influence of the Church in checking lawlessness
was effectual and beneficial. The &quot; Truce of God &quot;

restricted the time available for bloodshed. &quot;In an
age of force,&quot; says Professor Lawrence,

&quot;

[the Pope]
introduced^ into the settlement of international disputes
principles of humanity and justice.&quot;

l

90. The task awaiting Christianity to-day is

twofold : it comprises study and teaching.

(i) The main principles of international morality
are clear enough, for they are the same as those

of individual or social morality. But their

1 See Appendix, The Pope as Arbitrator.
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application to the shifting world of politics is

difficult in the extreme. Here are problems
demanding for their solution the patient and
concerted labour of theologians and canonists,
historians and jurists. A science much neglected,
or at least pursued upon wrong lines during the

past three centuries, has to be carefully elaborated.

The Christian truths, the deductions drawn from
them by generations of doctors and theologians
and philosophers, especially concerning the laws

of war and the relations of civilized to barbarous
nations ; the historical development of Christian

international law, its application in the past and
the obstacles which have hindered its develop
ment ;

the modifications of existing practice
which Christianity demands: all these things
need devoted study by the world s best Christian

minds.
This labour of experts is as necessary as the

popular propaganda by means of study clubs,
the Press, etc., referred to above. Without it

the lecturer, writer and class-leader will flounder

in vain and the movement will evaporate in a

welter of contradictions.

It is to the Catholic Church in the first place
that thoughtful men look for a definite state

ment of the principles of Christian international

law. Her world-wide organization, transcending
national prejudices, her array of doctors and
canonists who are trained experts in such studies,
her historical credentials and her hold upon the

allegiance of the largest Christian body in the
world confer upon her a unique responsibility.
In this respect, at least, non-Catholics admit her

supremacy. Half a century ago a group of

English Protestants petitioned the Holy See to
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re-establish international law on the basis of

Christian principles,
1 and similar suggestions have

been frequently made since then. In 1912 the

Institut de Droit International Chr tien held its

first Congress at Louvain 2 and received promises
of assistance from leading Catholic scholars of

ten different nations and the warm approval of

a number of cardinals and leading ecclesiastics.

91. (2) The results of this study by Christian

experts must be brought home to the people by
Christian agencies and must be embodied in

practical action. Besides study clubs, lectures

and the Press, there is the pulpit where Christian

teaching as regards peace and war may fittingly
be expounded. In the past, unfortunately,
Jingoism has even found its way into sermons.

The completion of a full and complete international
law is a matter for statesmen and lawyers. The pre
liminary work is a work of broadening and deepening
the sense of a common conscience, and of explaining that
conscience to itself ; and that is a work for Churchmen
and thinkers. Few of us are statesmen or lawyers ;

most of us are Churchmen, and most of us attempt to
think. It is the part which we can ourselves play that
is for us the most important.

3

Our Christian readers will not need to be told

that humble and persistent prayer is of supreme
necessity for securing peace and the conditions

that make for peace. It is encouraging to think

of the great stream of supplication which has
risen from every land during the great war at

the bidding of Pope Benedict XV. That devout

1 See David Urquhart s Appeal of a Protestant to the Pope
for the re-establishment of International Law.

1 See The Catholic Social Year Book for 1913.
8 Nationalism and Internationalism, by E. Barker, pp.

19, 20.
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crowds should be praying for peace in the Cathe
drals of Cologne and Paris, Vienna and West
minster in identical terms is the happiest presage,
and it points to a common bond between warring
nations stronger than that of economic interests,

literature, science, or art.

(c) THE DEFINITION OF IMPERFECT RIGHTS

92. Positive international law makes progress
when mere moral claims are converted into legal

rights, that is to say, when nations agree to observe

certain rules in their dealings with one another.
Rules of this kind have been drawn up between

the nations of modern Europe, notably in the
Declaration of Paris (1856), but the great step
in advance was taken by the institution of the
two Hague Conferences (1899 and 1907). At the
second of these conferences many branches of

international law were codified, and written rules

took the place of more or less elastic custom.
Thus Conventions were adopted relative to the
commencement of hostilities (3), concerning the
laws and customs of war on land (4), the rights
and duties of neutral Powers and persons in

war on land (5), the status of enemy merchant

ships at the outbreak of hostilities (6), the con
version of merchant-ships into war-ships (7),
the laying of automatic submarine contact-
mines (8), naval bombardment (9), right of

capture in maritime war (n), rights and duties
of neutrals in maritime war (13), prohibition of

discharge of projectiles, etc., from balloons (14).
In the great war of 1914 all these Conventions

went by the board. Explosives were launched
from air-craft, unfortified places were bombarded
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etc; Hence we might be tempted to think that

all these Conventions were waste paper, But
this would be a mistake. A great advantage
has been gained by the codification of these

rules. The work must proceed further; and
at the same time public opinion must be directed

towards their observance in future.

The direct action of the Hague Conferences

towards the securing of international peace will

be considered presently.
1

(d) MEDIATION, ARBITRATION, ETC.

93. The Hague Peace Conventions recom
mended five ways of settling international disputes
without recourse to war :

(1) Peaceable diplomacy.

(2) Recourse to the mediation of a friendly
Power.

(3) The spontaneous offer of mediation from
a neutral Power, even during time of war :

such offer not to be regarded as an unfriendly
act.

(4) The appointment of an international Com
mission of Inquiry to investigate facts in dispute
between nations.

(5) Arbitration.

(1) Diplomacy has frequently averted a threat

ened war, especially when public opinion has been

in favour of peace.

(2) Mediation (Latin medius&amp;gt; middle) is the

intervention of a third party to arrange differences

by means of suggestion and advice. Unlike

arbitration it is not a judicial act. The initial

1 See T. J. Lawrence, International Problems and Hague
Conferences (Dent, 1908), 35. 6d.
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stages of mediation are sometimes called &quot;good

offices.&quot;

Mediation has frequently succeeded in averting war,

e.g. the mediation of Great Britain between Portugal
and Brazil in 1825. It may even succeed where offers

of arbitration have failed, as in 1844, when Spain and
Morocco, having refused arbitration, accepted the

joint mediation of Great Britain and France.

(3) A special form of mediation was proposed at

the Hague Conference of 1899. By this arrange
ment two States having a dispute likely to end
in war, cease to negotiate with one another and
leave the dispute in the hands of two other Powers
who resemble the

&quot;

seconds
&quot;

in a duel and who
endeavour to compose their differences. This

plan obviates the difficulty of finding an arbi

trator acceptable to both parties.
1

(4) A Commission of Inquiry is a tribunal

which has to deal with questions of fact, e.g. the

valuation of pecuniary claims. Its functions

are administrative rather than judicial, though
in practice a Commission may be instructed to

deal with questions of right as well as questions
of fact.

Disputing States may sometimes accept a

Commission where they would refuse to accept
arbitration proper, and a very great step in the

direction of world peace will be taken when States

agree to submit all disputes, when arbitration or

mediation fail, to a Commission of Inquiry.
True, the dispute is not settled, but time is gained,

misapprehensions removed, and the chances of

peace increased. Of great importance therefore

was the treaty between the United Kingdom and

L Brit., Mediation,
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the United States, signed at Washington, Septem
ber 5, 1914, which provides that disputes between
the High Contracting Parties

shall, when diplomatic methods of adjustment have
failed, be referred for investigation and report to an
International Commission . . . and the Contracting
Parties agree not to declare war or begin hostilities

during such investigation and before the report is

submitted. 1

(5) Arbitration is the reference by two or more
States of a dispute to one or more selected persons,
called arbitrators, who, after hearing both sides,

pronounce judgment on the matter at issue.

The proceedings tend to take the form of a legal
trial. There is no international power to execute
the verdict against a State which refuses to accept
it

; but such refusal is rare, for a State which

accepts arbitration will generally stand by the

verdict.

Between 1 820 and 1 840 there were 8 cases of arbitration.

1840 ,, 1860 ,, ,, 30
1860 ,, 1880 ,, ,, 44
1880 ,, 1900 ,, ,, 90

In these cases Great Britain has figured more
than any other State, and in many instances a
threatened war has been averted. The break
down of all peaceful expedients in 1914 should
not blind us to the excellent results secured in

the past by arbitration.

At the second Hague Conference in 1907 the

general principle of obligatory international

arbitration was accepted, but its application
was left to the ^discretion of the various Powers.

1 Cd. 7714, Article I. See Papers for War Time, No. 22,
International Control, by W. G. S. Adams.
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At all events it was seen that certain disputes lend

themselves to arbitration even though in others

(involving
&quot;

vital interests
&quot;

and
&quot;

honour
&quot;)

several of the States refused to commit themselves

to this method of settlement. Two other advan

tages were secured by the Hague Conferences :

in the first place a great impetus was given to

arbitration treaties, of which over 150 have been

signed in the last fifteen years ; and, secondly,
States wishing to arbitrate were able to choose
a Board of Arbitrators from a list of competent
jurists and statesmen nominated by the civilized

States of the world.

Hague tribunals have already decided a large
number of cases, the first being that between
Mexico and the United States in 1902. But
there is need of a permanent High Court of Arbitral

Justice, always open.

Compulsory Arbitration. As we have seen, the

principle of compulsory arbitration was adopted
at the Hague Conferences, but a number of States

made it clear that they would not extend it to

disputes involving their national honour, in

dependence, or vital interests. Hence we find

that in most arbitration treaties such cases are

expressly excluded.

This exception renders arbitration useless in

a number of cases which are liable to end in war,

particularly since a nation bent on war will be

quick to discover that its honour or vital interests

are involved.

On the other hand, a number of smaller States

have agreed to arbitration without reserve, and
even some of the greater Powers have advanced
in this direction. Sir Edward Grey in the House
of Commons (March 13, 1911) quoted with
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approval a statement of the President of the

United States as follows :

Personally I do not see any more reason why questions
of national honour should not be referred to courts of

arbitration as matters of private or national property
are. I know that is going further than most men are

willing to go, but I do not see why questions of honour
should not be submitted to tribunals composed of men
of honour, who understand questions of national honour.

A treaty on the lines of unreserved arbitration

between the United States and England was,

indeed, drafted, but it fell through owing to the

opposition of the United States Senate.

Mr. Asquith, at the banquet to the Delegates
to the Peace Congress on July 31, 1908, declared

that there was no enterprise in the world more

worthy of the efforts and the energies of all

good men than to devise some practicable means
of providing a rational substitute for the arbitra

ment of arms. But among the difficulties in

the way of international litigation he mentioned
that of

&quot;

finding a tribunal of adequate authority
which will command universal respect/ and that

of dealing with questions of honour. Lord
Palmerston in 1848 had pointed out the same

difficulty, especially as regards England, which
above all other countries,

&quot;

would find it difficult

to obtain really disinterested and impartial
arbitrators.&quot;

l

Hence it has been suggested that

The disputes which do not turn on the application
of legal principles but are deep rooted in national
ambitions or racial animosities require another tribunal

(besides the Hague tribunal) governed by equitable
considerations

:

rather^than the mere letter of inter-

|;

a

Ashley s Memoirs, vol.[i,|p.|58.
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national law. For this we may hope when the Christian

spirit of justice and brotherhood has made still further

conquests.
1

The arbitrator who would commend himself

to States involved in this kind of dispute must
be free from sinister influences, independent in

his own sphere, unconnected with reigning

families, versed in the principles of justice and

equity, vested with a high moral authority.
These qualifications are possessed in a unique
degree by the Pope.

(e) THE LIMITATION OF ARMAMENTS

94. At the first Hague Conference the following
resolution was unanimously adopted :

The Conference is of opinion that the restriction of

military budgets, which are at present a heavy burden
on the world, is extremely desirable for the increase of

the material and moral welfare of mankind.

The following vceu was also passed :

That Governments, taking into account the proposals
made at the Conference, should examine the possibility
of an understanding concerning the limitation of military
and naval armaments, and of war budgets.

Declarations to the same effect were sub

sequently brought forward in the French and
Italian Parliaments. Great Britain s suggestion
for a shipbuilding holiday, though not favourably
received by Germany, was a step in the same
direction. By the disarmament Agreement of

May 28, 1902, the Chilian and Argentine Republics
agreed to acquire no more warships for a given
period and to reduce their existing fleets. This

1 Arbitration as an Alternative to War, by Rev. T. J.
Lawrence, Church of England Peace League.
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arrangement was adopted
&quot;

owing to the initia

tive and good offices of His Britannic Majesty.&quot;

The suggestion that armaments should be
limited by mutual consent meets with opposition
in this country from two classes of people. The
first are genuinely alarmed lest such a measure
should imperil our national safety. As Mr.

Asquith has well said :

National security must always hold the first place in

the thoughts and in the plans of those who are respon
sible for the government of any country. They would
be false to the most sacred of all trusts if they allowed
themselves for a moment to ignore or to neglect those

requirements.
1

This truth must be kept steadily in view.

Inopportune and shortsighted protest against
armament expenses has sometimes brought the

Pacifist cause into disrepute.

Secondly, opposition comes from those who
have a direct or indirect financial interest in

the increase of armaments. These include a

very large number of respectable shareholders

in private armament firms. The war trade itself

is practically confined to a dozen huge firms
&quot;

all

interconnected by cross-holdings, interlocking
directorates, and trade agreements.&quot;

&quot;

This

trade,&quot; says Mr. J. A. Hobson,

differs from others in having Governments for its chief

customers. All the arts, therefore, by which enter

prising firms get trade, by stimulating wants, en

couraging waste,
&quot;

doctoring
&quot;

tastes and fashions, are
focused upon Governments. For the performance of

this work, they must handle politics in two ways. They
must evoke and feed international fears and animosities,
and they must incite States to make the most expensive
provisions for meeting the dangers they have fabricated.

1
Speech to Peace Delegates, July 31, 1908.
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The limitation of armaments by mutual consent
is not likely to make much progress so long as

wealthy and powerful rings control the pro
duction of armaments. The nationalization of

the manufacture of armaments would appear to

be highly desirable. 1

(/) A SOCIETY OF STATES

95. The ideals of World-Empire and of aggres
sive Imperialism are unnatural and misleading.
But the ideal of a Society of States or Inter

nationalism is natural and conducive to develop
ment and peace. This is the ideal at which we
should aim. It bristles with difficulties. It

may never be wholly realized. But each step
we take towards it is a gain. There are two lines

of argument which convince us that inter

nationalism should be our aim.

(i) All thoughtful men admit the necessity for

international solidarity, for closer and more stable

bonds between nations.- That nations should
exist is both beneficial and necessary : that they
should go their several ways without regard to

one another would be disastrous. No nation can

nowadays live a self-contained life without

hindering the rightful development of other

nations. Rapid transit, the fluidity of labour
and commerce, the diffusion of ideas, etc., have
created a certain community of interests which
cuts across political and national divisions. A
nation which &quot;

stands out
&quot;

does not merely
sever itself from world processes (that is its own
business), but it also actually hinders those

1 See The War Traders : an Exposure, by G. H. Ferris

(National Peace Council, zd.) ;
The International Industry of

War (Union of Democratic Control, id.).
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processes by refusing to take part in them. Thus,
for instance, certain social reforms cannot in

these days be effected until international

solidarity is more complete : the efforts of one
State to enforce the payment of a living wage
is frustrated by the indifference of another.

Some writers (notably Robert von Mohl) have

complained with much reason that international

law has paid too exclusive an attention to the

independence of States. This must, of course,
be safeguarded. But the interdependence of

States deserves more serious consideration than
it has received. Such interdependence is a

compelling fact of modern experience : to dis

regard it would be disastrous.

(2) We are led to the same conclusion by a
more philosophical argument. World federation

or a Society of States is the natural term of

development in the history of modern nations.

We see individuals united in the family, families

united in social groups, social groups united in

the State. Is this the end of the process ? Is

the State the last word ? Does the State satisfy
man s widest wants ? Does national culture

bring man to his highest development ? Ac
cording to the tenets of exclusive nationalism it

does (see n. 82). But careful consideration will

show that it does not.

Even if we did not already perceive a tendency
among States to fall into federation (e.g. in North
and South America) we might still conclude that

such a tendency would manifest itself in time.

For the very same forces which have produced
the social group and the State can only find

their complete expression in world federation.

The tendency to social unity is not exhausted
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by a man s citizenship. It seeks further exten
sion. Man s sociability is unlimited since his

perfectibility is unlimited. Certain common and

urgent human needs are supplied by the family
(e.g. propagation of species, care of children,

companionship). Other needs (e.g. security) can

only be supplied by the larger groups. Wider
needs (arts and sciences, higher education) cannot
be satisfied save in a State.

But there comes a time when a man s needs
outrun even the limits of his own State. His
instinct for sociability extends beyond national
barriers.

Again, we see that each group trains a man to

fulfil his duties in the group above it. Family
life prepares for group-life, group-life for civil

life. In the same way citizenship of a State
sets a man on the way to becoming a citizen of

the world. Thus it is untrue to say that inter

nationalism is prejudicial to nationalism, just
as it would be untrue to say that citizenship
unfits a man for family life. So long as family,

group, State, and internationalism are true to

their proper functions, none will interfere with

another, but on the contrary, will react favourably
on one another. A State which hinders family
life is not a healthy State : a nationalism which
bars internationalism is a morbid nationalism. 1

Christian teaching points in the same direction.

Clarifying the Stoic conception, it holds that

every man has certain rights (e.g. the right to

1 This is expressly denied by Bernhardi (Germany and the
Next War, p. 25), who says with Schleiermacher that the
State alone gives the individual the highest degree of life.

&quot;Any action in favour of collective humanity outside the
limits of the State and nationality is impossible.&quot; See also
Hobson (loc. cit.), pp. 145-146.
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life) against all other men whatever. This 1

implies that the human race itself constitutes a

society. And in fact we do find nations and*

individuals appealing to the judgment of the k-

world or at least of the civilized world.

One of the most salient features of the great war which
has engulfed Europe is the appeals which the combatants
have issued to the world : the war of pamphlets has run
side by side with the war of the guns. What is the

meaning of these appeals ? Some may feel that they
are only attempts by the combatants to reconcile to the

war the hesitating elements in their own ranks, or to draw
from neutrals comfort and countenance. But another
and higher interpretation is possible, and it is probably
more correct. The combatants may be appealing to

the common conscience or to wrhat dividing war has
left of the common conscience of civilized humanity .

Behind the arbitrament of war, they feel, lies the dread
arbitrament of the world s conscience. Torn and rent,
that conscience is still there. It awaits the vanquished
and the victor alike. Vae victis runs the arbitrament
of war. Vae victoribus may run another arbitrament. 1

It is, then, in the direction of a Society of

States that we must look for stability and peace.
Such a Society, if it is to be one and permanent,
will need to establish an international authority
which, while preserving national liberties, will

deal with international problems. The limits

of such authority would need to be carefully
defined. The problem is one of considerable

difficulty, but given the goodwill of the peoples
of the world, the difficulty should not be in

superable.

See The War and Democracy, pp. 374-379 ; War or

Peace, by H. M. Chittenden, pp. 248-260 ; History of

1 Barker, Nationalism and Internationalism, p. 19. Sec
also a remarkable passage from Suarez quoted in Westlake
(loc. cit.), pp. 6-9,
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Federal Government in Greece and Italy, by Edward
Freeman, chaps, i and ii ; The Passing of War, by W. L.
Grane, chap, xii ; Institutions luris Natuvalis, by
T. Meyer, vol. ii. pp. 814-838.
A critic to whom the above section was submitted

declared that no good could come to us by having a
&quot;

national union &quot; with certain other powerful nations
whose ideals are not our own. It seems necessary,
therefore, to guard against misunderstandings to which
this last somewhat sketchy section may give rise. The
suggested &quot;Society? of States&quot; must not be allowed to
hinder true nationality a.ny more than the State should
hinder healthy individuality. The society and its

authority would exist not for the purpose of interfering
with national life, but for the purpose of co-ordinating
international activities and preventing international
friction. It would in fact give the nations scope for

development, just as the State alone gives the individual

cope for development. It is perhaps wiser to limit the

roposal at present to general principles : to attempt
o fill in the details prematurely would only provoke
arren discussions likely to obscure the value of the
nain idea, which is commending itself to an increasing
umber of thoughtful minds.
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HISTORICAL

I. DEVELOPMENT OF THE CATHOLIC
DOCTRINE OF WAR 1

(BY THE REV. V. MONCEL, S.J.)

(i) VALUE OF THE HISTORICAL METHOD

96. The final expression in which the solution

of some moral question is clothed tells us nothing
of the way this solution has evolved. We can
see this only by tracing it back to its origin.

Only thus, too, can we understand the full

meaning of the solution offered, for we gather
what were the circumstances which called it

forth. Further, we are able to dissect out what
is essential, what accidental, by noting how one

generation varied from another while retaining

unchanged certain fundamental principles which
tradition had handed down to them from

Apostolic times. These are briefly some of the

1 This section is in great part drawn from two admirable
books : Le droit de la Guerre d apres les Theologians et les

Canonistes du Moyen-Age, by M. Vanderpol, and L Eglise et

la Guerre, by Mgr. Batiffol and other writers of note. Sec
tions 97-103 inclusive especially are little more than a
condensed translation of Mgr. BatifM s work.

179
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advantages of the historical method of inquiry.
. . . They obviously apply to the Catholic
doctrine of war, for Catholics claim continuity of

principle with the Founder of the Christian

religion.
Plan. We shall therefore trace the develop

ment of the Catholic doctrine of war from the
New Testament down to the time of Suarez.
After this theologian the modern development
commences, and this is treated in another section.

(2) THE NEW TESTAMENT AND WAR
97. Primitive Christianity stood in sharp con

trast to Judaism on the subject of war. War was
looked upon by the latter as an expression of

Israel s providential call
;

it is so regarded in

the Epistle to the Hebrews xi, 32-34. The
Nationalist Messianic Hope of the Jews at the
time of Our Lord dreamt of

&quot; The Day of the
Lord

&quot;

as of a battle fought and won by God s

Legate. Opposed to this, the spirit of the Gospel
is summed up in the saying

&quot;

Blessed are the

peacemakers, for they shall be called the children
of God &quot;

(Matt, v, 9). How was this spirit of

peace interpreted by Christianity, how did it

reconcile itself with the profession of arms, and
how finally did it issue in a doctrine of the

morality of war ? These are the questions we
have to answer.
War not Explicitly Condemned. There is very

little in the Gospel to indicate the attitude of

Our Lord or His Apostles to the profession of

arms, and that little is indirect. As far as it

goes, it proves that Jesus certainly did not

explicitly condemn war, and the esteem which
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He on one occasion, and St. Peter on another,
showed to military men was an implicit affirma

tion of the legitimacy of the profession.
When the

&quot;

soldiers
&quot; come to the Baptist for

instruction they are simply told not to denounce

falsely, not to make illegitimate extortions, but
to be content with their pay. Probably these

soldiers were a kind of police in service of the

publicans : the precept not to denounce falsely
would lead to this supposition ; but, whether

they belonged to the military or to the excise,

St. Luke does not suppose they must abandon
their profession to avert God s wrath.
From Our Lord s use of war in His parables

we can infer nothing as to His attitude, but He
reveals His mind more clearly in the cure of the

centurion s servant (Luke vii, i-io
;

Matt,

viii, 5-13). A Roman officer, a soldier by pro
fession and a friend of the Jews, receives nothing
but praise from Him ; not a word in condemna
tion of his calling. If it be objected that the

centurion of Capharnaum remained a soldier

because he did not become a Christian, the case

of Cornelius, centurion of Caesarea, likewise a

friend of the Jews, and a proselyte to boot,

proves the objection to be unfounded (Acts x
and xi). There is nothing in the account of his

conversion to suggest that he abandoned his

profession. This case warrants the conclusion

that the profession of arms was not considered

incompatible with Christian sentiments.

98. Non-resistance. Yet there is another line

of thought running through the Gospel, and
more deeply rooted in it, which appears opposed
to the conclusion just reached. It^is the doctrine

of non-resistance. When one of His followers,
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defending Jesus from those who were sent to

take Him prisoner, strikes off the ear of a servant

of the High Priest, Jesus bids him sheath his

sword
&quot;

for all that take the sword shall perish
with the sword

&quot;

(Matt, xxvi, 52). The expres
sion is repeated in Apoc. xiii, 10, and there is

a still stronger expression of non-resistance in

Matt, v, 38 sq.

If resistance is forbidden, so a fortiori does

offensive attack seem to fall under the ban.

What, then, becomes of the lawfulness of war ?

To this must be added that in the Gospel war
is represented as an undoubted scourge. One has

only to read the prediction of the ruin of Jeru
salem and of the end of the world to be convinced
of this. In the Apocalypse also the symbolical

beings who execute God s judgments appear to

the seer as warriors and the wars they carry on
are a scourge inflicted at God s behest.

We have then as elements bequeathed by the

Gospel to Christian thought the three following
sentiments : (i) Renunciation of self-defence,

with command not to draw the sword. (2)

Esteem for the military profession. (3) War a

scourge of God. Tradition accepted these data,
and worked on them to co-ordinate them.

(3) APOSTOLIC CHRISTIANITY AND WAR
99. When Christianity passed from Jewish

to Roman soil, its surroundings changed from

oppression, unrest and instability to order and

stability. True, as early as A.D. 64 bloody
persecution was inscribed in Roman laws ; but
this the Gospel had predicted and provided for by
laying down the duty of Christians in face of
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persecution, which was to suffer it without revolt.

And such was their attitude to the end. They
understood that renunciation of self-defence and
the prohibition to draw the sword, applied above
all to submission to civil power :

Be ye subject therefore to every human creature for
God s sake, whether it be to the king as excelling : or
to governors as sent by Him for the punishment of

evil doers, or for the praise of the good : for so is the
will of God, that by doing well you may put to silence
the ignorance of foolish men (i Pet. ii, 13-15).

And again :

Honour all men. Love the brotherhood. Fear God.
Honour the king (Ibid., 17).

These precepts were inculcated at the very
moment when Christians were first attacked by
law, which proscribed their

&quot; name &quot;

under

penalty of death, attaching to that name criminal

imputations. Of such persecution, the epistle

says :

But if you partake of the suffering of Christ, rejoice,
that when His glory shall be revealed you may also be
glad with exceeding joy. If you be reproached for the
name of Christ, you shall be blessed : for that which is

of the honour, glory and power of God, and that which
is His Spirit resteth upon you. But let none of you
suffer as a murderer, or a thief, or a railer, or a coveter
of other men s tilings. But if as a Christian, let him
not be ashamed, but let him glorify God in this name
(Ibid., iv, 13-16).

St. Paul speaks of submission to authority and
to rulers in even stronger and more sweeping
terms (see Rom. xiii, 1-7). Though these words
were written before the first persecution broke

out, this event in no way changed his principles.
Himself imprisoned as a

&quot;

malefactor,&quot; he was
able to write

&quot;

I endure all things
&quot;

(2 Tim. ii, 10).
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St. Paul s Metaphors. Particular attention

has been paid to the metaphors employed by St.

Paul in his epistles. They are taken from the

current life of the Greek and Roman cities whither
his apostolate had led him. We find frequent
use made of various details of Greek athletic

games, particularly of the stadium. Scarcely
less frequent is his reference to military life, always
as an example worthy of Christian imitation.

This alone justifies the inference that to him the

profession appeared both legitimate and honour
able. He would not have attempted to associate

in the minds of his flock military valour and
Christian virtue had he looked on the former as

immoral in its very nature.

Thus I Cor. ix, 7,
&quot; Who serveth as a soldier

at any time at his own charges ?
&quot;

If a soldier s

wage is lawful, so must be his service.

Again, the Thessalonians are to have on
&quot;

the

breast-plate of faith and charity, and for a helmet,
the hope of salvation/ where St. Paul makes
his own the imagery used by Isaiah. The same
line of thought is found in the last chapter of the

Ephesians ;
and further examples are supplied

by i Cor. xiv, 8 ; Coll. ii, 5 ; but the most strikingly
worked-out passage is contained in 2 Tim. ii. 3-6,
where the same note of sympathy is extended to

the soldier striving to please the one who has
enrolled him as to the labourer of the earth, and
the athlete who has conquered in fair contest.

The sword, says the saint elsewhere, is the

symbol of jurisdiction of the magistrate over the

criminal. Roman justice has therefore the right
to use the sword for punishment. We might
press further the principle thus laid down, and

say that he would not deny the Empire s right to
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wage war. But this question was not an actual

one either for him or for the churches he was

addressing. Enrolment in the Roman army
was voluntary, and it is probable that few
Christians were to be found in it at the outset.

They were loyal subjects of the Empire, and

expected it to fulfil its duties. The shedding of

blood and the violence of the past that had made
Romanity, were beside the point : Rome existed,

God willed it as He had willed the existence of

empires anterior to it ; and it was to endure until

the end of time. 1 Christians pray to God for the

stability of the political institution that shelters

them (i Tim. ii, 1-2) ; the prince, magistrates,
the entire polity are guarantees of security in the

city ; Christians do not disturb this peace, they
provoke no one ; if needs be they suffer blows
and prison ; the only arms they wield are

&quot;

the

armour of justice on the right hand and on the

left
&quot;

(2 Cor. vi, 3-7), and in their faith they
realize a peace surpassing wonderfully the peace
given by the world (Jo. xiv, 27) .

From the above texts we may deduce the

following :

(1) Christianity understood from Apostolic
times that the renunciation of self-defence referred

to persecution and martyrdom.
(2) Respect for Roman order implied respect

for the organic functions of the State justice,

taxation, the army.
(3) Peace is a gift of God.

(4) POST-APOSTOLIC CHRISTIANITY

100. It was during this period that Christians

found themselves gradually forced to adjust
1

Cf. Tertullian. Ad Scapulam 12.
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Slate requirements to their faith. At the outset,
an idea was prevalent that the end of the world
was fast approaching ; they therefore saw no
need of solving the problem how far did the State

require remodelling in order to fit it to Christian
duties. They recognized the legitimate authority
of the State, as coming from God; they rejected
the pagan practices. The military profession
they held in esteem, and Christians followed it so
far as compatible with their religion. But as

Christianity began to permeate society, and time
still flowed on, the need of a reasoned attitude to
the State was increasingly evident. It was then
that theorists took up the rigorist position, and
applied the doctrine of non-resistance to war,
whilst Catholic sentiment in general took up a
more tolerant position. Non-resistance they con
fined to persecution for the faith, to which their

predecessors had applied it
; military service they

declared to be legitimate in itself, but demanded
that it should be stripped of its pagan accretions.
It was this deep infiltration of paganism into the

army that drove so many to declare the profession
inherently unlawful.
The loyalty of Christians to the Roman State

is witnessed by various Fathers and writers. St.

Clement of Rome (end of first century) quotes in

his Epistle to the Corinthians the beautiful liturgi
cal prayer offered up by the

&quot;

saints of Rome &quot;

(i.e. Christians), in which God is asked to watch
over and direct

&quot;

our princes,&quot; to make Christians
submissive to them, since they wield an authority
received from God alone. They beg God to grant
concord, gentleness and peace to the Orbis Romanus
(loc. cit. Ix, Ixi). The same sentiments of loyalty
are contained in chap, xxxvii of the same letter.
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This use of military language to denote the duty
of Christians, already found in St. Paul, is often

met in these early writers. It is a clear indication

that they found nothing wrong with the calling as

such, else they would scarcely have held it up to

the admiration of their co-religionists. Tertullian,

while still a Catholic (circ. A.D. 197) tells us in his

Apologeticus (xxx), that prayer for the Empire, its

Emperors, army, senate and people, together with

universal peace, was a traditional liturgical theme.

St. Justin (fl. 161) is no less explicit. In his

Apologia, addressed to the Emperor Antoninus
Pius in defence of Christians, he says that prayer
is offered for the Emperor ; the prince will never

find the seditious among Christians; on the

contrary, they are foremost as auxiliaries and
allies to assure peace. Everywhere they are the

readiest to pay taxes to officers appointed by the

State.

We adore God, God alone, but otherwise we obey you
willingly ; we recognize you as kings and leaders of the

people, and we ask of God that there may be found in

you, along with imperial power, wisdom and intelligence.

The Empire is one of order, and Christians wish
to live their faith in peace. They do not revolt

against persecution, nor fly from martyrdom ;
in

this they are a peaceful people in whom is fulfilled

the prophecy of Isaiah (Is. ii, 4).
1

The ideal of peace is not proposed by Justin to

the Empire as its moral law, but as that of

Christianity. Roman Christianity, like Apostolic

Christianity, calls persecution war, persecutors
enemies, and refuses to defend itself against penal
laws.

1 Cf. A pol., xiv, 3 ; xii, I
; xvii, i, 3-4.
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Justin does not consider the case of a Christian

enrolled in the Roman army, but he speaks with

respect of military service, whose duties he finds

analogous to those of Christian service. Yet it was
the second half of the second century that
witnessed the introduction of Christians into the
force. The miracle of the

&quot;

Thundering Legion
&quot;

is proof of this. This was the Twelfth Legion,
stationed usually at Melitene, near the Euphrates,
but operating in Germany at the time (A.D. 174).
It was saved from perishing from thirst, according
to official accounts by Jupiter Pluvius, but
Christians saw in the event the intervention of

God, appealed to by the Christian soldiers of the

Legion. This Legion was probably no exception,
since Tertullian gives us to understand that
Catholics of his time did not repudiate military
service. 1

Tertullian, who as a Catholic expressed the
Catholic sentiment that life in camp is not in

itself repugnant to Christianity, was the first to
desert this doctrine when he passed over to

Montanism. In his De Idololatria, written in

2 11-2 12, when he was a Montanist, he takes up a

rigorist, uncompromising attitude towards the

military profession. Restricting his inquiry to
the lower ranks, where there is no obligation of

presiding at sacrifices, or of pronouncing capital
sentences, he asks whether one who is baptized
can take up military service, or whether a soldier

may be admitted to baptism ; his answer is a
decided negative. It is impossible, he says, to

serve at the same time in the camps of light and

camps of darkness, to devote one s soul to Christ

and to the devil, to God and to Caesar ; Moses,
1
Apol. xxxvii and xlii.
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Joshua and the rest are not here to the point, for

they had not the Gospel. But the Gospel forbids

the use of the sword (loc. tit. 19) . Christ laid down
the final law of Christianity when He disarmed
Peter.

Tertullian was the first to condemn war in the
name of the Gospel. He does so in the manner
usual to heretics hugging one fond idea ; he takes
an isolated text, and by strict logic builds up his

whole system upon it. The possible modifications

in the meaning of the text due to its complete
context are left out of account entirely.
But there are numerous indications that, at the

beginning of the third century, Catholic morality
was far more tolerant than Tertullian, who being
an extremist was by the very fact an innovator.

Catholics were forbidden to accept grades in the

army which implied the obligation either of offer

ing sacrifices or of pronouncing capital sentences,
but otherwise there was no prohibition to enter

the service. Tertullian himself can be cited to

this effect. Embarrassed by the example of the

centurion Cornelius baptized by St. Peter, he

grudgingly concedes to Catholic sentiment that

a soldier convert may remain in the army after

baptism, on condition that no acts are performed
forbidden by the faith

; though he himself

counsels immediate abandonment of the profes
sion. 1

The forbidden acts to which he here refers were

required only in the higher grades. Thus Catholic

sentiment had already decided the question in

favour of the legitimacy of war. Clement of

Alexandria clearly sums up Catholic sentiment in

these words :

1 De Corona, 1 1 .
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Gnosis (i.e. Christianity) conquered you while you

were in service : obey thejust orders of your commander. 1

There are therefore just orders in warlike service ;

by implication, there may be unjust orders. The
idea of justice will dominate the moral treatment
of war by Catholic theologians.

Christians excepted civil war, in which they
would have no part ;

the Emperor was for them
a manifestation of God s choice of legitimate

authority. This does not mean that everywhere
and always Christians lived up to their profession
and were never carried away by faction. In the

sedition at Alexandria, 261-262, according to the

account of their bishop, Dionysius, they got out

of hand, and joined parties opposed in civil war.

But Rufinus tells us that this town was notorious

for its readiness to rise in revolt, and engage in

civil strife.

1

(5) THIRD AND EARLY FOURTH CENTURIES

101. The evidence adduced so far shows that

Christian loyalty to the Roman Empire grew
continuously, in all save what ran counter to its

faith. The submission of Christians was com
plete, even to martyrdom, which was its highest
form. They took their share of military service

as far as compatible with their religion, which

they did not think contrary to the proper functions

of a soldier those namely of war. There are

plenty of indications that during the third and the

beginning of the fourth centuries the numbers of

Christians in the army steadily increased.

The case of Maximilian, martyr at Carthage in

295, at first sight appears opposed to these con
clusions ;

but critics are united in considering
1

Protreptic, 10.
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this case exceptional. Indeed, on further exami

nation, we find that in reality it is a confirmation

of what has just been said. Maximilian was
condemned to death for refusing to serve in the

army, to which he was bound because he was the
son of a veteran. But the pro-consul of Africa ex
ceeded his powers in imposing the death penalty
for the offence, and further, as he himself pointed
out, Maximilian had no right to say, as he did,
&quot;

I may not serve, since I am a Christian
&quot;

; for

there were Christian soldiers in the army :

&quot;

Among the revered troops of our lords Dio
cletian and Maximian, of Constantius and Max-
imian Galerius there are Christian soldiers, who
perform their military service.&quot;

In Egypt, during the persecution of Decius, a
letter of Bishop Dionysius speaks of four soldiers

who formed part of the prefect s guard while he
was trying a Christian. Being Christians them
selves, they encouraged him to remain constant ;

whereupon they were forthwith arrested and
condemned to death.

At Caesarea in Palestine, under Macrinus,
Eusebius relates how an officer named Marinus,

competing for the rank of centurion, was de
nounced by a fellow-competitor as

&quot;

not sacrific

ing to the Emperors.&quot; Asked by the judge to

what sect he belonged, Marinus confessed to

Christianity. He was allowed three hours for

reflection to abjure his faith, but remaining con
stant in his profession, he was put to death.
There are here signs of a progress in military
toleration, since Marinus could have become a

centurion, and remained so without the obligation
of sacrificing : he was denounced before promo
tion. The growth of toleration is still more
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strikingly manifest in the case of Marcellus,

martyr in the Diocletian persecution, for Mar
cellus was already a centurion. The martyrdom
took place at Tangiers, under Maximinus Her
cules. Asked to sacrifice, Marcellus immediately
discarded his belt, his vine-branch, token of his

rank, and cried out : &quot;I serve Jesus Christ, the

eternal King. ... If the conditions of service be
that men are obliged to give religious honours
to gods and emperors, I fling from me the vine

and belt, I abandon the ranks and I decline to

serve.&quot; This means that Marcellus had been
able to rise to centurion s rank without any
question being made about his faith.

Christians were so numerous in the Roman army
at this time (the beginning of the fourth century)
that the persecution of Diocletian was first of all

and without exception of rank aimed at
&quot;

the
brethren who are in the service,&quot; as Eusebius
wrote. 1 The number of soldier martyrs men
tioned in the

&quot; Acta sanctorum
&quot;

and in the

various martyrologies is great.
&quot;

There was
therefore no incompatibility between the pro
fession of arms and the religion of Christ, as has
been repeated ; and the Church did not pass on
the military state the severe judgments of a few

rigid moralists.&quot;
2

For the fact is curious, that while Christian

customs were becoming more and more Roman,
most Christian moralists who treated ex professo of

war upheld the full rigour of Tertullian s principles.

Thus, for instance, Lactantius wrote 305-310 :

1 Ecclesiastical History, VIII, i, 7. Hereafter referred to

as H.E.
2 H. Delehaye, Greek Legends of Military Saints (1909),

p. 2.
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&quot; The just man will neither be allowed to

engage in military service, since his service is

justice itself, nor to accuse anyone of a capital
crime, for there is no difference whether you kill

with the sword or by word, since killing itself is

forbidden.&quot; l

Origen treats our question in various parts of his

work Contra Celsum. Celsus was a heathen, a
Roman philosopher with strong Roman bias and a
bitter opponent of Christianity. In his treatise,

Origen reproduces the objections proposed by
Celsus and adds his answers. It will be seen that
Celsus pressed his difficulties with power. He
begins his attack indirectly :

&quot; Whence come you, and who gave you laws and a
fatherland ?

&quot;

&quot; We came from Jesus, to whom we belong, and who
commanded us to change swords into ploughshares,
and lances into sickles. Wherefore we no longer draw
the sword against any nation, we no longer learn to

wage war, being as we are, thanks to Jesus, sons of

peace. At the voice of Jesus we have exchanged the
laws of our countries for the laws of our Master ; His

teaching is the law of humanity.&quot;
2

Elsewhere, Celsus reproaches Christianity with

being in contradiction to Judaism. The Old
Testament is a book of warfare, and exalts the
law of like for like, while the Gospel bids one who
has been struck on the right cheek turn his left to

the smiter. Origen replies that Jewish law was
not made for nations called to the faith and sub

ject to Rome. Christians could not slaughter
enemies, burn or stone those who had been justly
condemned for breaking laws, whatever Moses may

1
Lactantius, De Divinis Institutionibus, vi, 20, 16. See

also i, 1 8.
2 Contra Celsum, v, 33.

N
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have prescribed. God, in abolishing Jewish
autonomy showed that He was abrogating that
law ; just as by the aid He had given Christianity
in its institution throughout the world, in spite
of all the obstacles raised against it by

&quot;

emperors,
heads of nations and cities,&quot; He showed that the

Gospel was made for humanity.
In that case, asks Celsus, of what use are

Christians in the Empire ? He exhorts them to

help the Emperor with all their strength, to unite
with him in just actions, to fight for him, to serve
in his army, and if he demand it to command his

troops.
There is force in these words, it must be ad

mitted. If the
&quot;

contemptible inertia
&quot;

of which
Suetonius accuses Flavius Clemens is to be under
stood of Christianity, the reproach is grave.

Origen answers it by saying that Christians serve
the Empire by their prayers and virtue. The
religious man helps the emperor more efficaciously
than do soldiers in battle-order arrayed and ex

terminating as many of the enemy as possible.
You ask us to serve in the army for the public
good and to kill men

;
but you know well that

the priests of your idols and the neocori I of your
gods keep their hands pure of blood in order to be
able to offer the sacrifices, and that if war breaks

out, you never enrol them. How much more
should Christians keep their hands unstained,

they who by their prayers to God fight for those
who wage war justly and for those who govern
justly.

2

In this somewhat rhetorical development, one

1 Neocori were overseers of the temple who superintended
the sacrificial offerings. &amp;gt;

1^ ^
2 Contra Celsum, via, 73.&quot;
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statement stands out pointedly, namely that
Christians do not fight, do not wage war, do not
shed blood. They can only pray for the general

good. There is also an indication that war may
be just, in which case Christians pray for the
success of the prince s arms. A similar line of

thought is found in Dionysius of Alexandria,

quoted by Eusebius. 1

Origen does not tell us when a war is just.
In this same treatise, he likens Christians bound

together in prayer in face of the Devil to citizens

conspiring in secret to exterminate a tyrant who
is striving to possess himself of a city. But a

theory could with difficulty be drawn from a

passing comparison of this sort. More to the

point is his example of bees which he likens to

men in the well-ordered zeal they show in de

fending their hives. &quot;The wars of bees, &quot;he says,
&quot;

contains a lesson applicable to just and regular
wars, when such are necessary among men.&quot;

-

He sums up his idea of a just war in the words,
&quot;A war for the fatherland.&quot; But we must re

member that according to Origen, Christians do
not take up arms in a just war

; they pray, and
that is sufficient.

The contradiction between Christian customs
and Christian moralists stands out here in naked
crudeness : Catholicism is Roman, that is, has
been nationalized in an empire in which it cannot
but put its trust, and this empire is a military

monarchy whose prince is an Imperator about to

become Christian ;
Catholicism tolerates military

service, on condition that its faith is left intact.

On the other hand, the spirit of the Gospel is not

more Roman than Jewish ;
it is unconditioned in

1 H.E., vii, ii, 8.
2

C.C., iv, 82.
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regard to accidental political necessities. The

rigorism of moralists such as Tatian, Tertullian,

Origen, and later Lactantius, Jerome, Martin of

Tours, Paulinus of Nola to name a few is based
on a logic which time will prove wrong. The
need will then be apparent of distinguishing
between the real and the desirable, and without

cursing the one, aspiring to the other. Pacifism

is among things desirable
; thus it appeared to

Arnobius, who writing in Africa about the year
305 gives a charming sketch of the era of universal

peace, throwing it into the framework of Isaiah s

prophecy of the time when swords shall be turned
into ploughshares. But this consummation, he

adds, can only be reached if all men will give ear

to Christ s peace-bringing precepts :

&quot; Then in

deed the whole world having forged iron to

milder purposes will live in the gentlest peace,
and will be united in a life-giving harmony by the

inviolable sanction of alliances.&quot;
1

(6) CHRISTIANITY AFTER CONSTANTINE.

102. The Empire became officially Christian

under Constantine (A.D 313). It was now obliged
to decide its duties towards the State

; the situa

tion was totally different from that in which
moralists had hitherto been placed.
The first three centuries limited non-resistance

to persecution, and Christians had been heroically
faithful to this renunciation. The idea of evading
persecution by flight had appeared in the third

century, but it was not accepted without a struggle
and the reproach of flight from persecution
levelled against anyone, even a St. Athanasius,

always aroused Christian indignation. But the
1 Adv. Gentes, i, 6.
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peace of Constantine put an end to bloody perse
cution at least in principle, and it seemed as

though the precept of non-resistance was hence
forth to find no application.

Peace was certainly still regarded as a gift ot

God. In the year 320 and the years following,
the coins of Constantine were stamped with the
words &quot; Beata Tranquillitas,&quot; Blessed Peace.
The liturgy of the 8th book of the Constitutiones

Apostolic&amp;lt;2, representing an inspiration of the time

immediately preceding Theodosius, contains a

prayer for
&quot;

the prince
J&amp;gt;

and those constituted in

dignity an echo of St. Paul (i Tim. i. i) but to

these is joined
&quot;

the whole army, to the end that

all may be peaceful for us, and that living all the

days of our life in peace and concord, we may
glorify Thee,&quot; our God. And elsewhere,

&quot;

Pre
serve priests without stain in Thy service, princes
in peace, magistrates in justice, the weather

serene, fruits in abundance, the world in Thy all-

powerful providence : appease warlike nations,
convert those that stray far from Thee.&quot;

1

The profession of arms, formerly permitted to a

Christian with the exception of its pagan practices,
was now no longer subject to this exception. In
the same Book viii of the Const. Apost. it is

prescribed that the soldier who seeks baptism
is to be taught that he must do violence to no man,
must denounce no man, and that he must be
content with his pay instructions which recall

the words of St. John Baptist. If he promises to

observe these precepts, he is received
;
if he refuses,

he is rejected.

May he therefore shed blood ? On this ques
tion moralists assume an attitude of toleration

1
C.A., VIII, xii, 42, and xv, 4.
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which differs widely from the uncompromising
negative of former rigorists, though there are

still some misgivings.
St. Basil (fl. 365) offers the following tentative

solution :

Our Fathers did not reckon as murder the murders
committed in war ; it appears therefore to me that

they pardoned those who fought for the good and for

religion. Still, I should advise that those whose hands
are not unstained with blood should be deprived of

communion for three years.
1

His advice does not seem to have been followed.

St. Athanasius (fl. 350) is essentially of the same
mind as St. Basil. He likens the use of arms to

marriage rights : what God allows for a certain

end becomes abuse only if the end be departed
from.

Killing is not lawful ; yet to suppress enemies in war
is legitimate and worthy of praise. And for that reason

great rewards are decreed to such as have distinguished
themselves in war ; monuments are raised to them
which record their deeds. Thus it is that one and the
same act, which under one aspect and in certain circum
stances is not allowed, under another aspect and at its

proper time is licit and tolerated. The same is true of
the union of the sexes. 2

If we seek the salient fact which inaugurated a

Christian morality of war, we find it in the victory
of Constantine at the battle of the bridge of

Milvius, fought under Christian banners. The
official interpretation of this event is given in the

dedicatory inscription of the Arch of Constantine,
in these words :

Instinctu divinitatis . . . justis rempublicam ultus est

armis.

1
Epist., 1 88, 13.

2
Epist. ad Amunem.
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that is :

Under God s inspiration ... he avenged the state by
just war.

It will be noticed the sentiment of war as a

scourge of God has become dim in this inscrip
tion : the same is true of St. Ambrose s com
mentary. It required the terrible ravages of the

Goths to revive the notion in Christian morality,
103. St. Ambrose. St. Ambrose (A.D. 370)

was the first to publish an essay on Christian

duties in his treatise De Officiis (Of duties). The
title, the form of the work, and the fundamental
ideas are borrowed from Cicero, who in turn had
borrowed from the Stoics. The treatise is there

fore an attempt to express Christian virtues in

philosophical language already current among
Romans, completing it where it is deficient.

The following is an outline of his treatment of

the subject that interests us :

There are two kinds of courage, military and
civil. But the former, though estimable, since

it is found in our ancestors Joshua, Samson and

David, is not self-sufficient., or absolute ;
the

greater it is, the more liable is it to oppress the

feeble. Wherefore the primary thing to consider

in discussing the morality of war is Justice.

Only if the war is just is military courage a

virtue.

The law of virtue is to repel injustice, not to

commit it
;

it ordains no less the defence of one s

neighbour against injustice. An example of the

latter is furnished by Moses in defending a

Hebrew against the unjust aggression of an

Egyptian (Exodus ii, n). A war will therefore

be just if undertaken to defend one s native land
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against barbarians, or one s house against

brigands. To justice must be joined prudence,
moderation, temperance and magnanimity.
Thus while showing esteem for military courage,

and bringing it within the category of virtues,
St. Ambrose does not allow it absolute rights.
It is inferior to civil courage, which in turn must

give higher place to the courage of martyrs.
Moreover, military courage is subject to justice
for its right exercise. Justice is the mistress

virtue, and the foundation of justice is faith.

There may be infringement of justice not

merely by committing an unjust act, but also by
abstaining from the defence of one who is the

victim of injustice.
These ideas are with the exception of the

front rank given to martyrdom all of them

adapted from Stoic philosophy through Cicero,
sometimes verbatim. It was in this way that

the Saint laid down a first sketch of a reasoned
attitude of Christianity to the State. We may
glance back to see how this synthesis takes into

account the Gospel sentiments mentioned (n. 98).
The renunciation of self-defence, limited from

Apostolic times to the case of persecution and

martyrdom, has been placed in the category of

courage of which it is the highest expression.
The idea of war as a scourge of God has been

momentarily relegated to the background : the

Roman Empire appeared to be still so strong in

St. Ambrose s time, that nothing less than the

disastrous ravages of the Goths in 410 could

restore the idea that war is in its time a winnowing
fan in the hands of God.
On the lawfulness of the military profession

all doubt has been removed.
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What then has become of Gospel
&quot;

pacifism
&quot;

?

St. Ambrose answers by a distinction again
borrowed from Stoicism, there called the dis

tinction between perfect duties and intermediary
duties (officia perfecta, officia media), now called

precepts and counsels.
&quot;

If thou wilt be perfect,

go sell what thou hast, and give to the poor,
and thou shalt have treasure in heaven.&quot; . . .

(Mat. xix, 21). This dictum of the Master reveals

perfection without imposing it. And one need
not will to be perfect.

&quot; Thus it is that the

Stoic theory of the two kinds of duties serves

to comment the words of Christ and confirms
the distinction of precepts and counsels.&quot;

l

104. Summary. We might sum up the attitude

of Christians to war up to this period in the

following general view : Christianity was a gift
of God to man by which God s justice had been

poured into man s heart, which made those that
had it wish that God s will might prevail on earth ;

it was desired in God s Spirit, that is, a Spirit
of peace and love. Hence the Christian hated

war, which is diametrically opposed to that Spirit,
and the ideal which would abolish war would be
attained when all men embraced Christianity.
But that ideal was a long way off, and so long
as it remained an ideal, States would continue
to commit injustices. In this state of things,
it became a subsidiary duty to seek justice by
restoring it where violated, thus calling forth a

special though less perfect form of courage.
Hence, as between States, the necessity of military
service. But in this department Christianity
had a great work to do. They had to teach

1 R. Thamin, 5. Ambroise et la morale Chretienr.e, p. 224-
225.
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States that just wars did not mean wars useful

or expedient to themselves, they were not to be
instruments of mere self-aggrandisement.

Justice between States was to be decided by
a law superior to them and not depending on
their will. This will be insisted on by moralists

henceforth, by St. Augustine, by St. Thomas
Aquinas, by Vittoria, by Suarez : and it might
be well if to-day, when the pagan conception of

the State is showing a too vigorous revival, if

we, instead of insisting on the immediate realiza

tion of an ideal as yet out of range the total

suppression of war were to concentrate our
efforts on the more modest, but more necessary
task of reintroducing the Christian ideal of

Justice.

(7) ST. AUGUSTINE AND WAR
105. St. Augustine flourished at the end of the

fourth and beginning of the fifth century (355

430). He was converted from Manichaeism

chiefly under the influence of St. Ambrose
;
and

thereafter was engaged throughout his life in

combating the heresies that assailed the Church
in his time. A deep and original thinker, his

treatment of the various theological subjects he
had to take up left its impress on all subsequent
theological speculation. The presentation of St.

Augustine s views on war is difficult because he
wrote no systematic treatise on the subject ;

his

thoughts must be culled from various distinct

writings. This task is the more difficult by
reason of the polemical nature of his writings,
and the intensity with which he plunged into his

subject to the exclusion of everything else. He
was concerned in justifying a position against
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some erroneous opinions, and he defends his view
with such vigour as to appear extreme. To pick
out a sentence here and there and propose that

as the saint s views, without the consideration

of the whole context and atmosphere in which
the work was written would almost invariably
distort his teaching. We will content ourselves

with a summary of his doctrine.

His Philosophy of War. He drew his philo

sophy of war for the most part from the Old

Testament, and it is consequently bound up with
the idea of Providence. War is a fact under
direct divine control, and always serves the end
of Providence. It has always occurred and as

far as one can see will continue as long as man is.

Whether it is a good or an evil, God alone knows
;

we cannot judge ;
for we cannot tell whether

it is more useful or harmful that anyone should
live in peace, in order to reign, or serve, to lead
a tranquil life and die

;
or rather to wage war,

in order to command, to strive, conquer or be
killed. One thing is certain, if it is useful, it is

due to God s favour
;

if harmful it is by reason
of a Divine judgment. W hile deploring the
excesses of war, we may not condemn it in itself,

since God has often commanded it.

Wr
ar plays a considerable part in Divine

Providence. God uses it as a means to punish
the evil of kings and of peoples, and to test the

good. Providence decides the fate of wars,
their vicissitudes, their duration. Even unjust
wars are under Divine control

;
so that they

can never do real harm to the just, but rather

render them more worthy of reward by the

exercise of patience, humility, and submission.
Here St. Augustine is developing a line of
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thought contained in Jo. xix, n and Rom. viii,

28. 1

106. The Ethics of War. What are the duties

of the Christian with regard to war ? (i) Military
service is perfectly legitimate. He rejects the

opinion of those who would base a doctrine of

non-resistance on the New Testament : and

appeals to the words of the Baptist (Luke xiii, 14)
and to various incidents recorded of Christ

(Mat. xxii, 21 ibid, viii, 5 sqq.) in proof of the law
fulness of the profession.

2

(2) The Christian soldier is bound to obey
orders, and must strike without hesitation or

remorse and without fear of contracting the

guilt of homicide. By not obeying he would be

guilty of dereliction of duty.
3

(3) Therefore war is legitimate, at least under
certain conditions. This, he says, is a strict

conclusion from the fact that the soldiers who
sought the way of justice from the Baptist \vere

not told to abandon their profession.
4

(4) It is not war that is unlawful, but the evil

motives that so often govern those engaged in

it, and the excesses committed.

With what do we find fault in war ? Is it the death
of people who must die sooner or later, and who die there
in subduing the culpable by imposing peace on them ?

It is cowards who blame this, not religious-minded
people. But the desire of doing hurt, the cruelty of

vengeance, the transports of an implacable animosity,
the fury of revolt, the passion for domination and other

1 Cf. De Civitate Dei, xv, 4 ; xix, 7 ; xix, 15 ; xvi, 43
v, 22. Contra Faustum, xxii, 74-78.

z Contra Faustum, xxii, 74-77.
3 De Civ. Dei, i, 21, 26.
4
Epis., 138, ii, 14, 15 ;

De Civ. Dei, iv, 15 ; xix, 17;
Contra Faustum, xxii, 73, 74, 75.
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things of the same sort, these are what is blamed in

war with reason. 1

(5) What then is legitimate war ? Setting
aside that undertaken by God s direct command,
which admits of no discussion, a legitimate war
is one ordered by legitimate authority, in order

that the just may obtain reparation for injury,
or in order to punish rebels, those puffed up by
false ambition, and other delinquents. These
faults demand punishment, according to right

justice ; wherefore, when conditions are such
that nothing but armed force can attain the end,
war must be declared by the authority, and

subjects must participate in it by obedience.

This is the theory of the just war. 2

When St. Augustine applies this criterion to

past wars, he finds that most of Rome s wars were

unlawful, either in the motives that originated
them, or in their results. In any case, the

extension of Rome s Empire, even when due to

a just war, is due to the iniquity of their neigh
bours, and cannot therefore be a subject of

congratulation to the good. It seems that what

Augustine blames so severely in the wars of

ancient Rome is that the provocation given them

by their neighbours was used merely for self-

aggrandisement, and had not in view to correct

injustices and to reduce the turbulent to peace
the real end of war. 3

But the past is unalterable ; what behoves us
is to learn the lesson of the past to prevent
iniquity in future. St. Augustine turns therefore

to consider what are the duties of Christians when

engaged in war.
1 Contra Faustum, xxii, 74.

2 Ibid.
3 De Civ. Ded, iv, 15.
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107. (i) The Christian s one desire must be

peace ;
to preserve it as long as possible, to pray

God to maintain it
; and when at last compelled

to wage war, to do so with the one idea of restor

ing peace. War is a last resource.

Be therefore peaceful even in war
; by your victories

make those who are fighting understand the utility of

peace.
1

(2) In passing judgment on the necessity of

a war, the Christian must determine two points.
Is the cause a just one, and is the authority a

legitimate one ?

Of these, the justice of a cause required defini

tion at his hands, since according to Roman
jurists, a war was just solely by the fact that
the State had declared it. St. Augustine defines
it as follows :

Just wars are denned to be those which avenge
injuries when, for instance, a people on whom war is

to be declared have either failed to make reparation for
some wrong committed by their subjects or to return
what has been taken unjustly (per injurias).

2

(3) A just war having been declared by the

legitimate authority, the first duty of the Christian
soldier is obedience. If ordered to kill, he must
do so without trouble of conscience

;
so that

even though his chief sins in giving the command,
the soldier is innocent his role is to obey.

Ruses, ambushes may be employed ; for God com
manded Joshua so to act. Hence they do not infringe
justice.

3

(4) In these matters the Christian and the

pagan are not differentiated. But where the
former will show himself Christian is the spirit

1
Epist., 189, 6. 2

Quces. in Hept., vi, 10.
8 De Civ. Dei, i, 26 ;

Contra Faustum, xxii, 75.
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in which he wages war. In the midst of the

fighting, he will never forget that peace is what
he is striving for. This idea is one that recurs

continually under the saint s pen. The following

quotation will suffice :

No one but desires peace. Even those who wish for

war wish only to conquer : therefore it is a glorious peace
they are aiming at through war. Hence it is for the

purpose of peace that wars are undertaken, even by
those who seek an outlet for their warlike valour in

command and in battle. Whence the inference that

peace is the end aimed at, wished for, in war. 1

Again, writing to a friend, Count Boniface,
at the time a rebel in Africa,

In war even, if you needs must still be engaged in it,

hold to the faith, seek after peace.
2

Christian duties accompany the soldier to the
battlefield. He must keep his word with the

enemy ;
he must show humanity and pity. As

far as possible, he must spare the conquered.
Writing to the same, before his defection and
when he had been entrusted with the subjugation
of native tribes, he says :

If the enemy who is fighting must perish, let it be by
necessity, not by your will. If rebellion and resistance

call for violence, the conquered or the captive has a

right to compassion, especially when clemency does not

jeopardize the interests of peace.
3

Such is, in outline, the theory of St. Augustine
on war. It is characterized by sound sense, and

attempts to bring the faith of the Christian into

harmony with his civic duties. The saint recog
nizes the lawfulness of military service and of

war, but emphasizes the difference made to the

1 De Civ. Dei, xv, 4.
z

Epist., 220, 12.
3

Ibid., 189, 6.
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notion of just war by the Christian ideal, and
also the difference made to the methods of waging
war.

The theory is not particular to Augustine,
for the same outlines are found in the writings
of most of the bishops of the fourth century,

especially St. Ambrose. His merit is to have
diffused it among those who had need of its lessons,

the man of the world, the statesman, the soldier,

for he was in correspondence with them all. And
in particular, he impressed it deeply on the minds
of the faithful through his work, De Civitate Dei,
destined to secure the admiration and study of

subsequent generations.
The central point of the theory is the notion

of justice. No doubt even heathens, as Plato,

Cicero, and Seneca, had spoken of the necessity
of justice in wr

ar, but in reality the absolute

supremacy of the State had annulled the notion.

Augustine and his contemporaries transferred

the domain of justice from the citizen to the

man. That is, by making God the principle of

justice the arbiter of just causes was now man s

own conscience. The result was seen in the

sweeping condemnation of Rome s wars in the

past, and of all future wars of mere ambition and

conquest.
The one weak point in his doctrine is his Old

Testament conception of war : it implies a con
tinuous and direct intervention of God in the

world s affairs, and takes war out of man s control.

But in reality, with the advent of the New Testa

ment, God no longer ordains war as in the Old.

To conscience is left the task of deciding whether
a war is just or not, and unhappily the ideal of

justice varies with the conscience of each, espe-
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daily when the divergent interests of opponents
are concerned. Later theologians saw this weak
ness, and endeavoured to remedy it by seeking
a foundation for the criterion of justice in

dependent of the parties to the dispute ; they
thought they had found it in the arbitration of

God s representatives on earth the Church or
the Pope. But we are still awaiting a final

solution to this difficult problem.
Be that as it may, the doctrine of Augustine

made its mark on international history. As
late as 1148, the majority of St. Augustine s

texts on war were incorporated in the Decretum

Gratiani, a summary of Canon Law. Thence in

all probability St. Thomas Aquinas drew his

knowledge of St. Augustine s teaching. It was
principally through Gratian and Aquinas that
the saint s doctrine passed into the schools and
received a further development at their hands.
We will go on to consider how St. Thomas

treats the question.

(8) ST. THOMAS AQUINAS

108. The great work of Aquinas was to sys
tematize theology and morals. He unified Tradition

by expressing it in the terms of one philosophy
borrowed from Aristotle. The result has been

recognized and approved by the Church, and
for this reason we may select it as the norm of

her mind in his time. St. Thomas flourished in

the thirteenth century. He was born in 1226
and died in 1274, having taught theology at.

Paris the greater part of his life.

His doctrine of war is drawn from the Decretum

Gratianum, and through it from St Augustine.
It differs in no important respect from the latter,
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but consists in an ordered and reasoned resume

of his scattered teaching on the point.
In regard to the fundamental question, whether

war is ever permissible, it may be said that by
this time the discussion was little more than

academical. It regained some importance in

the time of Luther, who contended that Christians

had no right even to resist the Turks, but the

arguments in justification of war varied but

little, if at all. It was introduced by scholastics

rather in order to give completeness to their

treatises than because there was a moment s

doubt about an affirmative answer. But greater
attention began to be directed on the motives

justifying the waging of war : in other words,
the question

&quot; What constitutes a just war ?
&quot;

was analysed more closely.
1

109. (i) War is Permitted if it be Just. A just
war demands three conditions.

(a) It must be declared by the legitimate

authority, by the
&quot;

prince.&quot;
In the Middle Ages

this word denoted any corporate body or person
that exercised legitimate authority, Emperor,
King, Lord, &c., whether ruling a kingdom,
province, or city.

(b) The war must have a just cause.

In order that the cause may be just, those who are

attacked must have merited the attack by reason of

some fault. This is the reason that St. Augustine says :

&quot;

Just wars are defined to be those that avenge violated

rights (injurias] ,
when the nation or city is to be punished

because it has neglected to punish evil done by its own
subjects or to return what has been taken unjustly
(per injuriam}.&quot;

2

(c) The third condition is a right intention,
1 St. Thomas treats the question of war in 2.2se, QUCBS. 40.
z Loc. cit., art. i.
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namely the intention of furthering some good or

of preventing some evil.

The absence of any of these conditions renders
the war immoral.
The first declares unlawful any war waged by

a private individual. The second requires the

violation of a right. War is therefore an act of
&quot;

vindictive &quot;*

justice, whose aim is to punish
injustice, and to restore the equilibrium upset
by the unjust act. Thomas does not proceed
further than this in his analysis of a just cause

;

it was left to his successors to particularize the

nature and gravity of the cause that justified

taking up arms.
The third condition brings into relief the end

of war, namely the restoration of peace by a

restoration of rights. The end of war is peace.
Wars of conquest, of ambition are condemned by
the two last conditions, and later Vittoria will

not hesitate to condemn as unjust many of the

Spanish wars in the New World.
110. St. Thomas considers three subsidiary

questions :

(1) Subjects are bound to obey when called

upon by the legitimate authority to wage a just
war. He nowhere considers the duties of sub

jects when the war is unjust, nor are we warranted
in transferring to this intricate question the

general remarks to be found elsewhere on the

duties of subjects in regard to unjust orders

issued by superiors.
2

(2) Clerics and bishops are not allowed to take

active part in the operations of war. They may
1 For the meaning of the word &quot;

vindictive
&quot;

in this

connection, see n. 44.
2 Cf. 2.2ae, 104, art. 6.
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accompany armies in order to minister to them
spiritually, they may exhort them and lead them
to war, but the exercise of arms is incompatible
with the clerical state. 1

(3) Stratagems are allowable in war, so long
as they consist in methods of hiding the truth
from the enemy. But it is not allowable to
use stratagems by telling the enemy positive
lies or by breaking one s word. 2

(4) Booty. All booty taken in war becomes
the property of the belligerent who has justice on
his side

;
but if booty be taken in unjust war,

the belligerent is guilty of rapine, and is bound
to restitution. 3

No distinction is here drawn between booty
taken from combatants and non-combatants.
This is all the more remarkable, as Urban II

had extended the Truce of God (Appendix A) to

the whole of France where St. Thomas taught
in 1095. By this Truce all attack was for

bidden on priests, monks, children, the aged, and
unarmed peasants. It was left to later scholastics

to consider the rights of non-combatants in war
(see next section).

St. Thomas follows St. Augustine in meeting
the objections to war raised from Scripture.
As we are not concerned directly with these

difficulties, there is no* need to enter into details.

Suffice it to mention that he refers our Lord s

dictum
&quot;

All that take the sword shall perish
with the sword

&quot;

to its use by a private in

dividual without the sanction of his superior ;

this is, in fact, what happened when Peter drew
his sword to defend his Master.

1
2.2ae, 40, 2. z Loc. cit., art. 3.

3
2.283, Quces., 66, art. 8.
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The doctrine of non-resistance is to be applied
to the individual s own good : since it may
become a precept in certain conditions, it requires
some ascetic preparation of mind to acquire it,

for use when need arises. But the common
good, the good of one s own state, or even that

of the enemy, may demand resistance and the
use of force.

Thus Aquinas, while recapitulating the doctrine

of war as it had been hitherto understood in the

Church, threw out a few suggestions which were
to be made the basis of a further development
by subsequent moralists. These were, a more
detailed treatment of a

&quot;

just cause,&quot; and the
relations of belligerents. In the former, Christian

thought had already broken off with the Roman
concept of what may be called

&quot;

State justice,&quot;

by introducing the notion of a common brother
hood of man : in the latter, Christian charity
was to introduce a softening influence which, in

theory, has continued increasing to the present

day.

(9) THE CATHOLIC DOCTRINE OF WAR IN

THE MIDDLE AGES

111. This period is characterized by a more

analytic treatment of the elements which con
stitute a just war. An impulse was given to the

investigation by the discovery of the New World,
which resulted in wars of conquest by the

Spaniards to establish their domination there.

As was natural under the circumstances, the

question was most completely threshed out by
Spanish theologians, who formed in the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries a remarkable group of

men of the highest intellectual attainments.
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Among them two especially stand out prominently
in international science Francis de Vittoria and
Francis Suarez. The former was born in 1480
at Vittoria, joined the Dominican order, and

professed theology at Salamanca the most
famous University in Spain until that of Alcala
was founded by Cardinal Ximenez in 1500.
Suarez was born in 1546 at Granada, joined the

Jesuit order, taught theology at Valladolid,

Rome, Alcala, Salamanca, and Coimbra, and
died at Lisbon in 1617.

Others worthy of notice are Dominic Soto

(1494-1560), pupil of Vittoria
;

Gabriel Vasquez
(1551-1694) ; John de Lugo (1583-1660), all

Spaniards ;
and Cajetan (1469-1534), Italian.

112. (i) War is Permissible. This discussion
ran along the lines traced by previous moralists.

Suarez 1 treats the point with some originality.

Proposing the difficulty that war, with all its

slaughter, is incompatible with the ideal of the

Christian, which consists in the love of God
and one s neighbour, he answers that a just war
is not so. For goodwill depends on Peace, and
this in turn can only be established if justice

governs the relations between States. When
this is seriously disturbed, war is often the only
means of obtaining a true and lasting peace.
Further, war does not in itself connote hatred
of one s enemies

; it implies, no doubt, hatred
of the unjust act committed, with the intention
of punishing it. But punishment of a crime is

quite consistent with goodwill towards the
criminal. Nevertheless, he adds, though war is

not an evil in itself, yet on account of the evils

it inevitably brings in its train the need of waging
1 De Caritate. Disputatio, xiii.
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it must be very pressing before it can be declared
lawful. .

113. (2) What Constitutes a Just War.

(i) A Nation is always Justified in Rep.
an Unjust Attack by Force of Arms. This was the
universal teaching.

As regards defensive warfare, there can be no doubt
[that it is permitted], for one may always repel force

by force. 1

Nevertheless, if the attack be just, it is no longer
lawful to defend one s self by force.

Whoever has been justly and legitimately condemned
may not defend himself against his legitimate judge.

2

The author is speaking of war.

But if there be any doubt about the justice,
there is a stronger obligation on the part of subjects
to follow their prince than in a doubtfully just
offensive war. 3

Nor does a defensive war require the authoriza

tion of the prince before the subjects take up
arms. This condition only applies to offensive

warfare. 4

(ii) What Constitutes a Just Offensive War.
Three conditions must be fulfilled: (A) Legiti
mate authority. (B) Just cause. (C) Right inten

tion.

114. (A) Only the Legitimate Public Authority
can Declare War. It is necessary here to say
a few words on the theory of theologians as to

the derivation of authority in order to understand

their teaching about war.

The authority of the State is not derived from
1 Vittoria, De Jure Belli, 3.
2 Soto, De Justitia et Jure, V, vi, 4.
3
Vittoria, op. cit., 31.

4 Vittoria, op. cit., 3 ; Suarez, De Caritate. Disp., xiii, 2.
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any pact or contract between men. -Authority*
with its corollary, the right to punish, comes
from God. It comes from Him in the sense that,
man being by nature made for society, God, in

implanting this nature in him, has by that very
fact endowed society with all the necessary means
for preserving itself, and of these authority is

the most important. It was further held by
many theologians of this period that the authority
resides in the first instance in the nation as a

whole, and is by it transferred to the
&quot;

Prince,&quot;

who henceforth becomes the wielder of this power
as minister of God,

&quot;

an avenger to execute
wrath upon them that do evil

&quot;

(Rom. xiii. 4).
No individual, as such, has any natural supre

macy over other men, nor has he, as individual,

any right to punish others, much less has he the

right to punish by killing. Hence this power
which is undoubtedly found in States, and is

necessary to their preservation, comes to them
from God. It cannot come from positive institu

tion, because no one can give a power he does
not possess.

This is the clear teaching of our authors ;

for instance, Vittoria :

The State (respublica) has the power of killing by
divine right.

1

and again :

The State has the duty of committing this power only
to such a one as will put it into operation justly, other
wise it places itself in peril.

2

Suarez agrees with Vittoria, and as regards the
derivation of authority from God in some way
or other, all authors are in accord.

1 De Potestate civili, 7.
2

Ibid., 12.
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This right of punishing is intended primarily
for use within the State, The Prince has certainly
the right therefore to punish malefactors, be they
single or a collection (as in the case of a city or

province in rebellion), who are his own subjects,
and has the power of killing, if the gravity of

the case demands it. This same power they
proceed to extend to the cases where malefactors

are foreigners, by the following considerations :

If a foreigner commits some unjust act, the

first thing to do is to ask the proper authority
to punish it. But if the latter will not fulfil his

obligations ; if, on the contrary, he takes part
with the malefactor ;

if he himself is one of those

who has violated the just rights of the offended

State, is the crime to remain unpunished, so that

order cannot be re-established, and the offended

State be made subject to constant vexatious

treatment, making peace within its borders an

impossibility ? No, for in presence of such a
dereliction of duty, the authority which the

offending State has refused to exercise passes
over to the offended .State, and the latter, by
reason of this temporary authority, has the right
to judge and, condemn, if need be, the culpable

people and State, and to declare war on them.

War therefore is nothing but the execution
of a judicial sentence. It is an act of

&quot;

vindic

tive
&quot;

justice.
This is the cardinal principle that underlies

the treatment of war by all the moralists of the
Middle Ages, the only one professed until the
end of the sixteenth century : The authority
who declares war is acting in the quality of judge
of his enemies. This role gives him his rights
and at the same time limits the power he may
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justly e\ : On account of the

importance of this principle, a few examples from
various authors will be

(u;iven to show how thi

proposed it.

Cajctan
; ilia! while, a private individual

is permitted to repel force by force ami m&amp;gt; n,

a State may not only do this, but lib. -wise j^.niisli

the injustice of which it or one of its sul&amp;gt;i&amp;lt;

has been the rid

And this applies equally to foreign culprit \vh &amp;gt; are
not its subjects. . . . When the culprits MTC I :

this right to punish flows from the fact tii.it raeh :

must be self-sufficient. Hut il it had not \\\c. power to

punish foreign peoples and authorities it would !&amp;gt;.-

imperfect and incomplete ;
for then tyrants, criminals,

thieves, assassins, brigands, and all citi/ens of a foreign
State who committed evil actions would escape punish
ment altogether, and there would be a defect in

natural order in matters of supreme importance.

Suarez :

2

In order to preserve peace within the Stale, there
must be a legitimate power to punish I he crimes of

subjects. So, too, in the world, in order that States

may live at peace, there must be a power to punish
violation of rights between States. But this po\v;-r
not reside in any power superior [to the States them
selves], since there is none in our hypothesis. It must
therefore perforce reside in the Sovereign of the State

wronged, to whom the other becomes
subje&amp;lt;

-(. l&amp;gt;v reason
of his fault. A war of this kind takes the place of a
sentence of vindictive justice.

Vittoria :
3

Offensive warfare has for object the punishment of an
unjust act and to extort satisfaction from enemies ;

but this cannot be done unless there has been a previous
fault and the violation of a right (tnjuria).

In section 19 of the same work, he justifies the
1 Commentaries in St. Thomas, iii, in 2.235, Quas. xl.
* De Caritate, XIII, iv, 5.

8 De Jure lidli, 13.
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right by the same process of reasoning as in the
above quotations.
The above will suffice to exemplify the unani

mous teaching of moralists at this time.

It will be seen from the theory so far put for

ward why war must be declared by the legitimate

authority. Being the execution of a sentence

passed by a judge, and including in itself the

power of life and death over the culprit, it can

only be exercised by the authority which has
such a power, and its mandatories. The sentence
of death is supposed to be deserved, since it is

universally laid down that war may only be

waged for the most serious violations of right and
in the last resort.

Hence the soldiers employed by the proper
authority have the right to kill, within the limits

of their mandate, just as the executioner has, but

only within those limits. This forced on the
moralists the consideration of the treatment
to be accorded to non-combatants, as will be seen.

It further compelled them to consider what were
the limits of the authority of the enemy who had

justice on his side. (See n. 119.)
115. (B) There must Exist a Just Cause for

War. This, as follows evidently from what has

already been said, must be the violation of some

right.

There is but one just cause of war, the violation of a

right.
1

There can be no just war without a legitimate and
necessary cause. This is certain and evident. As to
this just and sufficient cause, it consists in a grave
violation of right, which cannot be repaired or punished
by any other means. 2

1
Vittoria, De Jure Belli, 13.

2 Suarez, De Caritate. Disp., xiii, 4.
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This resort to war as a last resort, when all

other means have failed, is insisted on by all as a
condition of its lawfulness. It is so obvious
that it is useless to illustrate it by quotations.

Vittoria examines in detail some possible
causes of war that might be alleged as sufficient

to justify war. He rejects them all. They are :

(1) Difference of religion.

(2) Extension of empire.
(3) Some advantage accruing to the prince in

particular, as an increase of glory.
He concludes by the quotation given above, that

there is only one just cause of war, namely, the
violation of a right.

1 In his treatise, De Indis,
which referred to the natives of the provinces
seized by the Spaniards in America, he rejects

many other spurious titles which had actually
been put forward by the conquerors in defence of

their actions. They claimed that they had the

right to take possession of these lands, and that

consequently the attempts of the natives to rebel

against their authority was punishable by war.

They founded this claim :

(i) On the right of the
&quot;

first occupant.&quot;

Vittoria makes the obvious reply that the natives
were in occupation before the Spaniards arrived,
and therefore had lawful possession of the land.

(ii) The Indians are an inferior race.

(in) They are infidels.

(iv) They are deprived of reason.

None of these reasons, says Vittoria, is sufficient

to deprive the natives of their property, which is

theirs by right even supposing they were true

reasons, which he does not admit.

(v) Indians may be deprived of their territory,
1 De Jure Belli, 10 sqq.
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because of their crimes, especially crimes against
the natural law.

&quot;

Christian princes,&quot; answers our author,
&quot;

have
no authority whatever to punish crimes committed

by barbarians, even though they be against the
natural law : nor can the Pope give them
authority to do so, for he has no jurisdiction over
infidels.&quot;

1

Suarez and Soto concur in this opinion.
Vittoria admits that civilized nations may

intervene in favour of innocent subjects whose

rights are being violated by the tyranny of the
Indian chiefs. They may compel these to

abandon their evil customs and criminal rites.

The only just cause which the Spaniards might
have for waging war against Indians would be
where the latter refused to accord them those

rights which belong to every human being so

long as they behave themselves of living in

society w
Tith any other. Strangers have the right

to enter another country, to live there, to carry
on commerce, and so forth, provided they do no
harm to the inhabitants. If these rights are

refused without just cause, if the refusal is per
sisted in after representations have been made, it

may become lawful to vindicate these rights by
force of arms, and to assume domination over the

country to secure their being respected.
But Vittoria hints plainly enough that the

Spaniards had given the natives quite sufficient

reason to suspect them ;
in any case, the way

they set about conquering the American posses
sions did not fulfil any of the conditions he lays
down. These conditions, as will be easily noticed,

depend on the fundamental principle, that the
1
op. tit., ii, 1 6.
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sole cause of just war is the violation of a

right.
116. The conclusion to be drawn from this

principle is that war cannot be just on both sides

at the same time. Doubtful rights do not give a

just cause ;
the existence of a right must be

established, before any one can be condemned for

having acted against it. In case of doubt, there

fore, the dispute between States must be other

wise settled.

Given that a prince is in bona fide possession, if a
doubt arise and, after as serious and impartial examina
tion of the matter as possible, persists, he has the right
of not giving up what he possesses, and another prince
has not the right, in the same conditions, of depriving
him of his possession.

[But if it be a case, not of possession, but of inheri

tance, and a dispute arise between two Powers, with

equal show of probability on both sides and without any
certainty being possible] it seems that if one of the parties
offers a compromise, such as a partition or partial com
pensation, the other is bound to favour the proposition,
even though it be the stronger Power and able to make
itself master of the whole by force of arms

; otherwise
it would be without a just cause. 1

Vasquez discusses the case of doubt at length
in his Commentary on St. Thomas, in secunda

parte, Disp. Ixiv. cap. 3. He concludes that
when doubts cannot be raised, the parties to the

dispute must have recourse to arbitration, for, says
he, to allow that they may in such a case leave

the issue to the sword is altogether unheard of.

A War of this nature would be unjust on both
sides. There is, however, one case where the
war may be just on both sides.

Apart from, the case of invincible ignorance, it is evident
that war cannot be just on both sides at the same time ;

1
Vittoria, De Jure Belli, 2730.
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for if both parties have evident rights war is not per
mitted, neither offensive nor defensive. 1

War cannot be just on both sides at the same time,

except in the case of invincible ignorance.
2

Ignorance is said to be
&quot;

invincible
&quot; when it

remains, after all diligence possible has been

employed in examining the case. This ignorance
will more likely be found among subjects than

among the authorities.

117. (C) A right intention is required to make the

war a just one. The word &quot;

just
&quot; must be here

understood in a slightly different sense to that given
it in the phrase

&quot;

a just cause of war.&quot; It means
&quot;

in accordance with reason, inspired by natural

or supernatural principles,&quot; and refers to the act

of will which determines on the prosecution of

war. It may be that an evil intention, e.g. the

will to do the opponent as much harm as possible,
to satisfy a grudge, or to seize upon as much of the

property of the enemy as possible, vitiates this act

and renders it sinful. It will not affect the justice
of the objective cause of war ;

at least, so nearly
all the authors taught. A State has the right to

keep what it has justly recovered, even though it

has not acted from a right motive from the moral

point of view. If a person snatches a five pound
note out of my hand, and in the process of re

covering it by force I take the opportunity of

wiping off old scores against him, I still have the

right to retain the money regained, though I may
be liable for the wanton damage committed over

and above what was necessary to persuade him
to return his ill-gotten gains, and though my

1
Vasquez, loc. cit.

2
Vittoria, De Jure Belli, 32. Similarly Scto, De Justitia

et ] lire, book V, 0u. i, chap. vii.
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motive, in so attacking him, may be sinful.

Cajetan explains this very clearly in his Summula,
sub voce &quot;

Bellum.&quot;

There is (in such a case) no cause for restitution, for

the thief or the vanquished has been justly deprived
of what he had taken and surfers no unjust damage,
although it is true that on the part of him who passed
sentence of condemnation (i.e. the adversary) there is

malice hurtful to the soul, since he performed a just
action without the intention of acting justly.

118. Obligations ofPrinces and of Subjects. The
authorities on whom the declaration of war de

pends are bound to take as much care to ascertain

the justice of the cause as is a judge to discover

by a careful sifting of evidence the innocence or

guilt of a prisoner.
1

If subjects are convinced that a war is unjust
on their side the moralists agree that they are

bound not to take part in the righting. But, as a

very general rule, they are not bound to make
enquiries into its justice ; they may presume that
this has been done by their authority. As a

matter of fact, says Vittoria, those not in the

diplomatic service cannot be in a position to judge,
as it would be neither possible nor expedient to

make public to everyone the affairs of a nation.

Moreover, granted that the general public were
in a position to judge, they would not be listened

to. Hence they would have made their inquiry

fruitlessly.
2 As a consequence, it may often

happen that, as far as the soldiers are concerned,
the war is just on both sides.

This important conclusion led the moralists to

consider the treatment to be meted out to the

1
Vittoria, op. cit., 20 sag. ; Suarez, op. tit., xiii, 6.

2
Op. cit., 25. Item, Suarez, op. tit., xiii, 6.
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various culprits engaged on the side of the unjust
adversary.

119. Treatment of Enemy Subjects. The rights
of the victor (supposing of course he has justice
on his side) are :

To retake what he had lost.

To make peace certain, since this is the end of

war.
To punish the culprits.
In regard to the first, the victor may also claim

compensation for his losses during the war.

Enemies goods may be seized to the amount of the

expenses of the war and of the damage unjustly inflicted

by the foe, for

(1) They are due by the enemy.
(2) A private individual, when he has no other

means, may seize all that a debtor owes him.

(3) If there were a legitimate judge of the two parties
at war, he would have to sentence the unjust aggressors
not merely to the restitution of the things taken, but
further, to the reparation of all damages, including the

expenses of the war. But the prince who has justice
on his side plays the part of judge : he may therefore
exact compensation from the enemy for all damage. . . .

Territory, fortresses, fortified towns of the enemy
may be taken and kept to compensate for the losses

caused by the enemy, if these, e.g., have burnt a town
or forests or vines or olive plantations.

1

Since peace is the aim of war, actions are per
mitted, beyond the above, which are necessary
to secure a lasting peace. Hostages, arms, ships,
the cession of a fort or town may be exacted when
these are

&quot;

loyally and in good faith
&quot;

judged
needful for the purpose
The punishment which war is intended to in

flict on culprits may be either booty taken from

1 Vittoria, De Jure Belli, 17 and 54.
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them, slavery, death or other methods. We will

treat only of the third of these.

120. (i) It is never allowable to kill the innocent

intentionally.

Hence, even in wars with the Turks, it is not permitted
to kill women and children.

In wars among Christians, inoffensive tillers of the
soil may not be killed, or the whole civil and peaceful
population ; for all must be presumed innocent until
the contrary is proved. For the same reason, strangers
either travelling through the country or inhabiting it

may not be put to death ; and clerics and religious,
who are to be considered innocent unless the opposite
is proved, as when they are caught arms in hand. 1

But operations of a deadly nature are allowed

against culprits, even though it be foreseen that
in the process many innocent will be accidentally
killed

; as when a town is bombarded.
121. (2) As regards the guilty, death may be in

flicted, even after the war, at least on the chief

culprits.

When victory has been gained and danger has passed
the guilty may rightly be put to death. . . .

But the sole motive of punishing a violation of right
is not always sufficient to justify the capital sentence
on all the guilty. It would not be permitted, in the
case of the citizens of a place, to put all the guilty to
death for a crime committed by a province or a town ;

or in a general revolt to execute a whole population. . . .

The punishment must be proportionate to the wrong
done and to the losses caused.2

In strict justice, says the same author, prisoners

may be put to death if they be guilty. But
international law must here be taken into account,
and it forbids the slaughter of prisoners, unless

they attempt escape. As to hostages, these may
not be put to death unless the enemy has broken

1
Vittoria, op. cit., 35.

2
Vittoria, op. cit., 47.
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faith, and then only when the hostages are among
the guilty. Women, children, and other innocent

people may never be killed.

122. We may conclude by a passage from the

oft-quoted work of Vittoria which shows that in

practice, according to him, this punishment of

death after the war can be rarely exercised.

The passage will be found in Sections 59 and 60 :

It must not be forgotten that punishment must be

proportioned to the guilt of the one who is to be punished.
It can happen that princes, even without just cause,
will make war in good faith, in such good faith that they
cannot be considered guilty. In that case they may
not be punished, nor, therefore, can anything be taken
from them above a just compensation, nor may they
be put to death. And it is well known that the case of

good faith, even in an unjust war, may frequently occur

among the soldiers.

When victory has been gained and the war is over,
it must be used with Christian moderation and modesty :

the victor must look on himself as judge who is deciding
between two States, one of which has violated the rights
of the other. As judge, and not as prosecutor, is he to

pronounce sentence restoring justice to the injured party.
But after having chastised the guilty as they deserve,
he must bend his efforts to reduce to a minimum the
disaster and misfortune that have overtaken the guilty
State ; the more so as, among Christians, the fault lies

for the most part with the princes : for subjects are in

good faith in fighting for their princes, and it is unjust
to a degree, as the poet says, that the Achaians should
be punished for the follies of their kings.

II. GROTIUS AND SUBSEQUENT
DEVELOPMENTS

(By FRANCIS F. URQUHART, M.A.)

123. The Middle Ages. It is the habit among
a number of modern writers on international law
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to eliminate the Middle Ages. According to

some these ages were too barbarous,
&quot;

a period
of darkness little favourable to the evolution of

legal principles &quot;; according to others, Europe
was a commonwealth under Pope and Emperor
and there was therefore no occasion for inter

national law. As a matter of fact the sovereignty
of the Emperor was hardly ever anything but

illusory ; and the Popes, when they endeavoured
to make peace between contending States, took

up the position of arbitrators and representatives,
of the moral law, not that of sovereigns (see

Appendix). Hence the Middle Ages are rich

in examples for international jurists, indeed

Bishop Stubbs has pointed out that mediaeval

wars were as a rule wars of rights, the combatants
&quot;

alleged a legal claim or a legal grievance ;

and, in the majority of cases, real legal claims

and real legal grievances.&quot;

Reformation and Renaissance. It is true, how
ever, that the absolute independence of each

State, which is the basis of the seventeenth

century international law, did not become fully

accepted till, in the sixteenth century, mediaeval

Christendom was split into fragments. The
ferocious individualism of the Renaissance period
was transferred to the State and the classical

expression of this change is to be found in the

writings of Machiavelli ;
in them there is no

sign of the conception that the actions of the

State come in any way under the moral law.

The Reformation which followed the Renaissance

increased, on the one hand, the authority of the

State, while on the other it added bitterness to

the wars of the sixteenth century.
124. Grotius. By 1600 the first and most
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violent period of the Wars of Religion was over

and there came a short interval of attempted
reconciliation. In many quarters efforts were
made to heal the wounds of Europe, and one of

these efforts was the great work of Hugo Grotius

on international law. His De Jure Belli et Pads
was published in 1625 after the beginning of the

Thirty Years War, but it is the fruit of the period
of pacification. He was a universal genius ;

a

Dutch Protestant, but one of the leaders of the

Arminian party who were in favour of toleration

and who were harshly persecuted by the Cal-

vinists. The principles that underlie Grotius

treatise are those of Christian tradition and
of the ethical system elaborated by the schoolmen
and by the great theological writers down to

Suarez, for whom indeed Grotius professed a

great admiration. In the application of these

principles, too, Grotius made great use of the

two systems of Roman and Canon Law, systems
which had become naturalized in, or been
created by, the Middle Ages ;

it is thus possible
to say with Dr. Figgis that international law is a

sort of legacy of the Middle Ages. On the other

hand the scale and thoroughness of the De Jure
Belli et Pads, its exclusive devotion to inter

national problems and its connexion with current

events make it a work of great originality. It

owed its existence more to the political con
ditions of the time than to its literary parentage,
and the author writes more as a man of action

and practical experience than he does as a
scholar. In the introduction to the work he
describes his motives:

&quot;

I saw prevailing through
out the Christian world a licence in making war
of which even barbarous nations would have been
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ashamed ; recourse being had to arms for slight
reasons or no reasons ; and when arms were
once taken up, all reverence for the Divine and
human law was thrown away, just as if men were
thenceforth authorized to commit all crimes
without restraint.&quot; (Prolegomena, para. 28.)
Thus though Suarez and Grotius were con

temporaries Grotius was thirty-four when
Suarez died they belonged to entirely different

schools. Suarez has his place in the great succes
sion of encyclopaedic theological writers : Grotius

represents a reaction from the anarchy and
lawlessness into which Christendom had&quot; fallen

and from Machiavelli s non-moral treatment of

national questions. It is with justice, therefore,
that the Dutchman has been called the founder
of modern International Law.

125.
&quot; Law of Nations

&quot;

and
&quot; Law of Nature.&quot;

Grotius puts under two heads the law which he

expounds. There is the Law of Nations and the
Law of Nature. The Law of Nations includes
all those rules and practices which have been

adopted by the general consent of nations and
which individual nations are for that reason
bound to accept. The articles of The Hague
Conventions of recent years represent to some
extent a codification and a confirmation of this
&quot; Law of Nations.&quot; In endeavouring to establish

this general consent, Grotius makes use of every
kind of historical or literary evidence. There
is a danger, however, which he does not alto

gether avoid of founding this
&quot; Law &quot;

upon
practice. In domestic law a precedent always
means a judgment, a decision as to what is

right ; but in international law there is a tendency
to turn the acts of nations into precedents without
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first deciding whether those acts were right or

wrong. As a matter of fact this Law of Nations
is much more explicit on minor points such as

the privileges of ambassadors, than on the big

problems of international morality. Far more

important, therefore, is the Law of Nature or the

applications of general moral principles to inter

national affairs. Natural Law has often been
used by moral philosophers to signify those

principles of conduct by which men would be
bound in their relations with one another even
if there were no State, no positive law and no
sanction to enforce it. Now, there is no

&quot;

State of

States,&quot; no positive international law beyond
the provisions of treaties, and no international

sanction. States in their relations with one
another are, therefore, much in the same relation

as individuals would be in this hypothetical
&quot;

state of nature.&quot; In their case natural law
takes the place of positive law and the absence
of an international coercive power does but in

crease the moral obligation pressing on the

conscience of rulers and people. The underlying
assumption is, therefore, that all States are

moral persons, equal and independent units,

whatever their size or power, and the territory of

the State is treated by Grotius as if it were the

private property of an individual. So closely
does he connect the two that he has a long

digression on the origin of property : like an

individual, again, a State can make contracts

or treaties, and like an individual it is bound by
them. Collective morality does not differ in its

main lines from individual morality, and just as

an individual in a stateless society may resist

injury by force, so resistance to injury is the
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only cause of a just war. Grotius does not

justify wars for the preservation of the
&quot;

balance
of power .; an imminent injury may, however,
be repelled by force. With this more or less

deductive method, illustrations from history are

constantly combined, illustrations drawn rather

unsystematically from times ancient and modern,
for the versatile Grotius was amongst other

things a scholar and a historian.

126. The Influence of Grotius. The De Jure
Belli et Pads became immediately popular with

princes and with people the world was weary
of confusion and futile bloodshed and seemed in

Grotius to find once more its conscience. The
cynic might point out that the book seems to have
had little influence on the course of events

;

thus the years after 1625 were as full of war as

the years that had preceded that date. It is

impossible, however, to discuss what would have

happened if Grotius had not written. Perhaps
wars would have been still more numerous and
methods of war more cruel. It is at least certain
that an ideal of international action was set up,
a set of principles generally accepted which would
serve as a standard. Such an accepted standard
would be sure to have some effect on international
action. In the universities International Law
became a subject of special study and Grotius
has a series of commentators and intellectual

descendants down to the popular Vattel of the
middle of the eighteenth century. But those
who followed Grotius did not add very much to
the work of the Master

; they differed from one
another mainly in that some laid more stress on
a priori moral principles, others on international
custom.
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127. Thus there existed in the eighteenth
century a definite set of principles with practical

applications, something almost precise enough
to be called

&quot;

a code,&quot; according to which

governments should have acted. A very super
ficial knowledge of contemporary history would
show that in practice these rules were constantly
broken. Good men would blame such breaches
of international law and even unscrupulous
governments would attempt to justify their

conduct. The age was not a moral one in any
sense, and the mere fact that the law was broken
did not invalidate the law. International justice

might survive the Partitions of Poland just as

the ideals of private moral conduct could survive
the scandals of the Court of Louis XV. In other

words, there was hardly any theoretic opposi
tion to the system of Grotius before the French
Revolution.
French Revolution and Reaction. The Revolu

tion, however, left few principles untouched.
It immediately detected one of the weak points
of the accepted international code. Grotius,

following the practice of his day and accepting
the results of the sixteenth century, had identified

a State with its ruler. Revolutionary politics
revived the conception of the

&quot;

Nation.&quot; The
French, first in their own case and then in that
of their enemies, made a distinction between
the Sovereign and the nation. To recognize
these popular rights did not, of course, alter the

general principles of collective morality, but it

rendered their application much more difficult.

It was much simpler to consider the collective

personality of a nation as embodied in its

sovereign. Yet what is simple is not necessarily
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true, and in this matter it seems clear that the

French were right and the seventeenth century

legists wrong. Other attacks of the French
Revolution on the old Law of Nations were less

justifiable, and as soon as the tide of success

turned in their favour the French proved as

arrogant towards weaker States and as careless

of their independence as ever absolute sovereigns
had been. The example set by the Revolution
was eagerly followed by Napoleon, and the period
of the great European War was not favourable

to international justice. The defeat, however,
of the French might be taken as the triumph
of the old system, and the unpopularity of the

Holy Alliance, an attempt to govern Europe by
international congresses, emphasized the advan

tages of the old principle of independent States

equal in rights.
&quot;

Things are getting back to

a wholesome state again,&quot;
wrote Canning,

&quot;

every
nation for itself and God for us all.&quot;

128. The Principle of Nationalities. It may
be said then that the old principles of inter

national law survived the revolutionary and

Napoleonic epoch, though they emerged from
the trial severely battered and with their prestige
much diminished. During the course of the

nineteenth century these principles were destined

to meet an enemy more fatal even than Napoleon.
The Principle of Nationalities, at least in its

modern form, may be said to have been born
when Poland was partitioned.

&quot; Thence
forward,&quot; as Lord Acton expressed it,

&quot;

there

was a nation demanding to be united in a State.&quot;

The French Revolution by insisting on national

and popular rights, and Napoleon by attacking
nationalities in Germany and Spain, contributed
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to the development of the new principle. It

is not easily denned, for it has meant different

things to different people, but in its simpler
and earlier form, the Principle of Nationalities

is the assertion that a body of men large enough
and united enough to form a

&quot;

people
&quot;

have a

right to independent political existence provided
they demand that independence with deter

mination and perseverance. The Greeks had
a right to win their independence from Turkey
whatever form the Turkish Government might
take. The Italians had a right to drive out
the Austrians even though the Austrian provinces
were probably the best governed in Italy. This

principle does not primarily touch international

law ; it is a question of domestic politics, a

question of legitimate rebellion but foreign
intervention may occur almost immediately.
France and England claimed the right to help the

Greeks while remaining the friends of Turkey,
and they destroyed the Turkish Fleet at Navarino
while professing still to be the allies of the

Turkish Government. Later on in the century
France attacked Austria in order to drive her
out of Italy. It was impossible to justify such
acts by the traditional international law. The
Turkish Government used to point out that the

Sultan never claimed the right to intervene on
behalf of Indian Moslems and to ask why should

England help the revolted Christian subjects of

Turkey. It was not easy to find an answer in

the pages of Grotius. On the other hand, it is

very difficult not to sympathize with the wish
of the Greeks to be independent of Turkey or

of the Italians to be freed from Austrian rule.

Here is clearly a problem of international law
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which requires careful statement and much
discussion. It cannot be settled offhand.

But the Principle of Nationality came to

mean more than merely the claim of a
&quot;

nation

ality
&quot;

to independence. It came to include
the claim to unity. The Italian Nationalists
claimed that they had a right to compel the different

Italian States to abandon their independence and
put themselves under the House of Savoy because
the sovereigns of that House represented the
movement for unity. The new loyalty to
&quot;

Italy was held to override the traditional

loyalties which Tuscans owed to the Grand
Duke of Tuscany or Neapolitans to the King of

Naples. Here again there were two principles
in conflict, and the victory of the cause of unity
has been held to excuse, if not to justify, much
that was underhand in the methods by which
it was secured. The unity of Germany was
obtained by more brutal methods, by war,

foreign and civil. Bismarck realized that unity
was impossible until Austrian influence had been

pushed out of Germany, and he in consequence
worked up a war between Austria and Prussia.

And, indeed, the unity of Germany did seem

impossible as long as Austria and Prussia were
rivals for predominance. Does the cause of

German unity justify Bismarck ? These

examples are sufficient to illustrate the new
problems of International Morality which
&quot;

Nationalities
&quot;

have introduced, and it cannot
be said that they have been solved. Any re

statement of the principles which should underlie
national action must deal with such problems.
The discussion of them should, however, be
easier now than it was some years back. In the
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nineteenth century the Principle of Nationalities
seemed to have swept the board. It had become
an accepted dogma. But we can now realize

its exaggerations. We can see how it has fostered
national hatred and how the methods which
were resorted to in the cause of unity were often
in themselves immoral. If the Sardinian Govern
ment had been more straightforward and
Bismarck less brutal it is probable that unity
would have been much more slowly achieved in

Italy and Germany ; yet in the end the new
Germany would have been more gentle, and the
new Italy more dignified. One thing is certain.

These problems are fundamentally moral

problems and must be judged on moral grounds,
they cannot be solved by a consideration of

the immediate results. It is only in the very
long run that great historical movements can be

judged by their fruits, and the movement of

nationality is all around us still. The verdict
of history, often untrustworthy, cannot in this

case even be pronounced. Yet the
&quot;rights&quot;

of nationalities are at the very core of con

temporary international relations. They must
be studied by legists and moralists and by all

honest men who want to see clearly and to

judge justly in questions of national conduct.
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APPENDIX A

THE ACTION OF THE CHURCH IN MITI
GATING THE EVILS OF WAR

THE object of this Appendix is to show how the

Church has applied the doctrine theoretically de

veloped by her divines. We are not here concerned

with all the motives that may have governed her

actions in concrete cases they are always very
complex and would need a careful historical investiga
tion. Our aim is to point out that these actions

were always guided by the maxim that war is the

punishment of the violation of a right, where other

means are unavailing. We shall not therefore expect
to find her on the side either of extreme pacifists or

on that of aggressive militarists. Rather she will

use her authority and influence to repress injustices
committed in war while putting forth efforts to

ennoble the motives for which men are prepared,
if need be, to draw the sword.

(i) ThePaxEcclesiceorPaxDei. 1
Origin. The life

benefices given by the Carolingian kings in France
had become hereditary fiefs. In this way many local

independent magnates had been set up, who defied

all authority, and settled their private quarrels by
war among each other. They respected no property

1 Cf . L Eglise et la Guerre. Les applications pratiques de

la doctrine de I Eglise sur la Guerre, by F. Duval
; Ency.

Britt., &quot;Truce of God &quot;

; Cath. EncycL, item.

241 Q
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of non-combatants, not even sanctuaries, clergy or

consecrated days, and in consequence France was
reduced to a state bordering on anarchy. To meet
this deplorable state of things three Councils (Char-
roux 989, Narbonne 990, Puy 990) decreed that

certain properties and persons were to be held

inviolable.

Let them be anathema (so the Council of Charroux) who
pillage the poor ... if any one seizes the goat, the ass, the

cow, the he-goat, the pigs of farmers or of other poor persons,
unless it be for some fault committed, if he has failed to

repair the loss he has caused, let him be anathema.

The movement was taken up vigorously by the

clergy, in particular by the Cluny congregation ;

and, supported by powerful Counts, it spread over
the whole of Southern France (Limoges 994, Poitiers

999), whence it overran the whole of France and

Burgundy by the opening of the eleventh century.
However, mere anathema did not suffice to check

the lawlessness of the private combatants ;
and when

it was further seen that the penalty of Interdict was
not powerful enough and struck the innocent as well

as the guilty, there were formed Leagues for the

Maintenance of Peace&quot; (Council of Poitiers, 1000).
In these both clerics and laymen of all classes took
a solemn oath to observe and enforce the Peace, and
a militia was created for the purpose (Bourges, 1031).

Judicial powers were vested in the Bishop or the

Count on whose lands peace had been violated, and
tribunals were set up to settle differences between

disputants. Here is a type of the oath administered
to a member of one of the Leagues :

I (John) swear upon the Holy Gospels of God, to guard
the peace faithfully, to watch in loyal faith over all that
touches peace and promise to be true to peace in all things
and in every thing implied in peace ;

I will neither spare nor
attack anyone from hatred or interest, and as far as depends
on me, I will respect the rights of all. . . .
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In 1030 the Pope took up the movement officially,

and seconded the efforts of the King of France and
the Emperor of Germany to secure it a firm hold in

those countries.

At first, the movement was known as the Peace
of the Church, but came to be called the Peace of

God. Its general aim was to protect non-com
batants.

(The decrees) forbade, under pain of excommunication,
every act of private warfare or violence against ecclesiastical

buildings and their environs, and against certain persons,
such as clerics, pilgrims, merchants, women and peasants
and against cattle and agricultural instruments. 1

(2) The Truce of God (Treuga or Treva Dei] was

developed from the Pax Dei. It prohibited every
act of private warfare on certain days. It is found
in germ in the Synod of Elne, Pyrenees (1027) ;

and

being strongly supported by the Church the Cluny
congregation here again taking a prominent part
it soon spread over France. The Synod of The-
rouanne (1063) introduced it into Flanders

;
it found

its way into Italy in 1089, into Germany in 1082,
and was made universal in that country by the

Council of Mainz (1085).
In its developed form hostilities were forbidden

from Wednesday evening to Monday morning of

every week, and in most places lasted during the

seasons of Advent and Lent, the three great vigils
and feasts of the Blessed Virgin, those of the Twelve

Apostles and a few other saints. By its provisions

scarcely more than a quarter of a year was left for

fighting, and even so the decrees of the Pax Dei
remained in force.

The Popes seconded the Truce, especially as they
saw in it a means of uniting Christianity against the

ever-growing danger of the Mohammedans. The
Council of Clermont (1095) ,

at which Urban II preached
1
Encycl. Britannica, xxvii, 32 ib.
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the First Crusade, proclaimed a weekly truce for all

Christians, and safety to all who might take refuge
at a wayside cross or at the plough. The Truce of

God was reaffirmed by the Councils of Rheims (1119
held by Calixtus II), of Lateran I (1123 under the
same Pope), Lateran II (1139 under Innocent II),
and Lateran III (1179 under Alexander III). The
Lateran Councils mentioned are Ecumenical Councils,
i.e. Councils representing the Church as a whole.
The Truce was most powerful in the twelfth

century. It weakened as the cause of its origin
the practical independence of a multitude of inferior

nobles in the kingdom was suppressed by the

gradual centralization of power into the hands of the

king. Then the latter substituted his authority for

that of the Church, often incorporating the articles

of the Truce in municipal and district Statutes, until

finally the kingdom was strong enough and organized
enough to compel all its subjects to settle their

private differences before its appointed tribunals.

In England the Truce does not appear to have secured
a hold, but its provisions were incorporated in the
law of the land (1130-1154).

(3) The Third Orders of St. Francis and St. Dominic.
These Third Orders, upon which the Church set the

.seal of her formal approval, were potent factors in

arousing the spirit of peace. The work done by the
first-mentioned in the thirteenth century was nothing
less than a complete social revolution. 1

The purpose of a Third Order is to apply as far as

possible the religious spirit, animating the Order
to which it is attached, to the varying conditions of

life in the world. It therefore presents a rule of life

1
Cf. on the social action of the Tertiaries of St. Francis,

St. Francis of Assist (Abbe Le Monier, Eng. Trans.), chap.xiii

&,

288 sqq. ; Life of St. Francis of Assisi (Fr. Cuthbert,
.S.F.C.), p. 282 sqq. In the latter will also be found mention

of the Humiliati, whose social aims were akin to those of the
Franciscan tertiaries.
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greatly modified to meet these conditions. The
Rule of the Third Order of St. Francis was promul
gated by Pope Nicholas IV in 1289, but this act was
nothing more than the codification of customs already
in force for some time.

It aimed first of all at softening the continual feuds
which furnished the fuel of so many devastating wars
of the period. This it did by imposing the duty
of reconciliation of adversaries from supernatural
motives, the only ones which can work with equal
force on both sides of a quarrel. Another provision
of the rule (which is also found among the Humiliati)
struck at the very heart of the feudal system ; it

forbade the oath of fidelity except in serious and
pressing cases of real need, such as the restoration
of peace.

Hitherto this oath had been forced upon all vassals,
and had bound them to follow their lord in all his

wars, however unjust and tyrannical. Now that
this oath was refused, the chief power which made
for lawlessness was taken from the feudal lords.

This rule of the Tertiaries was in force from the year
1221. Later on, in 1289, it was promulgated by
Nicholas IV in words which forbade Tertiaries to

carry offensive weapons (impugnationis arma), except
in the defence of the Church, the Christian Faith,
or their own country, or with the permission of

superiors (aut de suorum licentia ministrorum) .

l

Similar rules governed the Humiliati and the Poor
Catholics, founded before the Third Order of St.

Francis, and the Militia of Jesus Christ, founded by
St. Dominic a little after.

The object of these societies was therefore not to
abolish war altogether, but by united social action
to make impossible wars carried on to settle private
feuds.

(4) A ction of the Church to direct the Military Spirit.
While thus using her influence to extirpate the

1
Regula, cap. vii.
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barbarous customs of the times, the Church did not

lose sight of the fact that war is sometimes both just
and necessary. Her positive action in establishing
the Military Orders, her organization of the Crusades,
and her fostering of the spirit of chivalry are witnesses

to her efforts to place before man the motives which
should direct and control the war-impulse, without

suppressing it. The aims in each case were to

vindicate the rights of the oppressed, or rights which
had been grossly violated. The spirit of Chivalry
is condensed by one of its historians x into the
&quot;

Decalogue of Chivalry,&quot; from which the following
is borrowed :

Thou shalt believe all the Church teaches, and shalt

observe all her precepts. . . .

Thou shalt treat with respect all that is^feeble, and shalt

constitute thyself its protector. . . .

Everywhere and always shalt thou be the champion of

the Right and the Good against Injustice and Evil. . . .

The office appointed for the consecration of Knights
insists on the same motives of religion and justice.

2

Many objections have been raised against the

Crusades on various grounds, either that they were
motived by the mere desire to gain possession of

relics, or to stamp out religious differences. The
Crusades to the Holy Land would be an example of

the first, those against the Hussites and the Albigenses
would illustrate the latter.

This view is incorrect, as far as Church authority
is concerned. As a matter of fact, the Crusades to

the Holy Land had the same motive as had the

combined intervention of the Great Powers in China

during the Boxer movement, the defence, namely,
of peaceful men and women against murderous
attacks

; in other words, the reparation of just

rights grossly violated. That such was the treatment
accorded to Christians in the Holy Land is patent

1 Leon Gautier, La Chevalerie (Paris, 1884), Palme.
2 The Pontifical of William Durandus.
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from history. The difference between the Boxer
attacks and the Turkish atrocities in Palestine is

that the former were not ostensibly favoured by the

authorities, whereas the latter were publicly headed

by the chiefs. So long as Christians enjoyed the
benevolent protection of Haroun-al-Raschid and of
some of his successors (ninth and tenth centuries),
no measures were taken by Western Christianity to
drive the Saracens out of Palestine. It was the
advent of the Turks in the eleventh century that

changed the position from one of more or less secure
habitation to an open policy of extermination. 1

The Crusades carried on in Europe fall under the
same category of motives, the defence of violated

rights. Modern historical investigation has proved
more and more clearly that the so-called

&quot;

religious
&quot;

movements were in reality political revolutions, tend

ing to anarchy. Even so, Innocent III, who pro
moted the Albigensian Crusade, only moved in the
matter when, after much persecution of the faithful,
an officer of the Count of Toulouse murdered the

Papal Legate, Peter of Castelnau. Moreover, when
the Pope learnt that Simon de Montfort was turning
the war to his own selfish ends, he warned him that
the war was not one of conquest ;

and when his

protests were of no avail, he dissociated himself from
the business, declared the war closed as far as he was
concerned, and, further, that the conquest was null

and void.

The relations of Church to State having changed
so completely in modern times, so has our view of

their interdependence. But in the days of the

Crusades, Church and State did not go merely hand
in hand, they were fused, and stood or fell together.
Hence, revolt ostensibly directed against the Church

always meant revolt against all authority. It was
not because the other party differed in religion that

1 See Vanderpol, Le droit de la Guerre, etc., n. A, II ff.
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the Church urged the State to wage war

; it was
because such a party endeavoured to establish itself

at the expense of the rights of others and eventually
aimed at the foundation of authority. As soon as

difference of religion no longer carried these corol

laries, moralists laid down that difference of religion
was not a just cause of war.
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THE POPE AS ARBITRATOR 1

ANY account of the Pope as arbitrator must be

prefaced by some explanation of how it was that he
rose to the position held by him throughout the
Middle Ages, of mediator between kings and princes,
and judge to whom all appealed for justice and for

peace.
The Church spent its childhood among the smoulder

ing ashes of a ruined Empire. The days when men
gloried in the power of Rome had passed away, and
men cared only for the panem et circenses. Then came
a time when men grew tired even of these, and sought
about for something more worthy of their efforts,

some true happiness. This was the opportunity for

Christianity : it exalted man to a dignity unknown
1 It should be clearly understood that we are not now

speaking of the authoritative intervention of the Popes in

international disputes, but only of voluntary intervention,
when the Pope either offered himself as mediator or accepted
that office at the invitation of the parties. In the case of

authoritative intervention the Pope interfered as judge of

the morality of the dispute, and called on the offender, as a
son of the Church, to submit to his decision. In a letter to

the French clergy in 1203, Innocent III justifies his strong
action towards France and England on the ground that he
does not thereby claim any authority over the sovereignty
of the king, but only over his conduct as a son of the Church,
and that this is a matter of a sin against charity, for which
the king, like all other Christians, must be rebuked by the

Church.
249
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before

;
it gave a meaning to life far more lofty and

more noble than the noblest conceptions of the
ancient creeds

;
it revealed an infinite and omnipotent

God, Creator of Heaven and Earth, a God of love,
made man that men might share His eternal life.

This religion exalted poverty and suffering and

pain ; it showed its power in the countless men,
women, and even little children, who faced all suffer

ing and even death rather than forsake it
;
and after

death it promised not a bleak existence in the shades

below, but the beginning of a new life, the real life,

the only one worthy of our thoughts and efforts.

The contrast between the worn-out religion of ancient

Rome and this fresh and lofty and appealing doctrine

was great indeed. The dignity and spirituality of

its conception impressed men s minds. Quickly and

steadily it received their service and the Church
increased. Rome s rulers at first persecuted it, later

they connived at it, and the victory was gained when,
in A.D. 313, they sanctioned and even supported it.

Ere long, however, Alaric and his Visigoths, soon
to be followed by other barbarians, rushed down on

Italy, and trampled on the last remnants of a failing

Empire. Amid a scene of wreck, of confusion and
disorder, the Church alone remained, not only to

resist, but to conquer and subdue to the sweet yoke
of Christ these conquerors of the Empire. Thus did
she become the chief power in Italy, from which she
was soon to spread her influence over the whole
Christian world.

The Roman Empire fell from its own weakness and

corruption, and under the repeated attacks of the
Teutonic invaders. Goths, Vandals, Franks, Angles
and Saxons broke into all the old Provinces, and into

Italy itself. The old order passed away and in its

place there appeared a number of tribal monarchies
where the sovereigns executed but little authority
over their unruly subjects. It was centuries before

this new world acquired the habits of peace which old
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Rome had imposed. After a period of anarchy the
first saviour of society will be the local strong man,
for a centralized system of government requires a

less passionate and primitive society. Sovereignty,
if it were to be preserved at all, had to be split up, and
it is this rule of the small local prince which is the
basis of feudalism of mediaeval Europe. But the sub
division of sovereignty means an increase in local war,
in disorder, in general unruliness and insecurity of

life and property. Wars during the feudal centuries,

especially the tenth and eleventh, were very numerous,
though they were often very small, and the people
cried out for peace. The Papacy had during this

period itself suffered from the prevailing confusion,
but the Church as a whole, especially the monks,
took up the cause of peace and succeeded in mitigating
the evil in some of the most disturbed parts of Europe
by means of the Truce of God. (See Appendix A.)
As soon as the Papacy secured its independence

of the petty Roman noble families which had inter

fered with its influence, and appeared once more
in the world as an active cosmopolitan force, we find

it taking the lead in this work of pacification. Urban II

at the Council of Clermont proclaimed the Truce of

God, and preached the Crusade partly as an alter

native to private war at home. It was not, however,
till the larger national States had come into existence

and national wars began, that we get papal arbitra

tion in the modern sense of the word.
Innocent III (1198-1216), one of the greatest of

what we might call the statesmen-popes, was arbi

trator in the affairs of Portugal, Aragon, Armenia,
Bulgaria, and Serbia, and decided the dispute between

Philip of Suabia and Otto of Brunswick for the throne
of the Empire.
Of the mediations of the Popes in the Hundred

Years War, the most famous is that of Boniface VIII.

Love of peace led him x to one of his boldest acts, the
1 So Hergenrother.
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attempt to stop the taxation of the clergy. He hoped
by that means to empty the war-treasuries of

Edward I and Philip the Fair, and bring about a

peace. The effort failed and Boniface had practi

cally to withdraw his prohibition. The national
monarchies were too strong for the Pope. If Boni
face VIII failed, his successors were not likely to

succeed. During the whole of the Hundred Years
War we continually find the Popes and their legates

wearing themselves out in mediatory work. At times

they were successful
;
more often the negotiations

failed. It was a misfortune for the cause of peace
that the transference of the papal court to Avignon
laid the Popes open to the charge of not being really

impartial in a war between France and England.
That at least was a convenient English excuse for

disregarding the papal mediation.
We possess many details of the mediations of

Martin V (1417-1431) in the struggle between France
and England and the Duke of Burgundy. They are

worth dwelling on as characteristic of the efforts made
by the Popes to preserve peace and restore it when it

was lost. These efforts, alas, receive little recognition
in the story of this war --so often told in connexion
with the name of Joan of Arc. The Pope sent in

succession to France the Cardinal of Saluzzo and the
Cardinal of Bar, he wrote to the Duke of Brittany ex

horting him to act as mediator, and to this effect also

he sent special instructions to Jacques Gelle, Arch

bishop of Tours. These efforts failing, he again sent

two cardinals to France to act as papal legates in

the cause of peace. After the death of Henry V
(1422), he wrote to the English Parliament exhorting
it to make peace with the Dauphin. To the Duke of

Bedford he wrote asking him to help and favour the

mission of the Duke of Bologna. He wrote to the

Duke of Savoy exhorting him to join with the Pope s

legate in working for peace
&quot;

which is one of the

most ardent desires of my heart.&quot; To this effect he
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also wrote to Charles VII, the Duke of Burgundy and
the Duke of Brittany. Finally he sent a new legate
to France who helped in the negotiations of the Duke
of Savoy which led up to the treaties of Nantes and
Chambery.
The work of Nicholas V must also be mentioned,

who, to enable Europe to combine against the Turks,
offered his arbitration to France, England, Hungary,
Roumania, Lithuania, Albania, and the Italian

Powers.
The arbitration of Alexander VI between Spain and

Portugal is well known. These two Powers quarrelled
about the ownership of the many newly-discovered
lands of that time. They referred the matter to the

Pope, and on May 14, 1493, he issued the Bull Inter

Ccetera, fixing an arbitrary line of division, the terri

tories west of which were to go to Spain, and those to

the east to Portugal.
These few cases of papal arbitration, picked from a

host of others, will show clearly that though the

Popes during the later mediaeval centuries were
unable to enforce peace, they were looked upon
as natural mediators between warring Christian

Powers.
We will conclude with a case of papal arbitration

nearer our own time, that of Pope Leo XIII between

Spain and Germany. The Spaniards had a claim

on the Caroline Islands, inasmuch as they had dis

covered them. Germany and England, however, sent

a joint Note refusing to acknowledge the claim on the

grounds that Spain had practically abandoned them
for many years. The crisis was reached when, on

August 25, 1885, Spanish and German war vessels

both took possession of the islands. The matter

lingered on for a month, and on September 24, as a

compliment to Leo and to propitiate Spain, Bismarck

agreed to refer the matter to the arbitration of the

Pope. The Pope gave his award on October 22, and

succeeded perfectly in adjusting the rival claims. It
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was accepted by both and signed at the Vatican on.

December 17.
The mediations of the papacy were frequent and

numerous in the Middle Ages. They become rarer

as we approach our own time. But recently men s

eyes have been turned once again to one whose

independent position and moral influence constitute

him the ideal Peacemaker of the world.

See also : L Eglise et la Guerre (Paris, Bloud et Cie) ;

Robinson, History of Western Europe ; Tout, The Papacy and
the Empire; Cath. Encyc., vol. ix, Papal Arbitration:

Hergenrother, Catholic Church and Christian State ; Barry,
The Papal Monarchy.
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RECENT POPES ON PEACE AND WAR

POPE LEO XIII

(Allocution. Feb. n, 1889)

NOTHING is more important than to avert from

Europe the danger of war, and thus all that can be
done towards this end must be considered as a work
of public safety. . . . The menacing multiplication
of armies is calculated rather to excite rivalry and

suspicions than to repress them. It troubles men s

minds by a restless expectation of coming disasters,
and meanwhile it weighs down the citizens with

expenses so heavy that one may doubt whether they
are not even more intolerable than war itself.

POPE LEO XIII

Encyclical Letter on
&quot; The Reunion of Christendom

&quot;

(June 20, 1894)

We behold the condition of Europe. For many
years past peace has been rather an appearance than
a reality. Possessed with mutual suspicions, almost
all the nations are vying with one another in equipping
themselves with military armaments. Inexperienced

youths are removed from parental direction and con

trol to be thrown amid the dangers of the soldier s

life
;
robust young men are taken from agriculture, or

255
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ennobling studies, or trade, or the arts, to be put
under arms. Hence the treasures of States are

exhausted by the enormous expenditure, the national

resources are frittered away, and private fortunes

impaired, and this, as it were, armed peace, w7hich

now prevails, cannot last much longer. Can this be

the normal condition of human society ? Yet we
cannot escape from this situation and obtain true

peace, except by the aid of Jesus Christ. For to

repress ambition and covetousness and envy the

chief instigators of war nothing is more fitted than
the Christian virtues, and, in particular, the virtue

of justice, for, by its exercise, both the law of nations

and the faith of treaties may be maintained inviolate

and the bonds of brotherhood continue unbroken, if

men are but convinced that justice exalteth a nation.

POPE LEO XIII

Address to the Sacred College on Disarmament

(April n, 1899)

To make less frequent and less sanguinary the

terrible game of war, and thus to smooth the way to a

more peaceful social life this is an enterprise which
will crown with glory whoever has wisdom and

courage enough to set it on foot. Thus, from the

beginning, we have welcomed the project with all

the willingness and cordiality that beseem him who
is charged with the supreme office of promoting and

spreading over the earth the peaceful influence of the

Gospel.
Would to God that this first step might lead to the

attempt to compose the dissensions of the nations

by purely moral and persuasive forces. What could

the Church, the mother of the peoples, the natural

enemy of violence and bloodshed, desire and wish

more warmly. . . . The spirit of the Church is a spirit

of humanity, of sweetness, of harmony, of universal

charity. Her mission, like that of Christ, is essentially
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peaceful and peace-making, since its object is the
reconciliation of man with God. Whence the efficacy
of religious influence in establishing among men true

peace, not only, as it does every day, in the domain of

conscience, but also, by reason of the liberty that has
been granted to it to make its action felt, in public and
social spheres : and this action has never failed to
confer some public good every time that it has

directly intervened in the great affairs of the world.
It suffices to call to mind the many times that it

has fallen to the Roman Pontiffs to put an end to
acts of oppression, to obviate wars, to obtain armis
tices, agreements and treaties of peace. And what
moved them was the consciousness of a supreme
ministry, was the impulse of a spiritual fathership,

befriending and saving. Calamities would have
overtaken civilization, if, on certain occasions, the

papal authority had not taken steps to bridle the
inhuman instincts of oppression and conquest,
vindicating as a right and in fact the natural supremacy
of religion over force ! Let the names, indissolubly
coupled, of Alexander III and Legnano, of St.

Ghislieri (St. Pius V), and of Lepanto, speak for

themselves. Such is the intrinsic power of religious
influence. Opposition and pressure may here and
there trammel its work, but it remains unchanged
and ever potent, so that, whatever the vicissitudes

of the times may be, the Church of God shall serenely
follow its course, always doing good. Heaven is its

aim, but its work embraces heaven and earth, for

in Christ were united all things, both of heaven and
earth. It would therefore be a vain hope to promise
oneself unmixed and lasting prosperity from mere
humanitarianism ; just as it would be retrograde and
ruinous to try to withdraw civil culture from the

inspiration of that Christianity which gave it life and

form, and which alone can preserve it in security and
render it fruitful.
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POPE PIUS X
Letter to the Apostolic Delegate to the United

States, 1911

To compose differences, to restrain the outbreak of

hostilities, to prevent the dangers of war, to remove
even the anxieties of so-called armed peace, is,

indeed, most praiseworthy, and any effort in this cause,
even though it may not immediately or wholly
accomplish its purpose, manifests, nevertheless, a zeal

which cannot but redound to the credit of its authors

and be of benefit to the State. This is specially true at

the present day. . . . Wherefore We most heartily
commend the work already begun, which should be

approved by all good men, and We most gladly lend

the weight of Our authority to those who are striving
to realize this most beneficent purpose.

POPE BENEDICT XV
From the Encyclical Letter &quot;Ad Beatissimi&quot;

(Nov. i, 1914)

As soon as we were able from the height of Apostolic

dignity to survey at a glance the course of human
affairs, our eyes were met by the sad condition of

human society, and we could not but be filled with
bitter sorrow. For what could prevent the soul of

the common Father of all being most deeply distressed

by the spectacle presented by Europe, nay, by the

whole world, perhaps the saddest and most mournful

spectacle of which there is any record? Certainly
those days would seem to have come upon us of which
Christ our Lord foretold : You shall hear of wars and
rumours of wars for nation shall rise against nation,
and kingdom against kingdom&quot; (Matt, xxiv, 6, 7).

On every side the dread phantom of war holds sway :

there is scarce room for another thought in the minds
of men. The combatants are the greatest and
wealthiest nations of the earth ;

what wonder then if,
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well provided with the most awful weapons modern
military science has devised, they strive to destroy
one another with refinements of horror. There is no
limit to the measure of ruin and slaughter : day by
day the earth is drenched with newly-shed blood, and
is covered with the bodies of the wounded and of the
slain. Who could imagine as we see them thus filled

with hatred of one another, that they are all of one
common stock, all of the same nature, all members
of the same human society ? Who would recognize
brothers, whose Father is in heaven ? Yet while
with numberless troops the furious battle is engaged,
the sad cohorts of war, sorrow and distress swoop
down upon every city and every home, day by day the

mighty number of widows and orphans increases, and
with the interruption of communications, trade is at

a standstill
; agriculture is abandoned

; the arts are

reduced to inactivity ;
the wealthy are in difficulties

;

the poor are reduced to abject misery ; all are in

distress.

Moved by these great evils, we thought it our

duty, at the very outset of our Supreme Pontificate,
to recall the last words of our Predecessor, of illustrious

and holy memory, and by repeating them once more,
to begin our own Apostolic Ministry ;

and we implored
Kings and rulers to consider the floods of tears and of

blood already poured out, and to hasten to restore to

the nations the blessings of peace. God grant by His

mercy and blessing, that the glad tidings the Angels
brought at the birth of the divine Redeemer of

mankind may soon echo forth as we His Vicar enter

upon His Work: &quot;on earth peace to men of good
will

&quot;

(Luke ii, 14). We implore those in whose
hands are placed the fortunes of nations to hearken
to our voice. Surely there are other ways and means

whereby violated rights can be rectified. Let them
be tried honestly and with good will, and let arms
meanwhile be laid aside. It is impelled with love of

them and of all mankind, without any personal interest
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whatever, that we utter these words. Let them not

allow these words of a friend and a father to be
uttered in vain. . . .

Our Lord Jesus Christ came down from heaven for

the very purpose of restoring amongst men the King
dom of peace, which the envy of the devil had

destroyed, and it was His will that it should rest on
no other foundation than that of brotherly love.

These are His own oft-repeated words : &quot;A new
commandment I give unto you : That you love one
another

&quot;

(John xiv, 34) ;

&quot;

This is my command
ment that you love one another

&quot;

(John xv, 12) ;

&quot;These things I command you, that you love one
another

&quot;

(John xv, 17) ;
as though His one office and

purpose was to bring men to mutual love. He used

every kind of argument to bring about that effect.

He bids us all look up to heaven :

&quot; For one is your
Father who is in heaven

&quot;

(Matt, xxiii, 9) ;
He teaches

all men, without distinction of nationality or of

language, or of ideas, to pray in the words :

&quot; Our
Father, who art in heaven &quot;

(Matt, vi, 9) ; nay,
more, He tells us that our Heavenly Father in dis

tributing the blessings of nature makes no distinc

tion of our deserts :

&quot; Who maketh His sun to rise

upon the good and bad, and raineth upon the just
and the unjust

&quot;

(Matt, v, 45). He bids us be brothers

one to another, and calls us His brethren :

&quot;

All you
are brethren

&quot;

(Matt, xxiii, 8) ;

&quot;

that He might be
the first-born amongst many brethren

&quot;

(Rom. viii,

29). In order the more to stimulate us to brotherly
love, even towards those whom our natural pride

despises, it is His will that we should recognize the

dignity of His own very self in the meanest of men :

&quot; As long as you did it to one of these My least

brethren, you did it to Me &quot;

(Matt, xxv, 40). At the

close of His life did He not most earnestly beg of His

Father, that as many as should believe in Him should

all be one in the bond of charity ? &quot;As thou, Father,
in Me, and I in Thee &quot;

(John xvii, 21). And finally,
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as He was hanging from the cross, He poured out His
blood over us all, whence being as it were compacted
and fitly joined together in one body, we should love

one another, with a love like that which one member
bears to another in the same body. . . .

We implore with our most earnest prayers the end
of this most disastrous War for the sake of human
society and for the sake of the Church

;
for human

society, so that when peace shall have been con

cluded, it may go forward in every form of true

progress ;
for the Church of Jesus Christ, that freed

at length from all impediments it may go forth and

bring comfort and salvation even to the most remote

parts of the earth. . . .

It remains for Us, . . . since in God s hands are

the wills of Princes and of those who are able to put
an end to the suffering and destruction, of which We
have spoken, to raise Our voice in supplication to

God, and in the name of the whole human race, to

cry out :

&quot;

Grant, O Lord, peace, in our
day.&quot;
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BENEDICT XV AND THE EUROPEAN
WAR

THE death of Pope* Pius X at the outbreak of the
war and the election of his successor, whose first

words as supreme Pontiff spoke of his desire for peace,
turned the minds of many non-Catholics with

sympathy and expectation to the traditional Peace
maker of Europe.

In this country the Rev. R. J. Campbell s suggestion
that the Pope should be invited to summon a con
ference of Christian bodies for the promotion of

peace met with much favour. So eminent an

authority on international law as Sir Thomas Barclay,
in an address to the Sociological Society in March

1915 pointed out that

The world needs some great moral force to guide and
uphold it amid the ambitions of sovereigns and statesmen,
to protect men against their own cruel and rapacious instincts

and to set a higher tone of human sympathy and fraternity

among men generally.
1

and instanced the Vatican as possessing the kind
of independence and moral authority required. In

the early days of the war, too, when people were

lamenting over their shattered dreams of international

peace, a non-Catholic paper asked the question why
the Peace Palace was not at the Vatican instead of

1 Manchester Guardian, March 24, 1915.
262
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at The Hague, and pointed out the advantages of

having an arbitrator whose decision would claim

respect throughout the world, who was free from all

suspicion of personal interest and who had spiritual
children in all parts of the globe.
The British Government recognized the unique

opportunities of the Pope s position and, rising above
sectarian narrow-mindedness, it sent Sir Henry
Howard to the Vatican to facilitate the discussion

of such subjects as might concern the interests of

both.

In France, too, despite the opposition of an anti-

Christian Government, statesmen who are far from

being &quot;clerical&quot; in sympathies, have strongly
advocated the resumption of diplomatic relations

with the Holy See in view of the war. Thus M.

Hanotaux, a former Foreign Minister, spoke his mind

very frankly on the subject in an article to the

Figaro, and subsequently on his return from Rome
where he had studied the political situation especially
from this point of view, he declared himself con

firmed in his opinion that it was for France s best

interests to resume at least
&quot;

conversations
&quot; with

the Holy Father and to send a temporary representa
tive to the Vatican.

Nor has the Holy Father failed to respond to the

hopes placed in his high moral influence. His

humane action in urging an armistice on Christmas

day, though unsuccessful, was appreciated by all

lovers of peace.
His appeal for the release of military prisoners of

war unfit for further service was more successful,

the rulers of all the belligerent nations assenting

to his proposal, the first to do so being King

George V.
Later on the Pope made a similar appeal on behalf

of civil prisoners of war women and children, and

men over forty-five years of age. The Tablet for

April 17 announced the success of this attempt :
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We owe the release of the medically unfit civilians who, as

British subjects, were detained in Germany, entirely to the
intervention of the Holy Father, who was kept informed of
the abortive negotiations between the two Governments by
Sir Henry Howard. Just when it seemed that the German
Government would refuse all concessions, the diplomacy of
the Vatican was successful. 1

The labours of the Pope on behalf of humanity
have, of course, met with criticism. Some have
protested on the ground that he has done too much.
Others have expressed their disappointment that he
has not done more. To the latter may be recom
mended a careful perusal of the following extract
from the Lenten Pastoral Letter (1915) of the Bishop
of Northampton :

2

As the apostle of peace, the radius of the Pope s useful
action is strictly circumscribed. It is evident that a successful

peacemaker must be above all suspicion of partisanship.
His expressions of sympathy with the victims of war must
not lend themselves to the purposes of journalists on the
look-out for

&quot;

copy.&quot;
To be effective, his plea on behalf of

sacred shrines and persons, and the civil population generally,
must not go behind the motives of necessity rightly or

wrongly avowed by the invader. Benevolent proposals
must be confined to such as are of equal advantage to all

belligerents. Any other course of action would alienate at
least one of the parties, and would, by compromising the

impartiality of the Holy See, cancel all its pacific influence.
The enemy of mankind will deem his evil work only half

done unless he succeeds in dividing the Catholic Church as
well as Christian civilization. To that fell purpose we do
not hesitate to ascribe, not merely the attacks on the attitude
of the Holy See emanating from notoriously hostile quarters,
but a certain restlessness and dissatisfaction manifested in
some Catholic circles. Why does not the Pope say plainly
which side is right and which is wrong ? Why, at all events,

1 See Sir Henry Howard s note to Sir Edward Grey,
informing him of this success, and Sir Edward s note thanking
the Pope on behalf of His Majesty s Government for his
successful intervention. Germany subsequently withdrew
her consent.

2 Since this was written Cardinal Bourne has also spoken
on this subject. See The Tablet, June 5, 1915.
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has he refrained from openly and fearlessly denouncing the
cruelty and other misdeeds of our unscrupulous foe ?

The answer is not difficult. The stronger we feel our
national cause to be the more vehemently we ought to

deprecate a Papal decision, even in our favour. It is un
necessary and undesirable. Unnecessary, because the almost
limitless resources of our Empire and our control of all

channels of communication afford us ample means of sub
mitting our case to public opinion : undesirable, because, in
the hypothesis contemplated, an intolerable strain would be
laid upon the loyalty of German and Austrian Catholics.
Let us consider it fairly. A few weeks ago, the German
Hierarchy published what is properly described as

&quot; a digni
fied and temperate Pastoral &quot;

breathing the same conviction
of the righteousness of their cause as we have proclaimed for
ours. There is nothing surprising in that. The Church is

not compromised by our divided opinions. No truth of
faith or morals is at stake. No authoritative decision is

called for. The German prelates teach what we teach on
such subjects as the sacredness of treaties, the binding-force
of international law, the wickedness of rapine, theft, lust, and
wanton slaughter. We have been taught out of the same
text-books and often in the same schools. But many of the

alleged facts of recent occurrence are disputed ;
and of those

that are indisputable, there is a German as well as an English
version. Is it wonderful that the German bishops have
adopted the version put out by their own Government in

preference to that circulated by ours ? We believe that the
final verdict of history will be in our favour. But, in the

meantime, we must surely allow that they would be justified
in refusing to have the English version thrust upon them,
even though countersigned by a wow-infallible approbation
of the Holy See.

We have only to reverse the case, and imagine a pro-
German manifesto imposed upon ourselves, to be convinced
of the wisdom, and prudence, and righteousness of the policy
marked out for himself by Benedict XV. Noble as is the

apostolate of peace, he has a more sacred apostolate still.

Precious as is the reunion of Christian States, the seamless
robe of Catholic unity is still more precious, and must always
remain his predominant interest. Even in behalf of peace,
he may not expose it to violation. But no such dilemma
\\ill ever confront him. He will be a power for peace just
in proportion to his success in holding all his children, of

whatever nationality, close to his paternal heart.
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